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Bells.

the churches.

Union

Harvest Grange, Centre MontWebb-Bessey. A very pleasant wed.urn* Course.. Bel fast Schools...
in Bueksport..The National
ville, finished electing officers last Saturday ding occurred in Freedom on
Thanksgiving
\.u».u the Granges ..Maine Matevening. The following lady officers were day, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
l'lie Drummonds Golden WedSociBeils..Secret
chosen; P., Mrs. W. P. Jones; F., Mrs. E.
Wedding
Bessey. The contracting parties were
st A. B. Snow....Concerning
B. Bean; C., Mrs. E. A. Sprowl; L. A. S., George Webb of
Unity and Miss Amy,
Churches...Papers and PeriIvennebec County Liquor, May
Foster; Chorister, Mrs. W. F. White; daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bessey. The cer.A Union Tem- 1
i; Heal Estate
Organist, Mrs. F. B. Johnson.
I he News of Belfast.. Person
emony was performed at 11 a. m., by Rev.
\ i’ society.
Frederick Ritchie Grang^Waldo,has elect- H. W. Abbott of Liberty.
Only a few of
PACK 2.
the immediate relatives were present.
ed the following officers: M., Edward
At
m i.nth. .Colby
Stories. North
Evans; the
appointed time the bridegroom and
I >i ug Stores and Search and
O., C. W. Shorey; L., Ardria Simmons; S.,
L. M. Bryant; A. S., Arthur Payson; Cliap., bride entered the parlor, Mr. and Mrs. John
pace 3.
Sarah Stevenson; Treas., G. C. Levanseller; Woods, (a younger sister of the bride) enof
Malta.
Pyrenees..Knights
another door and taking their
•-pondenee...Law Court De- Sec., Matilda Clary;G. K., LaForest Braley; tering by
Periodicals.
Ceres, Cora Evans; Flora, Ethel Staples; places beside the groom and bride, as “best
PACK 4.
man” and bridesmaid.
The ring ceremony
Pomona, Carrie Shorey; L. A. S., Bernice
was very prettily carried out
N.-ws of Brooks...Northport
by Mr. Abbott,
Cilley.
assisted by two little children, Lela
The officers elect of Georges River Grange,
Bessey
PACE 5.
and Ira Johnson. The wedding march was
Liberty, are as follows; W. M., Ralph I.
I', 'fast.
Played by Mrs. Porter Hurd. The bride
p \ < 11-:»?.
Morse; 0., J. C. Carey; L., J. 0. Johnson; was
very tastefully dressed in white mus1'sther in Maine..The NaS., Walter Ludwick; Treasurer, A. .1. Skidlin.
After the marriage ceremonies the
Pt nohscot Bay Pish W hat
more; Secretary, Mrs. L. F. Hurd; Chapcustomary congratulations were offered the
Mrs.
Frank
lain,
A.
Theodore
p \.r e 7.
Bridges;
S.,
with good wishes heartily exw ar-Time Thanksgiving....
Rowell; Ceres, Mrs, Artie Sanford; Pomona, happy pair,
from all present. Dinner was then
i. nee.
Mrs. J. C. Carey; Flora, Mrs. J. 0. John- pressed
p \CE 8.
served. A reception was given in the evenson; L. A. S., Mrs. Mattie Palmer; G. K.,
ship News..Markets..Births.
ing from s to 10, to a large number of the
Geo. A. Palmer.
friends and relatives of the bride and groom.
The officers of Victor Grange, Searsmout, A short
program was prepared for enterSchool Lecture Course.
were elected last Wednesday evening as
tainment, including prayer by Rev. Mr.
follows: A. G. Caswell, Master; J. F. Paine, Richmond,
pastor of the Freedom church,
urse of the Belfast High
Overseer; Mrs. Sarah O. Fuller, Lecturer; instrumental and vocal music,and the readin
Alton
MemoJ.
F.
auspiciously
Ileal, Steward;
Ilall, Asst. ing of an original poem by Miss Lucy Ayer.
The hall was Steward; John Lane, Chaplain; S. S. Bean, The reception was very informal and
:a> evening.
social,
,i
representative audience. Treasurer; Stanley Wilson, Secretary; and was much enjoyed by all present. Re.1. II. Iluddilston, Ph. I)., Elmer Cushman, Gate Keeper; Lizzie Had- freshments consisting of
wedding cake,bride
< i*(‘k
in the University of docks, Pomona; }frs. Jennie F. Caswell, cake and several other kinds were
served
Mrs.
Emma
Etta
“The
of
Ceres;
with
Paine,
coffee.
The
subject
Acropolis
Flora;Mrs.
guests were received and
M. Hall, L. A. Steward.
Influence on the World’s
presented to the bride and bridegroom by
-1 re was illustrated by some
Dirigo Grange, Freedom, has elected the Mrs. Hurd and Miss Lucy Ayer. While
♦•leopticon pictures. After following officers for the ensuing year: Mas- festivities were in progress the bride and
: y remarks, in which he reter, Frank Clement; Overseer, Joseph Bart- groom made their way up-stairs unobserved
t*a. and location of Greece,
lett ; Lecturer, Sarah Thompson; Steward, and donned their traveling costumes, and
slid : ‘We cannot cease to N. P. Libbey; Asst. Steward,
Wesley then making their exit by the front door,
<ireece and Greek affairs. Woods; Secretary, Mary
Nutt; Treasurer, entered their sleigh and made their deparis to-day the philosophy
J. II. Vose; Gate Keeper, George Nickless; ture, without the usual accompaniment of
rice and old slippers.
lie then threw on the Pomona, Mary Hall; Ceres, Annie
The bells had been
Clement;
Greece, followed by a plan Flora, Ella Libbey; L. A. Steward, Maud removed from the team, and this successful
liank movement was planned and carried
views in and around that Woods.
They will be installed the first
out by the brother of Mr. Webb. When the
Mitral figure in Athens is meeting in January.
guests began to think of leaving for their
This was shown in views
Harvest Moon Grange,Thorndike,has electseveral homes and enquired for the newly
: ••■■tions, ground plans, etc.,
ed the folio wing officers for the en suing year:
wedded couple that they might bid them
ib«-d in some detail.
The
R.
S.
Ward
Master,
; (>verseer, E. II. Ward ;
good-bye, they were told that they had deInterestingly described, Leet., Helle Crosby: Steward, A. H.
Higgins; parted an hour before, and were well on
thenon was destroyed its
A. Steward,Irving Parsons; Chaplain,Chas.
their way to their new home. The presents
-latues were used by the
Parsons; Treasurer, V. X. Iliggins; Secy., were
numerous, and included both the useading purposes, thrown in- A. M.
Higgins; Gate Keeper, Joseph Stev- ful and the ornamental.
t-s
And thus the greatest
ens: Pomona,
Etta A. Harmon; Flora,
-I of Pericles would have
Abbie Parsons; Ceres. Flora Ward; Lady,
!<>
blivion but for modern
Johnson—Mitchell. The Journal has
•rail of Pericles was shown A. S., Maud Ware. The installation will received
notice of the marriage in Boston,
<>1 the more important
take place the lirst Saturday in January with
Dec. 1—tli, of Harry J. Johnson of Koxbury,
1. lecture of the Acropolis.
W. S. Dolloff, of Sunlight Grange, Knox,
the entrance, the
near
Mass., and Miss Maude B., daughter of Mr.
architecture of the build- installing officer. An all day session will and Mrs. Fred L.
Mitchell of Boston, forbe held with dinner at the hall.
statues of Liberty, sculpmerly of Belfast. The bride was attended
tin* centaurs, the represenThe annual session of Knox Pomona
rth of the goddess, and
by Miss Margaret Johnson, sister of the
Us. were
illustrated
and Grange was held at Evening Star Grange
bridegroom, and Arthur L. Dow of New
Oivrks made the first suchall in Washington, .Saturday, Dec. 8th.
York was best man.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnto represent the human
There were about 100 members present and
fm architecture.
son will be at home at No. 23H
The
Dudley street,
the 'th degree was conferred upon 25 can.in the whole gamut of
Koxbury, after January 1st.
-iug, and maty views didates. The election of officers resulted as
i--1 rate this point.
Every follows; W. M., D. ,1. Rowley; W. O., Amos
in modern art is to be
Secret Societies.
Sukeforth: W. L., E. S. Stearns; W. S., Ve"1 the Greek sculptors.
■\«-d that the Greek artists rah Robbins; W. A. S., Warren Gardner;
The new commandery of Knights of
'A'ledge of anatomy, both ^
Chap., John Ripley; W. T., Lysander
al, and that particular Norwood:
Malta" in this city made a happy choice of
W.
Mrs.
obadiah
S.,
Gardner;
paid to every detail. The
name—Governor Crosby. The name was
ne to nature.
John Gurney; W. Pomona,
The lecture W. G. K.,
suggested
by Sir Knight Commander Matand description of the Mrs. Fred Jameson;
W.
Flora, Mrs.
: constructed.
\ erali Robbins; W. Ceres, Ada Lucas ; W. thew \V. Welch.
Penobscot Encampment, i. O. (). F.,electL. A. S., Mrs. Warren Gardner; Chorister,
Belfast Schools.
Winnie Glover. The officers will be install- ed the following officers Tuesday evening:
C. I*., M. W. Welch: II. P„ K. C. Leonard;
ed at the January session m Rockland.
ii i -v of the Northport
K. S.,J. s. Davidson: F. S., C. 11. Sargent;
in. treated all his passeu;
s. W.. F. M. Wood: J. W., C. M. Craig.
Maine
Matters
in
•i
Congress.
at
tin*
close
of
peanuts
I |The following secret societies Will hold
.i'll presented him with
their annua ieleetions next week : Tarratine
Representative Burleigh lias offered tlie
petition of F. A. Jones. J. A. Jones, and Tribe, 1. i>. E. M., Monday ; Aurora Rebekv'"u have received the class
other citizens of China, Me., against the ah Lodge, 1
0. 0.
Tuesday: Silver
sale of intoxicants in our new possessions; Cross
a.-a e class of the Belfast
Lodge, K. of 1'.. Wednesday, and Enof
the
also
the
\Y.
C.
1.
C.
petitions
organii'iie design is a shield edged
zations in Yassalboro and Winthrop and terprise Lodge, A. O. 1". W., Thursday.
"i gold, with a centre of
the petition of Jedidiah J. Yarney and nine
Palestine Commandery, Knights Tem\ gold ribbon with the in- others of Unity for an anientbnent to the
constitution forbidding polygamy; also plars, has elected the following officers for
“B. 11. s.” crosses the
the petition of the monthly meeting of the tlie ensuing year:
E. ('., S. A. Parker;
Fifteen pins were order- Friends church at Winthrop against the imGen., W. C. Libby; C. G., p. 0. Smith;
of
intoxicants
into
our
new
portation
possessions and the petition of the Dorothea Dix l’rel., F. R. Woodcock ; S. W., Elmer Small;
of the city council to Memorial
association, pray ing for an ap- J. W., John W. Jones; Tr., N. F. Houston;
a;is referred have authorpropriation for the erection of a memorial or Rec., Geo. I. Keating.
'd iminer to make the neces- monument at Hampden, Me., to mark the
The Tempi.aks' Toast. The commitof Miss Dorothea Lynde Dix,
and repairs in the High birthplace
which petition was referred to the House tee on Christmas observance of the Grand
so that the hall over the
committee on library
Encampment of Knights Templar of the
The petitions from Maine people offered United States of America has prepared tlie
be utilized for recitations,
Senator Frye for the passage of the following toast: “To Our Most Eminent
by
•■gun last Saturday. The
Grout bill against the sale and manufacture Grand Master Reuben Healey Lloyd—A
\ements will be welcomed of oleomargarine are numerous. Senator merry Christmas, and may the coming cenand pupils.
Frye has also offered the petition of Knox tury fulfill the golden promise of peace on
Post, No. 120, Department of Maine, G A.R., earth and good will toward men.”
xercises at the Brick school,
The Grand Master sends tlie following repraying for the enactment of legislation
Fast Belfast, Miss Lillian giving preference to veterans in the public sponse: “Templars—I wish you a prosa ere held last Friday afterservice, which was referred to the Senate, perous and happy New Year! When all
committee on milita' y affairs, of which Sen- keep the new commandment of Our Redeemi: ge number of the parents
er tlie golden promise will be fulfilled.
You
ator Hawley of Connecticut is chairman;
!.•
pupils. Following is the also the petition of the W. C. T. U. of Fair- are obligated to labor unremittingly to bring
held for the enactment of legislation to pro- to pass that perfection of man’s moral anil
hibit the sale of intoxicants in our new intellectual development. In the gospel of
■Rise My Soul,”
School
St. John, XIII chapter, :wtli verse, you will
possessions.
> -ulm.
One petition has been presented in the find the new commandment.”
IV er.
The committee requests
all true TemHouse for Capt. Boutelle, that of the Maine
Awake.”
State grange for a law against the manu- plars and their friends, wherever dispersed,
on land or sea, to join In these sentiments
facture and sale of oleomargarine.
aderful World,”
oil Tuesday, Dec, 25, A. I), liioo, at noon,
Ethel M osman
eastern standard time.”
<»iue Little Leaves,”School
The Drummond’s Golden Wedding.
In the joyousness of approaching Christthe Leaves,”
School
mas day all the Sir Knights of this juris\;itumn Party,
as a mark of respect and love for
diction,"
Hon. and Mrs. J. II. Drummond of PortCliauncey Bobbins
the most eminent grand master, will join
ids”
Raphnel Leavitt land celebrated the noth anniversary of with the grand commander in sending these
i e Song,”
School their wedding, Dec. 10th, in a very quiet
greetings to M. E. Sir Reuben Iledley
Oscar Olson manner. There was only a family gatherSnowfall,”
him a merry Christmas.
Their three surviving children and Lloyd, wishing
Everett Flanders ing.
Flake,”
Grade I. nine grandchildren were present. The only
Grade II. presents were llowers sent in by the few
Suits Against A. B. Snow.
sil Flag,”
School friends who knew that it was the anniversary of their wedding. Josiah II. Drumsige of a Snowflake.”
Augusta, Me., Dec. 17. Two cases growtty Moon,” Victor Larrabee mond and Miss Klizada Rollins Bean were ing out of the alleged crooked dealings of
in
married
New
In
Dec.
1850.
1858
III.
York,
Grade
10,
B. Snow of Jackson,
the absconder, A
hted Cradle,”
Nellie Hall Mr. Drummond was Speaker of the Maine were heard here today, being suits to recover
House of Representatives, and again in on notes
s
Make Men,”
to Snow and by him placed
given
Willie Crosby 1800. He was elected to the Senate in 1851), in a Belfast bank as collateral for his note
’lake”
Emery Flanders but resigned on being elected attorney gen- for money loaned. The bank asked payment
Harry Brown eral in lsoo. He served as attorney general in case of Elijah T. Bessey of Brooks, who
Grade V. from 1800 to 1804. lie was a member of the said he had paid and produced notes from
-dmas,”
miiis Song”
School Republican national conventions of 1804, Snow. The bank then transferred the note to
Robert Innis 1870 and 1884. On three occasions he de- attorneys, who sued. The case was sent to the
mher”
clined to allow the use of his name as a can- law court
Leavitt
Eve,”
Lucy
by mutual consent. In a similar
Nellie Hall didate for Governor. lie is now the head case against. Alvin II. Kidley of Monroe,
ristmas,”
of
the
law
lirm
of
Drummond
&
Drumkolus”
Mary Brown
defendant denies that lie ever gave such a
Wishes,” Pearl Robbins mond, is a director and attorney of a life in- note and says that the signature is a forgery.
School surance company of Portland, and for 35 [The jurv. I)ec. IK, found that the signature
\merica,"
years has been the clerk of the Maine Cen- was a forgery and returned a verdict for
tral Railroad.
He is one of the great Ma- the defendant.
Amateurs in Bucksport.
sonic authorities of the country, and has
written
much
on Masonic subjects.
pie will be pleased to know
Concerning Local Industries.
Mrs. Drummond is, we believe, a native
people of Belfast are hard
dug the play, A Virginia of Montville, and both Mr. and Mrs. Drum!i will be presented in Emery
W. S. Morse lias his saw mill at East Belmond have many friends in this city and
I hr play is one of those popumont busy getting out spool stock for the
vicinity.
"in the pen of John Frasier
new mill in Morrill. Three teams are now
iy pleasing situations. This
known in the future as the
hauling the stock between the two mills.
•1' i1' Club of Belfast.
Ice Boating.
The first
Cooper Brothers of Newport expect a
be given in Belfast and
business next summer than
mied by the Bohemian Club
O. K. Webster is building an ice boat from much larger
"i make a short tour.
Buckslast if the bass wood is to be found for tiie
a Rudder design, for use in Pitcher's pond.
l'"- iate a visit from her downmill. Nearly 700,000 feet of bass wood was
!,<irs, still holding in pleasant
An ice yacht club will be organized here
into veneer at the firm’s mill
production here of rinafore this season, and later, no doubt, regattas will manufactured
i
B"me week.
the past summer, and it is quite prob[Bucksport Cor. be in order.
mercial.
able that at least 1,000,000 feet will be the
Col. R. W. Soule was out at the lake amount next
year.
ltj« National W. C. T. U.
Friday afternoon, and gave his new ice
yacht Snow Drift her initial spin on Cobbost
Allen Dver had a
There was a light wind buCentre Montvii.i.e.
nvention of the National W. seecontee ice.
In fact, foot quite badly jammed by a lodged tree
he held in Fort Worth, Texas, the yacht went like a raee horse.
Dr. Kamsay was
abroad accommodations can be the colonel says that in a good breeze he the first of this week.
1 h
called... Miss Miriam Bartlett is at home
should want to reef. [Kennebec Journal.
was decided Dec. 14th by
from Ilopedale, Mass., for the holidays_
hirers of the organization. It
"
G. E.'Nash was here from Camden last Sat'led to inaugurate a moveMrs. Mary Edmunds
urday and Sunday
The Upper Hudson Is Closed.
l'ij
Sept. 28, Frances E. Willard’s
"h
to Pittsfield this week.Mrs. Lucy
goes
,
tli,
v,»d in the public schools of
*•> having an hour set apart for
C ATsKii.t,, N. Y., Dec. 14. Navigation of Wentworth returns to Portland in a few
0. Clement of Camden visited
Mis* \r;' "!,|-erning the life and work of the upper Hudson closed, to-day. Last days_E.
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Jones recently.
"uliirtf.
year, navigation olosed two weeks later.

Meetings

There will be

'•

—

a

Christmas tree for the

children of the Sunday school in the vestry
of the North church

Christmas day,

Friday

at 7

from 4

p. m.

on the afternoon of
to 6 o’clock.

there will

be a social

gathering in the vestry p.f the Baptist church
to afford an opportunity to meet the pastor
before he goes abroad. All the church, society and friends are cordially invited.
^.The Baptist Christian Endeavor„Society
has elected the following officers: President, Ilosea W. Rhoades; Vice President,
Fred Pendleton; Secretary, Miss Margaret
Keene; Treasurer, Benj. Robertson.
The services at the M. E. Church next
Sunday will be appropriate to the Christmas season, with special music by the choir
and sermon by the pastor. The subject of
the morning sermon will be “Beholding
Christ’s

Glory.”

At the North church this evening the
study of the book of Ephesians will be
continued, Chap. 4th and the utli to verse
15.
Sunday morning the sermon and music
will be appropriate to Christmas.
Other
services will be as usual.
The evening
subject w ill be “The Great Reforms of the
19th Century.”
Last Sunday was a gala day in the history
of Pratt’s .Memorial Methodist Episcopal
church of Rockland. The church has been
recently remodelled and thoroughly repaired and the opening exercises were held during the day and evening. A number of
former pastors were present; also Rev. J.
E. C. Sawyer, IX D., of Syracuse, N. Y.,
who delivered the sermon at both morning
and evening services.
The program for Christmas Sunday at
the Universalist Church is as follows: “O
Happy Bells of Christmas,” carol, Phueger;
“0 Come AII Ye Faithful" anthem, Schenecker; “Brightest and Best,” Brackett; Christmas sermon, by the pastor, Rev. Ashley A.
Smith. Sunday School at 12 o'clock ; young
peoples meeting at 11:15, p. m.: topic: “The
Christ Child.” A. cordial invitation is extended to all.
The Baptist Sunday school will have a
Christmas concert next Sunday afternoon
at
o'clock, and a Christinas tree for the

children, Monday evening. Thursday evening, Dec. 20tli, the annual church business
meeting at 7 p. M. The weekly prayer
meeting will be omitted.
Sunday morning and evening worship as usual. These
are the pastor’s last services before he goes
abroad. The Y. P. S. C. E. meeting will be
omitted.
There will be special Christmas
music by the choir, Mrs. E. P. Frost, Mr.

■

[

People’s Mis,

The Methodist Sunday school will have a
Christmas tree at the vestry next Monday
evening.

1

1

will be held at the

sion in the Frye school house, Miller strest
every Saturday evening at 7 o'clock. All
are welcome.

1

1'

DECEMBER 20,

|

1900.

OBITUARY.
Mrs. Eliza Ann

Hopkins died at her home
on Commercial street, Dec. 10th, of heart
'disease. She had suffered from stomach
trouble two years. Mrs. Hopkins was born
in Belfast, May 27, 1822, a daughter of
Peter R. and Eliza Holmes. She was married in Cutler, Me., January, 1840, to Capt.
Richard Hopkins of Vinalhaven, and they
came to Belfast soon after and lived here
the remainder of their lives. Capt. Hopkins died March 23, 1885. She had but one
brother, who died in childhood. Her surviving children are Orman A., Fannie I. and
George 1). Hopkins of Belfast,and Mrs. Ada
E. Daniels of Newton, Mass. A son, Fitz
W., died in August, 1888. Mrs. Hopkins
was of a cheerful and pleasant
disposition,
always striving to be of benefit to others,
and looking upon the brighter side of life.
She leaves a large circle of warm friends.
She was a member of the Order of King’s
Daughters. The funeral was held at her
late home Friday afternoon, Rev. Geo ETufts officiating. There was a large attendance of neighbors and friends.
The floral
offerings were beautiful and appropriate
and included a pillow of white roses and
chrysanthemums with the word “Mother,”
from the family; 78 white pinks from Mr.and
Mrs. 0. A. Hopkins; floral piece of red and
white pinks from Mrs. Daniels; basket of
white and yellow roses and pink chrysantht
mums from the King’s
Daughters; bouquet
of pink chrysanthemums from Mrs. Colcord
and the Misses Pendleton; bouquet of white
roses and pinks from Mr. and Mrs. Otis Whitmore; bouquet of white roses and pinks
from Mrs. (Sarah Durgin and Mrs. C. II.
Crosby; bouquet of yellow and white
chrysanthemums from Mr. and Mrs. Win. A.
Kimball; basket of white pinks and roses
from Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Knight; bouquet
of red pinks and smilax from Mrs. R. C.
Sheldon and Mrs. David Cressey. The Helping Hand Circle of Kings Daughters has
adopted the following resolutions:
\\ hereas the angel of death has again
visited us, and taken from our Circle our
beloved sister, Mrs. Eliza Hopkins; therefore, be it
Resolved, That in the death of our sister,
we mourn the loss of a charter
member, and
one who was ever faithful to her convictions of right and duty.
Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved
family and friends our sincere and heartfelt sympathy in their severe affliction,commending them to the care of our Heavenly
Father, who can give comfort in sorrow.
Resolved, That a page in our records be
dry. ..',1 to these resolutions, a
copy be sent
to the family also to The Republican Journal for publication.
Sarah McCarty,
Committee
Mabel Pendleton,
on
i Resolutions.
Dora Briboes,

NUMBER 51
A UNION TEMPERANCE

MEETING.

Rev. Wilbur F. Berry of Waterville, SecMiss Grace A. Lord went to Boston Saturretary of the Christian Civic League of day for a visit.
Maine, addressed a union meeting of the
W. F. Wellman returned Saturday from a
churches in the Opera House Sunday evenbusiness trip to Boston.
ing. He was introduced its the one man to
Howes Mayo left Saturday for Bangor
whom more than to any other was owed
the changing feeling throughout the State and Brewer, on business.
F. E. Cottrell and wife of Camden were in
in regard to the enforcement of the Prohibitory Law, a man who by his quiet, persist- Belfast last &eek on business.
ent educative work and temperate,
Russell Brier and wife are in Skowhegan,
candid,
convincing speech, had wrought splendid where Mr. B. has employment.
things, the potency of which was likely to
W. R. Clark of East Corinth is visiting
be seen increasingly. Mr. Berry’s
address, his sister, Mrs. Newali Mansfield.
both the substance and manner of it, reMrs. Isa Drinkwater of Lincolnville
vealed the secret of his influence and
effectiveness.

The greater part of his disto a discussion of the
purpose of the State. Clearly and cogently
he set forth how the nullification of the
Prohibitory Law did violence to the will of
the people as expressed in the very constitution of the State. Kindly, yet without
one bit of qualifying
emphasis, he called
attention to the faithlessness of all officials
of the State or municipality who give
oath to do what they do not do. The
fallacy of the claim that there was not
a public sentiment behind the law which
would sustain the officers
in
doing
their duty was exposed, as when in Waterville that petition containing ihe names
of most of the business men and twothirds of the tax-payers was presented in an
enthusiastic mass-meeting to the mayor, but
witli only temporary results.
For partisan
purposes the law is nullified. But how long
will the people submit to this? The signs
of the awakening are on every hand, and
he cited a number of great encouragements.
He expressed no bitterness towards the sacourse

was

given

loon-keeper personally, but his business
was bad,
irredeemably bad, and to destroy
his business was really to do him a kindness.
In closing Mr. Berry cited case after ease of
the tragic, sorrowful work of the saloon,

which all went to show howr the cause of
enforcement was that of the safety and happiness of the people.
Although the night was cold, the Opera
House was well filled, and the audience manifested an unusual attention and interest.
The ministers were upon the platform, and
it was through their agency Mr. Berry was
secured.
It is believed by them and others
who are sensitive to the public feeling that
the time is ripe now to insist upon a better
obedience to the law, and that local conditions will soon show an improvement that
has not been witnessed for many years.
The News of Belfast.

T: U. will meet with Mrs. S. (J.
The W.
John A. Logan died at the home of his Bickuell this, Thursday, afternoon, at 2.JO
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Logan on o’clock.
Bridge street, Sunday morning, after a short
Christmas Shopping. We renew the
illness of pneumonia, aged 35 years, 10 invitation of last week to all readers of The
months and 3 days. He was born in Bel- Journal to
patronize our advertisers when
fast, and attended the public schools here, making their holiday purchases.
The
and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher and Mr. Geo. White. learning the printers’ trade in the Progres- Journal i* a home paper for home people,
sive Age office, in which he worked several and practices what it
preaches. It believes
There w ill be a special Christmas services
When his father’s health began to in
years.
encouraging local industries and local
at the Unitarian church next Sunday mornfail John left the printing office and became business nu
n, and it is fully war.anted in
ing, with sermon by the pastor, Rev. J. a
partner in the teaming business, estab- saying that the holiday goods ottered this
M. Leighton, on the subject “The Signifilished by the father more than half a cenyear in Belfast will compare in quality and
cance to Humanity of the Life of Christ,”
tury ago, and in the retail ice business. A price with those to he found elsewhere.
and the following Christmas music by the
few years ago John bought the teaming The window
displays this season are unchoir:
business, and the ice business has been car- usaily attractive, and did space permit we
Christmas Anthem, “The Babe of Light and
ried on by his brother Charles.
He
was an
should be glad to describe them in detail.
Dressier
Glory.”
Christinas Anthem, “Brightest and Best of honest, industrious, square dealing man, i Fred A. Johnson's
big show window’ in
the Sons of the Morning."
true
his
to
Whitby always
family and friends, and : Masonic Temple is green and white with
Gloria Patri,
Sliuey his death is a blow to all with whom he has !
Response, “Jlyinnof the Nativity." Stewart
only a dash ol' bright colors and contains
Christmas Carol, “Softly the Night is Steal- been associated, both on account of its goods suitable to the holiday trade.
BurGilbert suddenness and the fact that it removes kett's two
ing.”
windows in odd Feilows block
Miss Sullivan, soprano; Miss Robertson, one who was ever
to do his part of show much work and
ready
taste in their arcontralto; Mr. White, tenor; Mr. Rettengill,
lie was unmarried, !
any work cheerfully,
bass.
rangements and old and young can Iind in
but leaves besides his aged parents, six
them mam suitable gifts for Christmas, j
The following resolutions were adopted
sisters and four brothers, Mrs. Sarah IIowCarle a Jones’ new w indow adds much to
by the First Baptist church of this city on aid
of Limestone, Mrs. Grace Robinson of the
the resignation of their pastor, Rev. Randall |
appearance of Main street and the big
Portland, Thomas P., Jr., Mary, Alice, Mar- doll as the centre decoration is
T. Capen:
gazed at
Robert C., Mrs. Mattie Knowlton
In complying with his wish and accepting garet,
longingly by the little girls. The display
Charles and Frank, all of Belfast. The of
as final the resignation of our pastor, Rev.
Huylers at the City l>rug Store is a new
R. T. Capen, we, as a church, are grateful funeral was held at his late home yesterday, feature in the
Christmas window decorafor the two and one-half years of his minisand
was
Wednesday afternoon,
largely at- tions; and tin* jewelers, Chase A Poak, G.
try, and wish to express m.ir high esteem tended
the
men
and
business men R. Poor and H. J. Locke A Son have their
by
young
for him. We gladh record our gratefu1 ap- !
preciation of his untiring devotion to all of the city. Rev. G. G. Winslow officiated. goods arranged to the best advantage to
interests of our church, his kind and unsel- The bearers were Hr. W. C.
Libby, ( lias. C. attract attention, and buyers. The good
fish spirit at all Limes that have won for
John A. Fogg and Ben 1). Field.
him our sincere confidence and love.
IIis Coombs,
things displayed at A. A. llowes A Co’s
cheery presence and sympathetic spirit will The floral offerings were many and beauti- and Swift A Paul's are most tempting. At
be greatly missed, not only by our own ful.
the Dinsmore corner you will iind a great
church and congregation but by many!! in
assortment of Christmas slippers and dainty
the community to whom he has endeared
Kennebec County Liquor Cases.
himself by his ministry in times of special
footwear. A window full of birds and
sorrow and need.
We have been deeply
The ease of the State against C. H. Beane, animals, “as large as life and twice as
impressed by his true Christian manhood
ana his sincere
consecration,to his Master’s the Gardiner druggist who was accused of natural,” advertises R. 11. Coombs A Son,
work. He has tried to exemplify in his own
taxidermists; and the toys, etc., in tlie
life'the high ideals which he has constantly i selling liquors contrary to the prohibitory window
below testify that the Sleepers
set before his people and has sought to pro- law, came to an abrupt ending in the SupePoor A Son, as usual at this
mote the highest spiritual welfare of those rior court, Augusta, Dec. 11, when the case ! are awake.
was
noil
on
motion
of
the county season, have a line showing of dainty toilet
pressed
to whom he has ministered.
His enthusiattorney. The only evidence presented by
asm has been felt in every department of
etc. Spencer
the church work, and the churcn has grown the State was that on three different occa- articles, fancy goods, pictures,
and prospered. “In his pastoral leadership sions Mr. Beane had sold alcohol mixed j A Wilson are “the only pebbles on the
he has ever sought for things that make for with other ingredients to be usfed for bath- i beach” in the furniture line, and have a
IIis concilatory spirit, tender and ing purposes. The complaint against Beane 1 great
peace.
variety of substantial and useful
strong, has held the church in the bond of a was made by B. G. Jiinn, dealer in lobsters, Christmas
gifts, llarry W. Clark, s:> Main
true and deep spiritual unity.”
We would who on complaint Wf Mr. Beane had been
gratefully mention his work among the young ordered by tne city government from stand- street, has everything in the clothing line.
ing his team in front of Beane's store where William A. Clark, Clarks
men in which he has been exceptionally sucCottier, has
cessful.
In his Bible class on Sunday, he made himself a nuisance by hawking his
and in the Brotherhood meetings, he has goods. It was clearly a case of spite. Binn special bargains in furs and winter clothing.
sought to win them to the know ledge of the did not make his appearance in the court. Old Santa Claus makes his presence maniSon of God, unto a perfect man, unto the The witnesses for tne government all gave fest in the windows of 1). P. Palmer, Masonic
evidence which was so favorable to Beane
measure of the stature of the fullness of
at Mixer’s on Main street, and at
Christ, and God only can measure the that he would have been acquitted on that Temple;
alone.
other places too numerous to mention.
results of this work.
While we consent to his departure from
Give all The Journal advertisers a call
us with the deepest regret on our own acSaturday, Dec. 15th was settlement
count, we congratulate him most heartily
There will be a concert and
Monroe.
in
the
Kennebec County Superior court,
that God lias blessed him in opening the day
Augusta, and a large number of liquor in- Christinas tree at the Town Hall Tuesday
way for his proposed trip and assure him of
dictment cases were disposed of.
Kev. W.
Dec. 25th, by the people in general.
our united
prayers that his travels may fit F. Berry and Dr. A. T. Dunn of Waterville, evening,
him for larger usefulness in his chosen niembers
of the Maine Civic League, were The proceeds will go towards repairing the
work.
in
coyrt, and both expressed a hope that church and to the Sunday school. The L.
many jail sentences would be imposed upon T. L. will be under the management of
and
Periodicals.
the liquor dealers. A number of WaterPapers
ville sellers who had been indicted through Miss S. A. Mansur. Mrs. Cooper also takes
the efforts of the Civic League failed to an active part in training the children. Mr.
Wm. J. Bryan is to be the editor and proappear in court and their bonds were F. A. Xye has charge of the musical part.
prietor of a new weekly paper, the first given only in a few cases, but many
We hope all will help patronize the concert,
issueof which will appear in January. It will paid the tines and costs imposed and furnished bonds not to engage in the traffic for as the funds are to go to a very worthy obbe called The Commoner, and will defend
two years.
ject_We are sorry to know that Mr. II.
the principles set forth in the Kansas City
It. Dawson is still a great sufferer from a
platform.
rheumatic trouble— Mrs. Fred CunningTransfers in Heal Estate.
James II. West Co., To Milk street, Bosham has been suffering from tonsilitis, but
little
monthly, “Life
ton, publish a dainty
is gaining slowly—On account of the
The following transfers in real estate
Studies,” the subscription price of which is
storm the Rebekah sociable was not a sucrecorded
in
were
Waldo
County Registry of cess. A good program had been arranged
only 50 cents a year. The January issue,
“Ships Overdue,” is by Rev. J. M. Leighton deeds forthe week ending December 19,1 c»oo: and there should have been a crowd.
of this city, who has written for previous Gustavos Brown, Palermo, to Chas. BowHenry Conant is doing quite a business
issues “Winter Fires” and “Snow in the den, China; land in Palermo.
Freeman in raising doves. He has sold a number of
Crockett, Xorthport, to Freeman T. Crock- dollars worth and is wintering 40 to raise
Air,” etc.
ett, do; land and buildings in Xorthport. from another year... Congratulations are
Palermo. George Belden has his house Daniel Weymouth, Morrill, to Wilbert Shel- extended to Mr. E. C. Dow, whose marriage
nearly ready for occupancy. He has a table don, do.; land in Morrill. Ilannah A. Ham- was recently announced—Miss. Linda
Chase has returned to Pittsfield to attend
which his grandfather Northrup owned, lin, Brooks, to Fernando G. Ellis, do.; land
the winter term at the M. C. 1.Miss.
E. S. Carter, Maria Sanborn has been at home for a two
and the first one brought into the town of Bel- and buildings in Brooks.
mont, which was his home in the early days Belfast, to Genevive E. Carter, do.; land weeks visit from Kingman, where she has
F. F„ Whitcomb had employment the past year.
of the town....The last supper of the S. C. and buildings in Belfast.
I. society was held at Mrs. Ellen Row e’s and
large number w ere present. The amount
received was $10.. Mrs. Mary Norton visited her sister, Mrs. Bagley of Liberty, last
week_Raymond R. Tebbetts is at home
from the Medical school at Brunswick until
after Christmas.Mrs. Harriman, who
cared for her father, John Belden, and came
into possession of the farm eight years ago,
has returned to her home and family in
Whitefield.

et als., Searsport, to Lillian L. Xicliols, do.;
land in Searsport.
Lucinda E. Stubbs,
Hampden, to Annie J. Walker, Gardiner;
land in Winterport.
C. T. Littlefield, Belfast, to L. A. Whitcomb, Waldo, land and
Oscar Farrington,
buildings in Belfast.
Burnham, to L. B. Cole, do.; land in Burnham. Mary Gannon, Chelsea, Mass., to A.
C. Sibley, Jr., Belfast; land and buildings
in Belfast.
Thurlow Lane, Stonington, to
A. T. Snow, Frankfort; land in Frankfort.

visited friends in Belfast last week.

Rev. J. E. C. Sawyer of Syracuse, N. Y.
called on friends in Belfast Monday.

>

W. G. Sawtelle and wife returned home
last week from a visit in Massachusetts.
Sheriff S. G. Norton attended the meet-

ing of Maine sheriffs in Portland last week.
Misses Lillian Spinney and Nellie M. Hall
left Saturday for a visit at Boothbay Harbor.
Harold P. Carle is at home for the holi-

days from the Mitchell school in Billerica,
Mass.

Harry P. Bagley and Eugene 11. Cook
arrived from Boston Saturday for a vacation.
Mrs. Nettie Smart of Searsport has been
visiting Mrs. George Benson on Spring
street.

Henry \Y. Staples is suffering from an
attack of heart trouble, but is gradually improving.
Maurice Wood, who recently bought the
Shorey milk route, is dangerously ill of
pneumonia.
Miss Mary Hobbs of Brooks is in this city,
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Annie Jellison,
for

a

few weeks.

Mrs. R. T. Hack of Portland was called to
Ballsto'n Spa, N. Y., last week by the serious illness of her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Swazey 0'c at
their home in Bucksport, having returned
from their wedding trip.
Miss Ellen 11. Townsend, assistant teachin the High school,left Saturday to spend
her vacation in New Haven.

er

F. A. Griffin and wife have gone to Newton Upper F'alls, Mass., to spend the winter
with their daughter, Mrs. Fred Breen.
Mrs. ('. J. Gray of Belmont went to Augusta Monday, and will spend the holidays
with her daughter, Mrs. Guy (). Vickery.
Edwin A. Staples is confined to the house
u.
hip and shoulder, resulti ng from a fn': >, •.,
»irs several days ago.

by injurie.

..Dili;
Mrs. Ad
of Newton, Mass.,
in BHfast tb p i-• week, called here by
the death of her mother, Mrs. Eliza Ann
was

Ilopkins.
City Clerk L. II. Murch has so far ^covered from his recent severe illness that he
can care for himself, at hi> home on Congress street.
Mrs. S. E. Pierce will leave today fora
holiday trip to Washington, I>. C. she will
be joined in Boston by her daughter, Miss
Mary E. Pierce.

Rev. .1. E. c. sawyer of Syracuse, V V.
has accepted an invitation from sedgwick
No. 4,(i. A. R., to deliver th-* ora; on in Bath

May ;;o, moi.
Mayor Poor is rapidly recovering from
his recent severe illness, lie was able to
come down to his store a short time Monday, and each day since.
W. R. Ford, Sumner Bridges, Jesse and
Henry Webber have returned from Skowheguii and resumed their work in ('ritchelt,
siblej iV Co’s shoe factory.
Russell l». Sanborn of Company F. 21st E.
Infantry, now serving in the Philippines,
has been assigned to duty as messenger at
the Adjutant General’s office in
Manila,
with an increase of pay.

S.

Mr. and Mrs. ( has. 11. Howard of r imestone, Mrs. Grace Robinson of Portland and
Frank E. Logan from Poughkeepsie, N. V.,
funeral of
came to Belfast to attend tHe
their brother, John A. Logan.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Shea arrived
w ill spend this week in Belfast
While here they will arrange for a Christmas tree at the Girls' Home.
They will furnish the tree and decorations auda present,
for each inmate of the home.

Monday and

It is with much regret that we announce
the resignation as Voluntary Observer and
Crop Correspondent of Mr. 1.11 Murch,
Belfast, Me. Mr. Murch has long been a
valued observer and representative of the
Weather Bureau at 1* I fast. He has, personally, kept the weather record for 41
years, and now retires mi account of ill
health.
Fortunately, he has an efficient
n Mr.
successor, as Voluntary Observer,
JolinS. Fernald. ami the continuity of the
records at Belfast will remain unbroken.
Mr. Murch has our best w ishes for a full re
Monthly
covery of his usual good health.
Report E. S. Weather Bureau.
Children’s Aid Society.

The Children's Aid Society acknowledge
the following gifts during November and
December and which have been received at
the Cirls’Home: Mrs. F. 1!. Rogers, stet
son, Me., one quilt, canned fruit and marmalade; Miss Maud Barker. Belfast, confectionery and tigs; by hand of Mrs. L. M
Weston, Skowliegan, a box containing
dresses, underwear, 17 aprons, mittens, lev:
gings and shoes; for Thanksgiving dinner,
2 chickens from Mr. Edward Sibley, ami
fruit and confectionery from Mr. E. T
Chase; box of clothing from Mrs. Albert
Brown: box of clothing from l’irn- Ribbon
Club, Orono; hat from Mrs. Sherman, B»*lfi.st; box containing woolen dresses and
skirts from Current Event Club, Stockton
Springs; from Mrs. Mor,son,a winter dress,
two coats, shoes, overshoes and mittens;
from Miss Nellie Libby of Cortland, fourteen
new woolen scarfs and one dress: from the
Congregational Sunday school, South Berwick, by hand of Miss .Jennie de D. Ricker,
S-.bO. These generous donations are gratefully received by the society. The severe
cold of the past month has emphasized the
need of a carpet for the dining-room and
any one having a second hand carpet could
fill a long felt want.
Wants. A winter dress large enough for
RJ years old, shoes and rubbers,
a girl
Belmont. Kev. R. T. Capen of Belfast
delivered his farewell sermon last Sunday woolen hose, light print aprons for school
at Hall's Corner school house. We all re- wear, stationery, canned fruit and vegegret to lose Mr. Capen, and he carries with tables, bowls for oatmeal, globe for sittinghim our best wishes.The farmers are
improving the line sledding. Some of the room lamp, small hand hell, groceries.
farmers are getting out spool-wood for E.
s
Boston Dec. 1
Victory, from BanMerriam & Sons, Morrill.F. A. Marriner, our young merchant, has his store well gor for New York, which was towed here
filled with a nice stock of choice groceries, from Beverly to repair the damage sustainprovisions, etc. Give him a call_Apple ed by being ashore there, was floated out of
leaked so badly that it became
buyers are quite numerous now-a-days. dry dock, but
They are paying from $1 to 81.50 per barrel necessary to place her back'in the dock for
further
work.
for No. 1 Baldwins.
—

a

PERSONAL.

MUNYQN’S
KIDNEY
CURE
When Prof. Munyon says his Kidney Cure
is a specific for nearly every form of Kidney disease lie does not overstate the case in the least.
It lias won for itself a place among the almost infallible remedies. It will not cure bright’s Disease in the advanced stages.
It will not do the
impossible, but it will cure every phase of Kidney
complaint, even the incipent stages of Bright’s
Disease.
Fifty-six other cures. All druggists, 25c. vial.
Guide to Health is free. Medical advice free—
write to Broadway and 2(>tli St., New York.

IN PILGRIM PLYMOUTH.

Just 280 years ago, on the twentyday of December in the year 1020,
the Pilgrims landed on the New England shore at what is now Plymouth.
This town, which has a population of
about 9,000, is situated thirty-seven
miles from Boston. Considerable manufacturing, of a diversified nature, is
carried on and the manufactured profirst

Through the kindness of Col. F. E.
Boothy, General Ticket Agent of the
Mairte Central at Portland, quite a
party were enabled to attend the golden
wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall H.
Moses in North Gorham, Nov. 27th.

critter that stood in the middle of a
spring and butted the water up; so much
for going abroad.
As all' good things must come to an
end, and the time for our departure
was at hand,
good-bys were said, and
with Yates at the helm we were soon
at White Rock and en route for Port-

Mrs. Moses

land, returning

A GOLDEN WEDDING

Higgins,

IN' GORHAM.

Miss Adeline D. P.

was

directly
with the Puritans. Her great grandfather was one of the pioneers in the
settlement of Gorham, moving from
Cape Cod, to the farm now occupied by
John L. Higgins, West Gorham, where
the centenarian, the late Capt. Saul C.
Higgins, an uncle of Mrs. Moses, had
always lived, the property still remaining in the family. Mrs. Moses has
many relatives in this vicinity who will
perhaps be pleased to hear a little concerning her 50th anniversary. We
were booked for Portland the 26th, and
although the morning was stormy our
courage was good for a start. Our genial station agent, Mr. Comforth, looked with wondering eyes as he checked
our baggage, and seemed to think we
had taken Horace Greeley’s advice as he
a

family

go westward. When Conductor
Sullivan called for tickets he exclaimed,
quality, particu“what ails Portland to-day.” At Bumlarly that of cordage and cotton duck,
II. .1. Stevens and daughter
which stand highest in reputation in ham Mrs.
saw us

ducts are of excellent

party, and on we
went.
When
we reached Augusta rain
so situated,
however, as to attract
was falling fast, and freezing as it fell,
little notice, and the general impression
and before we reached Portland everyeu
to
the
visitor
is
that
the
is
gi,
place
was covered with ice.
Large
quiet, with but little going on in the thing
the United States.

The factories are

way of business. Never were a few
hours more delightfully spent than

of

Bangor joined

our

trees bowed to the earth beneath their

load, many

were

broken and

was

removed to the front

yard

of Pil-

of

tlie

few

who vote as

Changing

Madame Yale’s

HAIR TONIC

Ladies and GentlemenIt has gone on record
that Madame Yale’s Excelsior Hair Tonic is the
first and only
known to chemical science
found to be a genuine hair specific. It has an
and inaffinity for the human hair for
vigorating its entire structure. It is antiseptic in
character, as well as stimulating: its action upon
the scalp and hair is truly wonderful, inasmuch
as it has never been known in a single instance to
fail to cure scalp diseases and to create a luxuriant
growth of healthy, beautiful hair. It stops hair
falling within twenty-four hours and brings back
the natural color to gray hair in nearly every
instance. It is not a dye; it is not sticky or greasy;
on the contrary it m ikes the hair soft,
youthful,
It is a perbeautiful and glossy; keeps it in curl.
fect hair dressing, and can be used by ladies,
gentlemen or children as a diily toilet requisite.
Its influence is delightfully soothing.
A’l Dealers sell it. $i per bottle. Mail orders
may be sent direct to the manufacturer,

remedy

nourishing

ruined,
damage

telephone wires down, etc. The
done in Cumberland county was much
than in Waldo county.
nearing the harbor we pass the twin greater
In Union Depot, Portland, we were
on
(linnet.
Near
these
light-houses
met by the veteran stage-driver from
si amis a station of the United States
White Rock Station to Xortli Gorham,
Uife Saving Service. Here also can be
Clark’s Island—named for the lie found your correspondent at her
seen
and escorted the party to the
mate of the "Mayflower”—where the post,
Mountain Divison, for White Rock.
Pilgrims spent their first Sunday.
At Cumberland Mills our party was
It is something of a shock to find the
j
added to, by Mr. and Mrs. L. L.
•‘stern and rock-bound coast” more again
of Springvale. We soon arrived
liiggins
than
fact, for the beach is a low
poetry
at White Rock, and the rain was then
stretch of yellow-gray sand. Still we
falling in torrents. As “Samantha”
can Asily imagine if must have been
“It looked wet outside and besaid,
cold and bleak enough when that "band
:
Mr. Yates soon stowed us
of exiles moored their bark” on the yond.”
away in his covered stage, and after a
j
coast.
wintry
drive of four miles the party of twelve
After landing on the pier we make |
were safely landed at the “Cottage on
tirst for the corner-stone of this great
the Rock," where our host and hostess
nation— Plymouth Rock.
The rock is
awaited our coming.
The shouts that
now some distance from the water, the
issued from our party rang out across
wharves having been built out beyond!
old Lake Kebago, whose waters looked
it : but in those long-ago days the sea
cold and blue in the distance.
must have washed its sides.
The part
The morning of the 27tli was stormy,
of tin1 rock in view of the visitor has
but all was pleasant within. Our host,
had rather an adventurous career; for,
Mr. Moses, is well known in Cumberin 177-4 the toil was split off and carried
j land and other counties for his sterto Town Square, where it remained until ls.!4, when, on the Fourth of duly, it ling temperance principles, and is one

those which the writer was privileged
to pass in this old historic town. On

they

MADAME YALE,
189 Michigan Btod.,

Chicago.

COUPON.
Name of paper
This coupon may he exchanged for one
of Madame Yale s celebrated hooks on
Please cut out
health, g a. e a•; beauty
coupon a'id mail it to Madame Yale with a
request for a hook
Madame Yale ntav he consulted by mail
Address ad rommunhafree of charge.
tious to l.er, *89 Michigan Jdvd. Chicago.

Toilet Articles,

Soaps,
Rubber
■s

Goods.

Morality, Law, Education and Freedom, representing the principles upon
which the Pilgrims founded their Colony. The total height of the monu-

AIL

NEW,

BEST

QUALIFY,

LOWEST PRICES.

A. A. Howes & Co.

presence

and

gold pieces

that Mr. Moses remarked
that his “wife was going into the bank-

gold basis.” Mr. and
ills. Moses have five children—George
II., who does a flourishing business entertaining summer visitors at his cottage on the shore of Lake Sebago; Eding

Westbrook; Mrs. Ella F. Sadler
of Deering, and Addie M. Manchester
of Poland Springs, all of whom were
present.
Thanksgiving day we were invited to

man
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cures

and all

Air. Libby, the editor, is the son ot
lion. I. C. Libby, who was well known
throughout the' State as the “Cattle
King,” and later, as the financier of
five of the longest electric railways in
the State. Young Mr. Libby graduated
from the Waterville High school in
1898 with the English Honor. While
in the High school he founded, and for
a year was editor of, The Nautilus, the
school paper. The same year he also
edited a good-sized paper of a City
League. In college he was elected
News Editor of the college paper. The
Colby Echo, which office he resigned to
devote his time to Colby Stories. This
is Mr. Libby’s first effort in editing a
book, and he has been eminently suc-

cessful.

Colby is the first Maine college to issue a work of this kind, and the book
promises to be a success, as the first
edition is nearly exhausted by the advance sale from all over New England.
The hook has about dOO pages, gilt top
and uncut edges, and a beautiful cover
design of Colby willows. It was published at Waterville, Ale., under the
managership of Julius II. H. Fogg.

I

lameness, muscle soreness

pain and inflammation.

^"'LINIMENT

has

1

25

J

<Johnsons

1

an
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nnriradled record of nearly A Century of
** h*8 steadily crown in favor. Yon
Two sizes, Soc. and 50c. Write for fre«can
book: "Treatmentfor Diseases."
S- JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

^
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Stock!

Splendid Holiday

Colby Stories, a collection of tales of
college life at Colby, is in many ways a
unique volume. Many of the leading colThe sloop yacht Myrtle, in which E. F.
leges and universities have issued story Day was bringing a load of furniture from
as
Corthe
Beach House, Lincolnville, to Camden,
books, Harvard, Yale, Princeton,
nell, V assar, Smith and others, but none, Dec. 4th, when off Sherman’s Point between
the outer and inner spindle struck a ledge,
as far as we have seen, are like the Colby
her to sink in a short time. Mr.
stories.
Mr. Herbert C. Libby, the editor, has
developed a novel and interesting plan
of collecting stories of college life participated in and told by men who are
now well known in literary life.
We
get the stories lirst hand and told by
those who know how to tell them.
Among these are Holman F. Day, the
Rudyard Kipling of Maine; Asher C.
Hinds, Secretary to the Speaker of the
National House of Representatives;
Professor Caldwell of Illinois, and Librarian Koopmanof Brown University.
The book is divided into three parts.
Part I contains tire strictly college
stories, of from 2,000 to 5,000 words in
length. Part II contains the Unvarnished Tales; reminiscences by some of
the older graduates. Here will be found
many a good anecdote never before
published. Part III contains three famous stories of Rare Ben Butler.
The
book gives vivid glimpses of college
and
a
in
them
the
stories
have
life,
go
that will appeal to everybody.
If there is anything that gives a tone
to a book, it is a good cover design and
good illustrations, and in this Colby
Stories leads any college hook we have
yet seen. No other that has come to
bur notice has original illustrations.
The selection of the artist was a most

A9

The only liniment for internal
use
Is Johnson's Anodyne
Liniment
on sugar it is
pleasant
to
B^opped
ta“® and it quickly cures
colds
coughs, croup, bronchitis, catarrh,
la grippe and every ailment
due to
inflammation. Rubbedon theskin
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WHICH INCLUDES SOMETHING FOR
SO/TETHINO FOR EVERY PURSE.

•

EVERY P; p,,,v

MED.'Un PRICED
AND COSTLY PR

causing
Day with another man who was with him
were barely able to take a dory and get
The top of the mast of the sloop
ashore.
is visible, but she will probably prove a

FRESH,

DESCRIPTION

{

SELECTIONS of any grade
Our stock is a

NOVEL

NEW,

—^^Pleasing

Coated

PRESENTS,

SENTS OF EVERY KIND AND

So you can secure DESIRABLE
at any price you wish to expend.

total wreck.

J

and WELL ASSUk!

F.fj!

Christmas Gifts.

And our FAIR PRICKS are as attractive :<s the goods.
Save TI MK. MONKY and get the best you can by ehoosin.
From OUR EXTENSIVE HOLIDAY STOCK.
All are invited to eome.
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Look at your tongue.
Is it coated ?
Then you have a bad
taste in your mouth every
morning. Your appetite
is poor, and food distresses you.
You have
frequent headaches and
are often dizzy.
Your
stomach is weak and
your bowels are always

Will give you an idea of the I
f
beautiful goods within.

BELFAST NATIONAL
BANK BUILDING,
P. O.

I NO Tib
| SHOW

w

>

H. J. LOCKE & SDN
|

Belfast, Main,

)

SQUARE.

constipated.

There’s an old and
liable cure:

re-

THE SLEEPERS

HAVE WOKE
U P!
They

busy showing their

are

NEW CHR1STHAS GOODS
Don’t take a cathartic
dose and then stop. Better take a laxative dose
each night, just enough to
causeonegood freemovement the day following.
You feel better the
very next day. Your
appetite returns, your
dyspepsia is cured, your
headaches pass away,
your tongue clears up,
your liver acts well, and
your bowels no longer
give you trouble.
Price,

2S cents.

AH

PRICES

Consisting of-RUGS,

FROM

-17c.

$6.00,

to

I \

-1

SCREENS, PAPER RACKS, DOWN PILLOW-, t V,
BRELLA STANDS, TAPESTRY

FOR

THI

U Al

ETS, ROCKING HORSES, SLEDS,

AGES, GO-CARTS,

DOLL

CAR-o

CARRIAGE ROBES I OR

in

DREN.
In fact we cannot mention all the ,m"

large

A

stock of.

LACE CURTAINS, HEAVY DRAPER I iS
and UPHOLSTERY GOODS.

druggists.

^JT’Please call and give

I have taken Ayer’s Pills for 35
years, and I consider them the best
made. One pill does me more good
than half a box of any other kind I
Lave ever tried.”
Mrs N. E. Talbot,
March 30,1899. Arrington, Kans.

us

a

prices the lowest

share of your

on

patronage.

You

goods.

all

J. L. SLEEPER, ifc CO
—

7'g Main S*>t»-«‘<‘t, 15*■!

t

K. B. Thayer and wife leave for Boston
visit this week.

8 T O V

Lorenzo Jones and wife of Brooks visited
A. Stinson last week.
was

T!

in town

Zenas Hartshorn of Swanville is teaching
the village school in Prospect.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mathews have
turned to their home in Chelsea.

The fullest and freshest we have
ever

had amkat the

CHRISTMAS
CANUiES.

LOWEST PRICES.

The Thanksgiving dance at this
a success.
All pronounced it
time.
II. It. Dawson of

POOR & SON,
DRUGGISTS.

mTinm

sj

-L

O
V

PRICES AS LOW AS THE LOWEST.

E
© T O V E 8
Mitchell

Trussell

Sc

Monroe came to this

place last Thursday to meet his old

We would like to have every
one look at them.

8
fl'-"*

STOVES, ETC., ETC.

|-i],

CHOCOLATES
by the pound and in
fancy boxes.
Broken Candy,
Mixed Nuts, Etc.,
<
Swift & Paul

fine

E

Ranges of ail kind

WOOD and COAL

V

The finest line
of high grade

place
a

“ave stoves ami

OIL HEATERS,

I

port.
was

YVE

O

re-

Mrs. Luther George, who has been quite
ill for the past week, is gaining.
Fred Black and wife recently visited their
daughter, who is attending school in Sears-

com-

rades.
F. E. Stinson is buying and shipping
for which tire highest cash price will
be paid.

eggs,

Mr. and Mrs. I’. II. Carter of East Belfast
were in town Sunday, the guests of Mrs.
Marion Mathews.
II. E. Robbins received a severe cut under
his left eye while engaged in moving his
new' 40-liorse power boiler.
Miss Alice Dow and Misses Martha and
Winnifred Mathews have gone to Castine
to attend the Normal School.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward |A. Mathews of
Union were here recently visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Win. J. Mathews.

Nasal
a

CATARRH

CAPITAL STOCK,:$ 150,000

In all its stages there
should be cleanliness.

$33,000

SURPLUS,

Ely’s Cream Balm

Sell THE BEST of t-wry

IJSPOSITS;SOLIClTKU

cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
away a cold in the head

Safe

quickly.

ELY

BROTHERS,

56

Warren

deposit boxes for renijat $3, $5' $6.50
#8

Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
over the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.

Street, New York.

Elden Harriman, our free delivery mailment, which is said to he the finest
carrier, was able to make only the first four
piece of granite statury in the wrorld, is our every day clothes. However, we
miles of his route Dec. 5tli owing to the
eighty-one feet.
proved equal to the occasion and chickroads not being broken out.
Leaving the monument, and crossing
.FOR
FINE.
cake
and
YOUR
pie disappeared
the town, the visitor reaches Burial en, pudding,
lion. A. E. Nickerson and Capt. Nehemiah
Hill. Here is t he last resting-place rapidly.
,
Smart of Swanville came to North Searsport
of many of those first comers.
The
Our calls at the pleasant homes of
to attend the veterans meeting, but on
marble obelisk to Governor Bradford is
account of the storm and bad traveling the
A small marble tablet Joseph Parker and family, H. Greeley
conspicuous.
made with pure SPANISH LICORICE7]
marks the spot where the fort of the Parker and family, Mr. and Mrs. Granmeeting was postponed until Jan. 3. 1901.
CANNED GOODS,
for cure ofCOUGHS5COLDSUnsurpassed
little colony, which also served for ville Carver and Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo
PICKLES,
The winter terms of school throughout
10* PACKAGES5
their church, was located. The lovers
PRESERVES,
Moses will long be remembered. We
DRY FRUITS, ETC., town, except in No. 9, began Monday;
of the quaint and curious will find
Mrs. Nellie Randell of Stockton Springs
much in the epitapiis on the old stones to had thought Thorndike the banner town
.AND ALL THE.
teaches in No. 7, and Mrs. W. L. Mathews
interest them.
Turning away from for hospitality, but are obliged to give
Fop all Throat Affectiorvs
of the
in No. 8. The school in No. 9 has been in
this old burial-ground, we pass down that honor to the inhabitants of North Fancy
Sold
by Drugqists everywhere or sent
the
street
in
season.
oldest
New
the
Groceries
session two weeks under
instruction of
Leyden Street,
Gorham.
.prepaid orv receipt of priceEngland, and again find ourselves at
Fred N. Nickerson of Stockton Springs.
&bi Broadway New YORK
TEMPLE.
•eyktl&b'ri
MASONIC
Through the politeness of Elbridge
Plymouth Rock.
No one who visits these historic and Colley, the electrician at North Gorham,
A Card.
hallowed places can fail to have a
National Bank.
we visited the new power house there
BankNational
Belfast
the undersigned, do hereby agree to
deeper appreciation of the dauntless
We,
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
from
which
saw
the
and
large dynamo
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of Searsport National Bank for thq election of dicourage of those pioneers in the face of
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
such hardships and sacrifices as they the city of Portland gets her light. The Belfast National Bank for the choice of directors Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails rectors and transaction of any other business
to cure your cough or cold. We also guar- that may legally come before them, will be held
other
business
of
that
transaction
and
the
any
with
America
her
endured. May
glori- new dam is nearly finished and is 1,507
rtom on Tuesday, the 8th day of
may legally come before them, will be held at antee a 25«ent bottle to prove satisfactory at their banking
ous past and grander future be truly
rooms on Tuesday, January s, 1901,
there
that
their
January, 1901, at t*° o'clock p- m.
6m42
I
also
learned
banking
or
feet
in
money refunded.
length.
CHAS. F. GORDON, Cashier.
and forever the “Land of the Pilgrim’s
m.
at 10 o’clock A.
W. 0. Poor & Son.
I A. A. Howes & Co.
a hydraulic ram was not a four-footed
Searsport, Decembers, 1900.—4w50
Belfast, December 8,1900.—twGO
C. N. Chase.
pride.”

Teas and Coffees,

l

FOOT RESTS, MIRRORS, HAMPERS, WOOD BASK

on a

W. F. Twombly of Monroe
last week buying cows.

|

WE HAVE LOW PRICED PRESENTS,

A. Stinson and wife visited at 0. B. Gray’s
last Saturday.

of

the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Moses, an invitation that was quickly accepted: for, like old Mrs. Means, we believed in “getting a plenty, while ye’re
getting.” The bountiful dinner spread
before us, made us all wish we had on

COLBY STOKIES, A MAINE BOOK.

In the account given in a daily paper on a
recent seizure of liquors in Belfast, the
“The only
following statement occurs:
places which escaped were the drug stores,
which were not troubled.”
Not to trouble such places, if they sell
intoxicating liquors, seems unfair. But let
it be remembered that a druggist has a legal
right to use intoxicating liquors in the compounding of medicine; hence has a legal
right to have such liquor in stock.
Only “intoxicating liquors kept and deposited in the state, for unlawful sale in the
state” can be legally seized. The seizure of
a druggist’s stock of liquors would result
only in their return to him by the court,
unless proof was produced that he had unlawfully sold intoxicating liquors or that
they were kept and deposited there for unlawful sale. Intoxicating liquors found in
a saloon or in the bar of a hotel are themselves proof of such intent. Not so, however, when found in a drug store.
Indeed it is only justifiable to issue a
search warrant on a drug store when the
person who issues it is satisfied that intoxicating liquors “are kept and deposited”
there for unlawful sale.
Any other eourse would be unjust to the
druggist and subject the county to unnecesOne asking for
sary and useless expense.
such a warrant may believe the druggist
unlawfully sells intoxicating liquor, but no
man can be condemned in court on belief.
Legal evidence alone will convict them.
But the sale of intoxicating liquor by a
druggist, even on the prescription of a physician, is unlawful in Maine. [Christian
Civic League Record.

C. 0. Fernnlil and wife visited in Winterport last week.

business on a

ward M., a successful farmer of North
Gorham; Charles A., a smart business

soon

we

Seizure.

J. W. Hobbs is buying most of the apples
in this vicinity.

wishes on the

china, glass, tidies, gold pins, a willow
rocker, and so many five and ten dollar

Waterville

North Searsport Items.

kind

happy occasion. Cake
and chocolate, oranges and candy were
served. The rooms were prettily decorated with ferns, red berries and yellow chrysanthemums.
Mr. and Mrs.
Moses received gifts of silver ware,

at

Price 81.50.

Charles Moses, in behalf of his parents
and family, extended thanks to the
their

cars

heard the call, “Burn’em, Burn’em,”
and as we boarded the Belfast train
and saw “Jerry’s” smiling face, we decided that fof good looks, politeness
and courtesy Mr. Sulliven could hold
his own with the best of them. So
ended one of the most pleasant trips on
record.
a. m. h.
Thorndike, Me.

and

contributors.

original poem written for the occasion
by Mrs. Pliebe C. Dole of South Windham, was read by Miss Emily Parker
in a most excellent manner. Poems by
Mrs. ltebecca Higgins Files and Mrs.
Dora Philbrick are worthy of mention.
Mrs. H. S. Stevens of Bangor and Mr
E. <1. Colley of North Gorham sang
several pretty selections, and Mrs. Colley gave a nice recitation. Interesting
remarks were made by' Mr. Charles
Trickey. Letters of congratulations
from distant friends were read, and

friends for

where

Search

the benefit of his talents in her latest
book. There are eleven original illustrations drawn by him from the manuscript. besides a large group cut of the

grim hall.

dians might not be able, by counting
the mounds, to learn the terrible story.
Passing along by the handsome Court
House we come to the Pilgrim Hall.
To the left of the entrance is seen, enclosed by an iron fence, a marble tablet
bearing as an inscription the words of
that memorable "compact” signed in
the cabin of the Mayflower. Entering
the main hall, the large picture, thirteen by sixteen feet, of the "Landing,”
painted by Henry Sargent, catches the
Its value is estimated at $3,000,
eye.
There are two other notable paintings
here, one a tine*copy of Weir’s "Embarkation” (the original of which is in
the Capitol at. Washington), the other
Lucy’s great painting of the "Embarkation from Delft Haven. Holland.” To
this picture the British government
prize of one thousand pounds was
awarded at Westminister Hall, London,
in 1848.
In the Hall are many relics of pilgrim and colonial days. Suffice it to
mention the chairs of Governor Carver
and Elder Brewster, which were brought
over in the Mayflower.
Here also may
he seen .John Alden's Bible and the
cradle of Peregrine White, the first
white child horn in New England. There
are many things which belonged to
Miles Standisli, and among them the
sword, with the Arabic inscriptions on
the blade, to which Longfellow alludes:
‘Spake, in the pride of his heart, Myles
Standisli the Captain of Plymouth.
This is the sword of Damascus I fought
with in Flanders.’
Hours could he delightfully spent here
m Pilgrim Hall, hut we hasten to the
hill from which the National Monument to the Forefathers
overlooks
The corner-stone
town and harbor.
in
hut
it
laid
was
lsdfi,
.was not completed until 1877. The vast granite
a
is
surmounted
massive
statue
by
pile
One hand is
of Faith, forty feet high.
holding a Bible, the other pointing upward. On the four corners of the
pedestal are emblematic ligures of

Lewiston,

and

happy one. Mr. Joseph C. Chase, nflw
a leading artist of New York City, is
a Maine boy, who gives his old State

Perfumes,

pray.

Meanwhile the remainder M rs. Moses is also prominent in the W.
T. U.
Mr. M. then told us that 50
of the rock was left on the original site,
that day he went to Thornyears
ago
in
and
1*59 the present canopy over it
dike to claim his bride. They were
was begun. In 1 s>S0 the top was restored
to its old resting-place and it now lies married in the house where Joseph
within the canopy, re-united to its fel- Higgins now lives, by Rev.
Joseph
low-rock.
Higgins, one of the first settlers of
In 1741, when it was proposed to conTime has dealt very gently
st mrt a wharf over the rock, Elder this town.
Thomas Faimceof Duxbury, then near- with bride and groom and both are in
ly ninety-live years of age, was brought good health and spirits. We thought it
thither in an arm-chair, and sitting up- a
pretty compliment to his wife, when
on the rock publicly declared that when
he said, “I shall never marry again una boy he had been
frequently told by
the Pilgrims themselves, and also by less 1 marry a Higgins.”
his father, who came over in the Ann
At 2 p. m. the guests began to arrive,
in ltH3, that this was the identical stone
and soon a goodly number had assemwhich
the
was
made.
upon
landing
Rising near the rock is Cole’s Hill, bled. bringing gifts and ottering conwhere in the severe winter that follow- gratulations.
A welcoming poem by
ed the- landing the Pilgrims buried Mrs.
a granddaughter,
Elbridge
Colley,
half their number, levelling the graves,
and
recited
little
Hazel
by
Manchester,
and in the following spring planted
An
corn above them in order that the In- another grand-daughter, was tine.

via

Mrs. Philbrick and Mrs. Stevens stopped off to visit Mrs. Annabel Miller Underwood, thus making a break in our
party. Our journey was most pleasant,
the railroad officials kind and polite.

connected

Drug Stores

Our

uew

vault is

a

am’

vear.

unequaled in Eastern Alain*
in' security against tire

and

UNEXCELLED

und

burglary in the country.

...

Those

privilege
bank.

renting boxes can have the exclusive
of taking their boxes to and from tie

AT TH K

Howes’ Block,c",',n.'"’
0000

E. L. Stevens, M. D.,
Residence 12 Church Street.
Offce,

National Bank

gyOftlce hours trorn 1

Building, Belfast, Me.
to

4,

and 7 to 8

P.

The Heaviest Beef

The Fattest Mutton
The Tenderest Veal.
The

Plumpest Chicken

The Best Venison,

*"»

...

SPECIAL

ATTENTION

OlVEN TO T1IE CCEEOF....

The Freshest

Vegetal'1

>

•

...

BY THE

...

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD.

Searsport

FOR SALE.
The house lot on Congress street known as the
Patterson lot, will be sold at a bargain. Apply to

DUNTON
Belfast, Sept. 20,1900.—38tf

£DUNTON.

)f“('ome in anil see "
; or, if you cannot come,
! telephone. Our number

■

use
is

FOGG & BKOWN

VIA

^^XrCELONA

PYRENEES.

A t,ft

Pecu*

Few

grilles

To Barcelona by raillst_ i«ioo.
,,,, tin* notliern border of Spain
.uriiev to be greatly enjoyed,

1:
0

Words

of The Journal.]

correspondence

t

\
*•

May;
interesting one,
iU intensely
..uiside the usual routes of travAmericans visit Barcesummer, but they always
in steamship up the Mediof

about

~m———

Wm-Kittet

act ween November and

A prominent

Montreal clergyman, the Kev. James
Dixon, Rector St Jntles and Hon. Canon of
hnst Church
Cathedral, writes :-“Permit me to
nd you a few lines to
strongly recommend
hry Davis’
PaiN-KittiH. I have used it with

i.

Refaction for thirty-dve
years. It is a preparaMalaga or Cadiz; or by
tion which deserves full
public confidence.”
from French territory,
▲ sure cure for
■#■■■
l i.ulon and Manaeo. Howwould learn the real Spain
outside the beaten paths
.ourself to rough it. You
Two Sizes, 25c. and 50c.
uicut with coarse fare, hard
.e-e is only one
Pain-Killer, Perry Davis.’
,.-,vss windows and jolting
You must learn to wait with
vou never waited before; station, guided by tbe friendly lantern
of a policeman. .You will
you must put Anglican
probablypocket and treat every put up at the Fonda Espana—a house
interesting enough in itself to pay for
in beggar to Cabillero, as
I'lal. If you can take a the long journey. It stands near the
used mind, temporarily cathedral, which is always the central
\merican conceit, you will point, and its beautiful ajimez winidmire in Spain besides dows, (Moorish or (lothic), are divided
her abounding treasures by numerous round, slender pillars of
\
and legendary lore, in white marble. The Arabic meaning of
orous hospitality of her ajimez is “apertures by which the sun
fir unfailing courtesy. enters.” In all Spanish towns you take
:uke the Spaniard as you your choice between ventas, which are
as
westerners, imbued the poorest form of public house: popublican ideas, think lie sadas, which represent an inn, but of
II is standard of religion, very inferior quality; fondas, which
and
Miners and duty, and of the answer to our swellest hotels:
de
ife that are due from one casas
huespedes, or boardingto another, however wide houses. where food and lodging are supk and hitherto unmet, is plied, always cheap and tolerably comfortable. The latter arelirst cousins to
in ours; and, it must be eon: nun

,,vt*r

v

■n

-ome
ver

respects is superior,
become Americanized,

isli to be: therefore it is

w

to lieedtlie

liners

■

Turkey, do

in

lauill

as

lllLUUgll

good old
the Turk-

LUC (UlUCUl

A vagon and Catalonia,
of the snow-capped Pyre-

.■xperience of
rdly

,i

a

life- time of

and bare for the most

ni

tree worth mention-

a

shrubs, there is no
striking natural beauty
except at rare intervals
: tain spurs, running down
nor

if

t.

desert, form
within

used

nninable,

■

great

rocky walls.
uninhabitable,

silence is

the
-ts.
e

almost

singing birds,

re are no

t

:

interim of

an

which is as one

v,

any insoul of an artist will

scarcely

even

gray lines of landunbroken expanse of dark

long,
a,

while every crevice
distinctly visible

hills is

:

-narent
of
■

and

the clouds fall blue

uvesque
1

atmosphere

yellow

'■

of

the

tawny

effects are never

roquent shrines along the
surrounded by {feasant
roups of cattle at wayout as if emboss-

standing
tiie pale

because the cork-trees were full
long lona,
who were passing the night
iules. with their jingling of robbers
branches. Highwaymen are
the
among
and
their
by caprisoning,
drivers
in opera-bouffe so numerous hereabouts that it is unsafe to stray outside the city walls,
aracter of almost all the even in broad day-light, unless well
t raversed by the principal attended: and we were warned against
"jmin. which was, until re- climbing the hill, memorable for the
toiled through only in dili- exploit of Lord Peterborough during
"ii
mule-back, (juixote the War of Succession, as the road
am is now so threaded by swarms with banditti, though in full
I that nearly everything of view of the city below and soldiers are
be reached in a parlor- constantly passing to and fro from the
llow the Spaniards hate town to the citadel on the summit.
se railways—though they
With all due respect to her Majesty’s
< ertainlv
they make them poorly-paid army, it may be that the
er they can and bring their hungry soldiers themselves occasionalas nearly possible to that
ly turn bandits when a particularly
'mile-traffic.
Time is of no tempting foreigner comes along, who is
in Spain, where it has been sure to have mucho dinero (much money)
i so many centuries, and it in his pockets.
Vet the laws against
a
saying, when a train robbery are severe. When a highwayat a snail’s pace, stopping man is caught, red-handed in the act,
uiiies for no apparent rea- he is rarely tried by a tribunal. Spanaii smoke ones cigarritos as ish justice is too uncertain in its results, and too expensive a luxury to be
place as in another.”
'a iicn ttie American traveler
rashly indulged in. The culprit is shut
nk he has had quite enough up in the nearest jail: ana m a tew
aiders why he ever came to days an order arrives to transfer him
forsaken region, he reaches to some other prison. The robber well
distances:

■

rand old cities which seem

knows what that means and sends at

■■red a siesta of several liun-

for a confessoi, with whose assistance he makes arrangements for the
next world. Then lie sets out tranquilonce

hardly waked
pities his felvlio have never seen Spain— ly for his pretended destination, under
''isfaction at once forgotten an escort of civil guards, who, at the
i of cool walks, shaded by first convenient place allow him to
get
s,
palms and sycamores, a few paces in advance, and then shoot
auks of a river; great open him down, under the pretext that he is
r
bull-tights and religious trying to get away. Report is made
•■Mery plazas with central accordingly, and everybody understands
m here hands play every even4—outlaws included.
promenading hidalgoes and
You need not stay long in Gerona,
ake furtive love by the for there is little to see besides its enormoon; dark, narrow, wind- mous cathedral, which was founded
by
hned with houses of every
Charlemagne in 785, pulled down and
modern), form and hue; rebuilt three centuries later, and con>1 buildings—palaces, hovels,
secrated for the third time about the
-I churches, all jumbled toyear 1086. Far better spend the days
smacking of mediaeval in a run across the border, through
iket-places set precisely as some pass in the near by Pyrenees. It
ni-stage and gorgeous in is only a little journey to Perpignan,
uni color; quaint cemeteries
upon the great French system of railaml to have

then how lie

silent as the
dominating all, the vast
Hwilral, with its airy spires
quick”

are as

sculptured
capitals of

towers and tine
arches

and

cry. deep vaults and forest
ils altars lighted by thous-

ing.

The railway station is deep down
valley, and a rickety omnibus

in the

takes you up to town by

th8

Correspondence.

SouTn West Habbob, Dec., 1900. At
the annual meeting of Tremont Lodge, No.
77, F. & A. M., the following officers were
elected: George Harmon, W. M.; Sami. S.
Moore, S. W.; Eben Richardson, J. W.;

ways, where it is short work to Biarritz, beloved of Eugenie. Bayonne, and
even

to Pan.

Besides its

picturesque

situation, upon its mountain torrent,
the Gave, and its genial climate, which

_/>ltl0 Hind You Hate Always Bought

the

grelt “Henry

“white

plume”

the battle.

of Navarre,” whose
was always in front of

We are
good to

suffering

humanity through
our consulting department, and invite

^^B

skin trouble. We make
whatever for this service.
or

CASES,
SIZES.

_Narble, Black Wood, Oak, Gold,

Porcelain and Nickel Cases

Tea Sets, Cake Baskets, Pickle
Dishes, Fruit Dishes, Water Pitchers

Silver

^,ITV1

and all other articles of table ware in the
very best
of plate.

quality

Knives,*n *heForks, Spoons and Fancy
ce*ebra*ed I847 Rogers Bros.’ make.
PiCCCS

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA BA

>lFor Many Years

A LARGE STOCK OE

favorite household remedy for all
coughs and colds has been

’a

Hale’s
Honey of

Sterling Silver

and Tar.

ALSO TOILET* ARTICLES IN

EBONY,

Pike's Toothache Drops Cure in One Minute.

A

*

the.very best thing

Is

larger than ever this fall, including Diamonds, Opals, Garnets, Emeralds, 18 K. Wedding kings, 14 K. Oval in large
quantities, and cheaper [rings as low as 50 cents each in smal
children's sizes, all solid gold.

CUT GLASS,

good assortment

of very line

quality.

as good assortment
goods are high grade.
5SP”This is a great opportunity for Christmas buyers.
®“A11 CASH sales, XO trading stamps.

COM-

AND

as

All our

GEO. R. POOR, Jeweler.

ME-

NEW

YEAR’S

CAN

NOW BE

SEEN AT

a

will be seen in town.

R H. COOMBS & SON

SUITABLE FOR XMAS
AND

plated chains.

OUR STOCK OF RINGS

DIUM PRICED GOODS

GIFTS

in

SILVER MOUNTED UMBRELLAS,

LARGE AND

LOW

Are of the I!. F. SIMMON'S it CO. and make

»

PLETE ASSORTMENT
OF

with STERLING SILVER MOUNTINGS

OUR WATCH CHAINS

It has cured thousands of colds; it
will cure yours.
254, 50"!, $1.00 per
bottle, the largest size cheapest. At
all druggists.
Take none but Hale’s.

HOLIDAY
GOODS.

Plate Ware

and Toilet Articles

Horehound

.

Undertakers and Embalmers,
72 Main St., Belfast.

We

come

to

our

notice,

are

Prepared

ft contains (in-

to

We shall continue to carry

eaay

lnAmTtfclF0RHEA0ACMEl/AKI LKO FOR DIZZINESS.
rp

Br

FOR OIUOUSNESS.
FOR TORPID LIVER.

FOR CONSTIPATION.
FOR SALLOW SKIN.
_FOR THE COMPLEXION

..AND..

.umunt^uTuat,

CURE SICK HEADACHE.

truck-

full assortment of

A dark room for accommodation of our customers.
TAXIDERMY WORK in ail its branches a specialty.

B. H. COOMBS & SON,

72 Main St.

ARE THE BEST.

•-•
a

nice

Christmas
•—•

There is nothing so Ipleasing for home entertainment as the Graphophones. It
is enjoyed byjyoung and old. Prices
as

New

Christmas

Shoppers

..

WOULD DO WELL

TO CALL AT

follows.

Firm
.IN....

Meat and Vegetables
....AT AN.

$5.00,-$6.00,-$7.50,
$12.50,-$25.00.
MACHINES,
$50.00, $100.00

GRAND

and 150.00.
Small Records.$5.00 Dozen
Grand Records. 1.00 Each

5.

i«. FRENCH l CO.’S

F. A. FOLLETT,
51 Church

Street,

FOR
The store

Belfast.

RENT!

recently occupied by the Condon
Manufacturing Company” and Banner Shoe
Store.”
C. O. POOR
Belfast, March 29,1900.—13tf

..

OLD STAND.

BEFORE PURCHASING.

Marcellas J.
AT

Dow,

BROOKS, MAINEf

In addition to his
usual line of.

are

DRY AND

1.50
50c per set

I have the agency for the Columbia Phonograph Co. Call early and leave orders to
avoid the usual Christmas rush.

S
■**

MllUiro

a

own

CAMERAS and PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES.

Has in

a

thoroughly renovating

the

Meat and Provision store for-

FANCY GOODS

•

aa

Answer

to

Tables 5c. apiece.

These prices 1)0 NOT include trucking trills. Parties can do their
ing or we will truck them to and from at usual trucking rates.

COLUHBIA

Records In sets of

smgar.

Night,

furnish..!*..... olialrs and. Tables

Chairs 20c per dozen.

5ee Fac-Simile Wrapper Below.

as

or

For entertainments, card parties, etc., at the following UNIFOKM BATES:

Toy Graphophones with 5
Records.

to take

Hours, Pay

Having retired from the furniture business we intend to give our whole time and attion to the Undertaking business, and by careful attention to every detail, we shall be
better prepared than ever to serve those who are in trouble and need our services.
Telephone connection No. 34-4.
Xiglit calls answered at 20 Northport Avenue, or by telephone No. 35-11.

Little Liver Pills.

Tory ataU sad

at all

Calls for Funeral Work,

The December edition of Profitable Ad-

Carter’s

A committee is now negotiating for a
place of meeting, and will report on time
and place of holding the regular meetings.

and NICKEL

ALL

charge

no

vertising, Boston, is by far the most pretentious issue of an advertising journal that has

ABSOLUTE
SECURITY.

tinctively Protestant.

GOLD, GOLD FILLED,

SILVER

name

cluding colored inserts) 140 pages of live,
up-to-date matter pertaining to advertising
and publishing interests, all profusely and
Knights ot Malta.
y
handsomely illustrated. From an artistic
Governor Crosby Commandery, Xo. 229, and typographic standpoint the magazine
Knights of Malta, was instituted in Odd is well nigh perfect, and every one, not
Fellows’ Hall Tuesday evening, with 00 alone advertisers, will be interested in
members. Frank Gray, Supreme Recorder reading this special number.
of Philadelphia, officiating, assisted by the
The December number of the Rudder has
Degree staff of L’lsle Adam Commandery a good deal to say about ice yachting, a
Two
of Boston.
degrees were worked. At sport that is grow ing in popularity in Maine.
midnight a recess was taken and a fine ban- As is the case with sailing yachts, the buildquet spread, after which the work of insti- ing of ice yachts lias been reduced to a
tution was resumed and the following ofscience, and those who wish to own flyers
ficers were installed: Sir Knight Comman- should consult the
designs published in the
Mathew
W.
der,
Welch; Generalissimo, Rudder and read what is said of them by
Nathaniel J. Pottle; Captain-General, Fred
experts. Sail and steam yachts also have
J, Stephenson; Prelate, Sanford Howard; their place in this valuable magazine, the
Recorder, M. C. Hill; Ass’t Recorder, Jos subscription priceof which is only $2 a year.
A. Montefiore; Treasurer, Walter Cooper; Address Rudder
Publishing Co., 9 Murray
Senior Warden, Charles R. Coombs; Junior
street, New York.
Warden, Rufus C. Barton; Standard Bearer, A. E. Stevens; Sword Bearer, M. B.
Lawrence; Warden, C. i>. Patterson ; Sentinel, Chester Clement; First Guard, II. W.
Staples; Second Guard, Willis E. Wight.
Following are the members of tlie.Degree
staff: Sir John W. Holman, S. K. C.;Sir
D. M. Cressey, P. C., Generalissimo; Sir M.
P. Miller, P. C„ Capt. General; Sir E. A.
Bailey, P. C., Prelate; Sir G. H. Hall,
Senior Warden; Sir M. S. Kaharl, P. C.,
Junior Warden; Sir W. II. Rankin, 1’. C.,
Genuine
Warden; Sir J. Shednick, First Guard;
Sir J. W. Cox, Second Guard; Sir Ira X'.
Tibbetts, P. C., Standard Bearer; Sir James
Chase, P. C., Sword Bearer. The following
were present as visitors: Sir Ira F. Tibbetts,
Past Grand Commander, of Portland; Sir
J. W. Shattuck, Past Grand Commander, of
Massachusetts, Supreme Organizer for this
State; and Deputy Supreme Commander
Must Bear Signature of
Sir James W. Chase of Pittsfield.

non-political, but dis-

WATr>HFQ-S0L,D

you to write us if you have any blood

of Phillips Phonograph was
ehangeil lats week to Maine Woods, and
there is no doubt but that the paper merits
the more comprehensive title.

ever

change of business in the near future, I offer my
entire stock for sale at greatly reduced prices. I have the
largest and most desirable stock of Jewelry in Belfast, a
large part of it bought within a month expressly for the
Holiday trade.
a

doing great

Papers and Periodicals.
The

In view of

than the ordinary practitioner who
makes a specialty of no one disease.

Woman's Awful Peril.

“There is only one chance to save your
life and that is through an operation” were
the startling words heard by Mrs. I. B. Hunt
of Lime Ridge, Wis., from her doctor after
lie had vainly tried to cure her of a frightful case of stomach trouble and yellow jaundice.
Gall stones had formed and she constantly grew worse. Then she began to use
Electric Bitters which wholly cured her.
It's a wonderful Stomach, Liver and Kidney
remedy. Cures Dvspepsia, Loss of Appetite.
Try it. Only 50 cts. Guaranteed.
For sale by R. II. Moody, druggist.

Watches, Clocks,
Silver Ware,
and Jewelry.

eases, and better understand such cases

catarrh of the lower bowel,” says C. T.
484 Dearborn Ave., Chicago, and
renounce the world and its vanities and Chisholm,
although 1 consulted several eminent physidevote himself to the service of God. cians who prescribed for me, 1 found their
This change in the life of the founder remedies failed to in any way relieve me,
and the trouble almost became chronic.
of the order of the Jesuits is commem- After suffering several months I one
day
orated in I'ampola by a chapel near one concluded to try Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
and 1 beg to
of the gates, which contains a fine por- assure you that 1 was most agreeably surprised to find after taking two doses of the
trait of Loyola in soldier’s dress..
remedy that I was completely relieved of
Fannie H. \Vai:n.
the disease that had cost me so much annoyance. I am thankful to say that i have
not suffered from it since.”

a large EngThe honors of Past Commander and Orcolony,—Pau is a place of extraordi- ganizer were conferred upon Sir Francis H.

hood and manhood—until he became

pondence
larger
history of the medicine. Many write
to thank us for the great good S. S. S.
has done them, while others are seeking advice about their cases. All
letters receive prompt and careful
attention. Our physicians have made
a life-long study of Blood and Skin Dis-

that he then and there determined to

calls thither every winter
lish

great curative powers,

^searches

—

A

combination of toots

a

land when taken into the circulation'
Clark, Treas.; Wm. R. Keene,
out and removes all manner
S. D.; James S. Fer- lof
Sec’y.; John C. Ralph,
poisons from the blood, without
nald, J. D.; Jacob S. Mayo, L. W. Stewart the least shock or harm to the system.
and Levi Lurvey, Finance Committee. The On the contrary, the general health
officers elect will be publicly installed by
begins to improve from the first dose,
D. D. G. M. Charles F. Paine, Dec. 20th, for S. S. S. is not only a blood purifier,
but an excellent tonic, and strengthand a supper will follow.
To-day, Monday, is the coldest day of the ens and builds up the constitution
The thermometer here indicated while purging the blood of impuriwinter.
ties. S. S. S. cures all diseases of a
zero, while in some localities in the vicinity it was 4 below and the vapor in the blood poison origin, Cancer, Scrofula,
Rheumatism, Chronic Sores and
harbor has been flying all day.
Mr. Thomas Robinson and Miss Nellie D. Ulcers, Eczema, Psoriasis, Salt
and similar troubles,
Spurling, both of this place, were united in Rheum, Herpes
and is an infallible cure and the only
marriage last week and are living in their
antidote for that most horrible disease,
cottage which was built during the past
Contagious Blood Poison.
summer.
A record ot nearly fatty years of
Another wedding is announced for this
successful cures is a record to be proud
E.
of
King
this place
month—Miss Frankie
of. S. S. S. is more popular today
and Mr. Calderwood of Linculnville, Maine.
than ever. It numbers its friends by
Mr. Littlefield of Bangor has organized a
the thousands. Our medical corressinging school at the head of the harbor,
is
than ever in the

—

!

The Oldest and Best.

1 S. S. 8. is
j and herbs of

Nathan

pers,

c4.STOniA.
t

pagna for desolation and lack of color-

kept burning century nary historical interest. It contains Welch.
Wednesday evening the same Degree
'ury by succeeding genera- the grandest castle in France, five cenStaff conferred the degree of the Red Cross
‘■ch live their little day and turies
in
which
was
IV.
old,
Henry
be to
sleep in the shadow of born and where you may yet see his and Sepulchre in full, using paraphernalia
Aa!!,
brought by the visiting degree staff. A
cradle. It is hard to think of a King,
delegation of fourteen Sir Knights from Di"' ll a
city is Gerona, near the whose stately figure we are accustomed
rigo Commandery of Pittsfield was present,
"■mean eoast and close under to see on monuments and in
picture- also one Si ^Knight from Portland.
'lines,—the dividing line be- galleries, as an infant, rocked in this
The Order claims an unbroken existence
mice and Spain.
Coming by golden shell! But here he was carried from the Crusades to the present time. It
tin- westward, you arrive in about in his nurse’s
was introduced into America in 1870, and
arms, and frolickhas 27,000 members in 227 commanderies. It
and walk up town from the ed under the
to
and
trees,
boy- is nou-sectarian
grew
and
•

..

Lourdes, the most famous place of pilgrimage in Europe; but which in late
years has grown almost revolting, because turned into speculation, with the
cool calculation of business and all the
resources of superstition.
Instead of
going there, we preferred to cross to
the Spanish side of the Pyrenees—to
rock-ribbed Pamplona, whose brown
walls and towers stand out in striking
contrast to their background of snowtipped mountains. The long reaches of
barren plain in front, called the “Key
of Navarre,” resembles the Roman Cam-

a steep, winding
road, skirting the lofty walls and passing a drawbridge and gateway. No
trees are to be seen except a few white
poplars, spared when all other trees are
cut down because of the Spanish tradition that poplars were the first trees
Cod created, Pamplona, the ancient
Pompeiopolis, was founded nobody and another at Sullivan. The school on
knows when or by whom, and rebuilt Manset side will close after one more night.
Capt. Samuel S. Moore is in Boston on
by Pompey 08 H. C. The Moors corbusiness.
rupted its Roman name to Bambilonah,
James Parker has returned from Gloucesand hence the present appellation.
ter after looking after the proceeds from a
Many times conquered and recon- cargo of fish he had shipped there. He will
quered, by Coths, Romans, Moors and not ship any more at present.
Sell. Cosmos, owned by parties here, has
Christians, ttie aspect of the place is
now distinctly Spanish:
its brightly left for some place to go on a railway to be
painted casas hung thick with iron- re-ceiled and retimbered.
wrought balconies; dozens of plazas
Law Court Decision.
fronting gray churches, where priestly
robes and shovel hats are seen mingling
The ease of Ailelia M. Moore, appellant,
with the gay costumes of the peasantry.
Its great plaza is the site of a never-to- vs. Elijah Phillips has been decided by the
Law Court in Mr. Phillips’ favor. At the
be-forgotten tragedy, where ten thous- December term of Probate
Court, 1.399, a
and Jews were burned alive, a human
certificate of adoption was granted to Elijah
bonfire
for
visible
miles
to
do
around,
the pensions of the French—only in
Phillips and wife of llelfast to adopt one
Spain they advertise differently. Those honor to the marriage of a Count de William Harris Phillips, a son of William
From this plaza—the J. Phillips, deceased. The name of the
that have furnished rooms to let. hang Champagne.
out a piece of blank white paper from largest in Spain and one of the finest— ward was changed to William Earl Phillips.
The petition bore the consent, in writing, of
the middle of the front balcony; and a steep and stony street leads up to the
the boy’s grandfather, with whom he was
built
in
the
12th
but
century,
those whose rooms are unfurnished, cathedral,
living. The boy’s mother, who was then
shift the paper to one corner of the overhauled a couple centuries later married to Frank E. Moore of
Searsmont,
nicknamed
of
“The
Charles
Navarre,
by
balcony. The rooms are unwarmed,
appealed from the decree of the Judge of
whatever the weather, and decidedly Noble.”
Probate, claiming that she did not consent
Following the line of walls, whose to the adoption and that she was amply
bare of furnishings, except for beds—
extremely narrow, prison-like affairs of strength in the middle ages gave to able to care for her son. At the April
iron or brass, one for each person, Pamplona the title “My Noble, my term, 1900, of Supreme Judicial Court, a
motion to dismiss the appeal was sustained,
though there lie a dozen in your family. lead, y muy heroiea,” you come at last to which
exceptions were filed and. allow ed.
A cup of coffee, with unbuttered bread, to the citadel which Francis I. besieged
The Law Court overrules the exceptions.
is served gratis in the morning to every in 1521, while King Charles was absent McLellan was
attorney for the appellant
A handsome young lieuguest, whether he takes his meals in the in Germany.
and Dunton & Dunton for the defendant.
tenant, Ignatius Loyola, had been left Following is the rescript:
house or elsewhere.
After a brave defense, he
to guard it.
Revised Statutes, chapter 07, section
(ierona, the capital of its province
gives a right to appeal only to a petitioner
anil a bishop's see, is beautifully situa- was wounded and disabled; when the and to the child from the decree
of the
ted on the rapid river Onar, just above garrison, seeing him fall, surrendered. judge of probate relating to the adoption of
the
child.
had
struck
both
A
cannon-ball
Loyola’s
its junction with the Ter. Well-built
The right of appeal given by Revised
and massive, it snuggles close under the legs, and great were the consequences Statutes chapter 03, section 23 to any person
Such was his aggrieved by older, sentence, decree or
fortified hill, Montjuich,—half of it, to the Christian world.
denial of a judge of probate is conditional,
(the ancient Geranada \ being of the personal vanity at the time that twice, and the appeal can be prosecuted only upon
the appellant complying with the requisites
remotest antiquity.
Thorughout the after the wounds were partially healed of the
statute.
early evening, its narrow streets are he insisted upon having his legs opened
illuminated by electricity, for which and a projecting bone sawn off. Hut it
How to Cure Croup.
the river supplies the motive power; was no use. and he arose from his bed
Mr. R. Gray, who lives near Amenia, I
Duchess
his
county, N. Y., says: “Chamberbut strange to say they are left in Cim- lamed for life. During
long detenlain's Cough Remedy is the best medicine I
merian darkness during the hours when tion in his father’s castle he asked for have ever used.
It is a tine children’s remmost needed. Perhaps the city Fathers romances to beguile the tilde; but none edy for croup and never fails to cure.”
When
as soon as the child becomes
given
do not think it wise to interfere with were to be had in that early age of
hoarse, or even after the croupj* cough lias
the time-honored profession of brigan- printing, and they brought him, instead, developed, it will prevent the attack. This
should be borne in mind and a bottle of the
a
of
Christ
and
of
some
lives
history
dage: for this is the region in which
Cough Remedy kept at hand ready for inthe sophisticated Quixote remarked the Saints. These produced so strong stant use as soon as these symptoms appear.
that he. knew he must he near Barce- an impression upon the gay cavalier
“About five years ago I was troubled with

■

■

Xt Desert

It is two hours ride from Pau to

*,'renc^1 Territory.
Hu» intw
of Travel in Spain.

fine lot of

merly occupied by P.S. Staples
High street, and are to open

on

HOLIDAY

this week with a full line of

ARTICLES.
It will nay you to
call and see him.

everything usually carried

in a

49tf

.FIRST-CLASS MARKET.

BELGIAN HARES
FOR

SALE

Everything
and at

of the best

reasonable

quality
trices.

BY

Dr. W. L. WEST,

Veterinarian, Belfast, Me

CHARLES M. LEAVITT,
HENRY B. CUNNINQHA1.
Telephone 7-3.

4w50

THE RKPgBLICiH JOPMIAL “Little Strokes
Published

The giants of the forest most yield at
last to the continual blows of the woodsman.
When the human blood has become
clogged and impure the little drops of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, properly taken, wilt
fell the oak of bad blood.

Every Thursday Morning by the

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican
CHARLESA

P1I.SBURY,

}

...IN...

j

Ready Made Clothing and Furnishings

Northport

The many friends of Job Herrick are
pleased to hear that he is recovering from a
severe attack of rheumatism.

The advocates of the canteen are of
it is better to beer the

ills we have than

fly to others we know
Jacob H. El well of Boston, Mass., a former
not of—speakeasys and pocket-pedlars,
resident, was in town for a few days last
for example.
week on business and visiting friends.
Mrs. Ann P. Quimby of Stillwater, has
sold her two lots of land at Temple Heights,
It is not
to Mrs. Belle Coombs of Boston.
known that she intends to build upon them.

Croker has bought an estate in England. and it looks as if he intended to

permanent home there. This
will contribute materially to the purification of New York city.
make his

A statement from the

Mark Wood & Son have set a nice marble
tablet in the Little River cemetery for F.
A. Dickey, in memory of his son, Capt. Fred,
whose vessel,sch. Helen M. Condon, foundered at sea with all on board during the great

superintendent

McLean Hospital, Waverley,
of
Mass., confirms the worst apprehengale of August 18, 1879.
sions as to the condition of Hon.
Rev. R. T. Capen preached his farewell
in
conHe
Charles A. Boutelle.
says,
Dec. 9th, to a
clusion, of this distinguished son of sermon at the Cove Sunday,
who expressed regret that
“In my opinion he should large audience,
Maine:
he could no longer minister to their spiritof active life
the

never

the cares

resume

ual needs and wished him success in whatever field he may be called to labor.

undertake any business responsibility. and he may live but a few years.”
nor

After the article

on

Pilgrim Plymouth,"
news

came

Capt. William Hopkins was at home last
week on a short visit while his vessel, sch.
Senator Sullivan, was being discharged in
New York. He is chartered to take coal
for Havana at $2. The captain’s wife, who

the 2nd page, “In
was in type the

that the canopy over that

most sacred

spot
Plymouth Bock,

upon American soil,
has been defaced by

has been seriously ill in New York, came
home with him, and is improving in health.

The act, to all appearances,
was deliberately done. It is hoped that
the offender or offenders may be disvandals.

Capt. Charles E. Drinkwater, who has
been living in Rockland for some time, recently bought the buildings and part of the
covered and their punishment made to
farm of Mrs. Kate Drinkwater on the
tit the crime.
Reach Hill road, and is about moving into
his new possessions, Capt. D. is a very exot
the
to the

interpretation
According
prohibitory 'aw bj the Christian Civic

cellent citizen and his many friends are

icenses

all

wrong.

They

cannot

lias a

legal right

to use intoxi-

cating liquors in the compounding of
medicine; hence has a right to have

Q Eft

Suits, | 'll Aft
*

|

Overcoats

dollar

|

Fine Kersey Dress Over- |
$12.50
■
coats, a gentleman’s coat, now |

OF
I *

$1.00 White and Fancy
MEN’S
Starched Shirts. I *

MMen’s

.I

ONE-HALF PRICE.

OQ

75 DOZEN WHITE APRONS.

||

OC

worth 17c.,

Sweaters.

season.

going up-

We now; light our lamps at 4 p. m. and
the days will begin to lengthen.

soon

It has been decided to have a Christmas
tree at the G. A. H. Hall Monday evening,
Dec. -4th.

Eft

Harry, son of F. W. Brown, Esq., has returned'to Fittslield for the winter term at
the M. C. 1.
A. B. .stantial is at home from Massachusetts, where he has been for several
weeks on business.

'nly one week to Christmas, and then it
will lie dull in the stores all winter. There
are lots of holiday goods here to dispose of.

v

■

anti Boys’ Heavy Fleeced
MEN'S
Lined, first quality goods.I

Men's Pants.
In Men’s Pants
able values.

75c.
FINE
famous

have remark-

we

.^.50 Pants for
§2 Pants for.
for.
$g Panss

Conda

$. 08

....

1.50
2.50

the finest Suits tver of- I fcO
4 to l»>, at.

|

Kegular $3.50 value.

sanitary fleeces and the I
non
shrinking Switz
goods, nearly all wool.... |

SI.50 all wool Undeiwear, drawers I
I only left..
.I

pc. 4-ply

Linen

Collars

now..

AO

»

•

CQ

CA

pOUK dollar Suits now.g QQ

11c.

now.19C.
£50. Cashmere
Braces
now.13C.
25c.

H‘ ATS, CAPS,

everything

HARRY W. CLARK, 83 Main St.,
CLOTHIER AND TAILOR TO MEN AND WOMEN.

GOODS.

This

for Christmas as will be
found useful. If you desire to make your friends a present ot
something they will appreciate, visit our store before buying.
You will find our store WfcLL STOCKED with

season we

have

bought only such goods

c
m

signature

on

H
C

Laxative Bromo-Quinine

the

remedy that

cares a

cold In

one

day

Black and White

I

price. Some sizes in some
We ll clean them out if low

styles.
prices
an

A

«

will

price.

Checks,sizes 34t

38-

=

Flannels, Polka Dots and Stripes,sizes32’34*36- 38<
All Wool Flannels, Reds and Blues,sizes* 32, 34. 38,38,
Blacks and Colors, sizes 34» 38.4u, 42,
Black and Colors, Brilliantine and Mecerized, sizes 32, 30, 40, 42,
75

Reds,$2

<*ua,ity- sizes32,

1

Lot $4.00 Waists, sizes 32, 34, 36,

1

Lot

2.50 Waists, sizes

38,

| i;

=

=

All Wool Blues and

do'1*!

unlimited nk

40, 42

1.37
jj

36, 38,

34.

=

=

=

=

j ^

2.25
1 w

r

prices takes in

our

entire line of Waists.

WE CAX POSITIVELY- GIVE X() STAMPS OX THESE WAISTS.

COUCHES,

x

o

This tremendous cut in

FANCY ROCKERS,

r

PICTURES and EASELS,

5

»mic temple, ielf w.

FRED A. JOHNSON

WHITE IRON BEDS,

JARIDNIERS,

>
■<

SCREEN FRAMES,

-

SLEDS and DOLL CARRIAGES,

o

C- H R-1 S-T- IVI A- S•

Display.

A

large line of heather

Will also have for sale

a

Goods, Pocket Books,

Cuffs and',Collar Boxes, Etc.,

full line of above yooils
Imported and
Domestic Perfumes,

Full line of
Celluloid and Ebony Goods,
Razors. Knives, Shears, Scissors.

from lO cents to $1.00 an ounce
Perfume Atomizers,
Toilet Water, Violet Ammonia,

Razor

Strops, Brushes\aud Mags,
Mirrors, Hair Brushes, Cloth

Fancy

Brushes, Etc.,

Silver

Fancy Stationery.

Boxes at cost.

Chatelain

FOR SALE CHEAP. gSBR

iHHMHKUm,
1

Genuine

Bargains,,

Pressed Glass Bottles, Etc.

Soap

and

Fine Stones,

Puff

1 am agent for, and have a window full.
Iluyler’s makes a nice
present, for every one knows it to be the BEST. My goods are
NEW, FRESH from the factory. I bought them right, and shall
ssll them LOW. Call and see them before you purchase.

BELFAST, MAINE,

Chiislmi j

II

STREET,
EDMOND WILSON, Proprietor.

We shall make

a

spi t-i

GREAT SLAUGHTER SALE
....IN....

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers
AS I

have

purchased the stock of the late F. H.
**
FRANCIS, I shall sell it out regardless of COST.
Come early and have first choice.

CHAS. C. COOMBS.

THE PLACE,

Fogg

....

FOU OI K.

CELERY, LETTUCE, PARSLEY and CRANBERRIES.

& Brown’s Market,Hi9h sU,ir,

some

Cut Glass Bottles,

fine line of

AND A FULL LINE OF

We have

A

Bags.\Traveling Cases,

)

Holly and Laurel Branches and Wreaths.

DIAMONDS

of Paris.

93 MAIN

I

Store.

ROC'R & GALLET

NEW,

THE LARGEST AND FINEST LOT OF

us.

-

*****

ALL

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20,

Ever shown by

-

City Drug

SQUARES,

4m50

ped, and very little money was left for them..
From $1 to $1.25 bought the larger part

BLANKET?

$4.50, $5.00 and $6.00-Mi*

limited number to choose from, but

a

with every

PARLOR TABLES,

are

every box of the genuine
Tablet.

yard

styles.

some

There is

LADIES’ PARLOR DESKS,

unless the inflammation can be taken out
and th's tube restored to its normal condi-

Waldo. Quite a number of our people
sick with colds—Esther Cilley is on
the sick list and does not seem to improve_
Edward Evans, C. A. Levanseller and Ethel
Staples are in Lewiston attending the State
Grange_The cold weather has been favorable to making ice and the harvest will soon
begin_Apples are nearly all sold and ship-

Best qualities,

CO DINING SETS,

tion, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases
out of ten are caused by catarrh,
which is nothing but an inflamed condition

at work in the w'oods since last fall returned Saturday... The next meeting of
the North Troy Reading Club will be held
at the home of Mrs. Otis B. Rhoades Friday, Jan. 4th....W. Kellar of Islesboro
visited his daughter, Miss Ina Kellar, and
other relatives in this ; vicinity recently.
_Wilcom Larrabee, in charge of a span
of horses belonging to W. B. Rhoades, will
begin work on the Leonard woods Monday,
Dec. 24.

each

Newest style handles--best qun!
gloria coverings.

At almost your own

Cannot

Swanviixe. Capt. N. Smart and wife
have gone to Lewiston to attend the State
Grange_Comet Grange conferred the
third and fourth degrees upon eight new
members last Monday evening—Mr. Percy
L. Nickerson wa* home from Orono last
Sunday_Miss Josie Mae Strout of Orono
began school in Dist. No. 7 last Monday—
Mrs. Mary D. Nickerson is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. S. D. Qreelfey in Hampden.

cent>

SACRIFICE SALE (IF WOOL WAISTS.
Broken Sizes

XMAS DINNER!

Miss Addie Stone, who
North Troy.
is attending school at the M. C. I., Pittsfield,
was at home Saturday and Sunday—W.
Lowell and wife of Unity were the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Rhoades Sunday.
Arthur Cunningham, who has been

5O

UMBRELLAS

25 Pair FINE ALL WOOL

49c. to $2.00 per

by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is
only one way to cure Deafness and that is
Deafness is
by constitutional remedies.
caused by an inflamed condition of the muWhen
cous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
this tube gets inflamed you have a rumbling WE SHALL HANG UP IN OUR MARKET-——sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is
entirely closed Deafness is the result, and

Dora Felker.

nice

a

good values from

in

Lei Us Fill Your Order lor I

jiy*Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Halls Family Pills are the best.

extra

lower than else-

SPENCER & WILSON.

is

some

where.

USEFUL HOLIDAY

10 doz. CHRISTHAS

gift than

~g=We are offering our ready-made business for sale. We want to
devote our wnoie uime to custom business, hence the above startling
reduction in prices.

8®*0all and See Our

This

We have

7c
* 0

CO

of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.

25 and
_

FINE WHITE TABLE CLOTH?

■

Hose

Boys’ Knee Pant Suits.
have
WE fered.
ages

v

o

A very
membership steadily increasing.
line program was presented at the last meetfrom
Monroe
the
order
members
by
ing by
and vicinity, and was as follows: Duet:
Honest and Upright,” Dora Felker, Lulu
Roberts; rec., “Just as Mother Used to Do,”
Celia Roberts; charade, “Murphy on a Bender:'' song, “Slie rests by the Suwanee
River,” Lulu Roberts, Dora Felker; dec.,
The Victim,”
Ernest Stimpson ; dialogue,
Lulu Roberts, Dora Felker, Nellie Elwell,
Everett Felker, Celia Roberts, Joseph Elwell: rec., “Matilda's Got a Beau,” Lena
Sargent: tableau, “Wasteful Womensong,
“MeSorley’s Twins,” May Brown, Eliza
Stimpson ; dec., “Kentucky Philosophy;”
Sidney Tibbetts ; rec., “Leaving the Homestead,'’ Delia Roberts; song, Mollie Reilley,
Dora Felker, Lulu Roberts; tableau, Sheet
music; duet, “Good Night,” Lulu Roberts,

50 Gold Plated Picture Framesi

_

5C

Wliat would make a better Xmas
I ©

0
o

Deafness

_

25C

Bleached Table Damask

Undetwear.

by Five Fancy Pictures

75 doz. Gents' White Hemstitched Hdkfs.,

7Q
**

•

Leslie Moulton, who lias been in poor ent. After that social greetings were the
RUGS and ART
health for some time, died Tuesday morn- order of the
evening, until the people were
at
will
be
held
the
The
funeral
Friends
ing.
CARPET SWEEPERS,
of the Sabbath,
Chapel this, Thursday, afternoon, at 1 obliged, as strict observers
Friend Omar G. Hussey will to leave for their homes, declaring it the
o’clock.
ETC., ETC.
officiate, and the Good Templar lodge will best sociable yet held. Next one in two
come out in a body.
weeks. The program was under the direcWWWWWWW-WWWWS: W W' w
Mrs. Barker had her sacred concert last tion of R. A. Packard and Mrs. Nellie
Dickey
-Sunday evening, instead of a week later, as
It was really intend- and was as follows: singing, choir; readwas at first intended.
ed for a Christmas entertainment and the ing, Mrs. Sarah Orcutt;
rec., Florence
parts were very well taken by the children, Brown; dialogue, story telling; dec., Mrs.
who showed that they had been carefully
Lydia A. Dean; reading, F. B. Glidden;
trained for the occasion.
R. A. Packard and daughter; readA new industry lias been started in town singing,
that ought to benefit various people. R. G. ing, Mrs. Rose Patterson; reading, Ebya
Kdwards has put in a machine for making Nealey; dialogue, The Assessor of Taxes ;
barrel stuff and has four or five men now at rec., F'lorenee Weston; singing, Mrs. Hanwork making barrels suitable for packing
nah Drinkwater; rec., Mrs. Sadie Orcutt;
apples. There has been a great demand
for these barrels this season ; in fact, they reading, Mis. Nellie Dickey; reading, Mrs.
could not he obtained fast enough for the Mae Herrick ; dialogue, Candy pull; singing,
lie wants 500 cords of wood for
demand,
R. A. Packard; rec., Ella
the material for the barrels, which will set choir; reading,
Weston; dialogue, Taking the Train.
some of our farmers at work, anil will use
up some of the stuff that has been nearly
■-•
worthless.
be Cured
Brooks Lodge, L O. G. T., No. 34, is holding very interesting meetings, with the

Hdkfs.,

_

necessary.

One fifth of the inhabitants of this town
met Saturday evening, Dee. 14th in the
Masonic Hall at the cove to attend a social,
The
which was in every way a success.
evening’s entertainment consisted of vocal
and instrumental music, dialogues, declamations etc., as per program annexed, after
which, cake, cookies, holes with doughnuts
around them, cheese, fruit, and liquid in the
shape of cold water, were served to all pres-

Fancy Embroidered Hdkfs.,
....

and Boys’ Wool Sweaters, I C
MEN'S
|
regular *1 and *1.50 value,

T0Ba"

___5c each
I2\c 144 Seven by Nine Fancy Pictures
|llc
|

....

50 Doz. Fine White Embroidered
57 l-2c. quality,

The Henrietta 11. White school at the Cove

this State and Massachusetts. This is the
term of school paid for by Mrs. II. II. \\ hite
of Cambridge, Mass., who at the close of
the present term will have expended $1,550,
including new desks, for the school house |
and outbuildings, in addition to the above
she furnished a library of more than 200 |
volumes and has added to it each year.
Comment upon such philanthropliy is un-

144 Four

25c each

Fancy Embroidered Hdkfs.
25 doz.

vu

p

While they last,

50 Doz.

anteed, now.I

ftft

•

•

I

TRAY'

10c to 50c
eac|,

AO

MEN’S

PIN

BOXES, COLO CREAM JaRS
JARS, CANDLE STICKS, ETC.,

SAflPLES—NO TWO ALIKE—at almost

Latest patterns.

*2.00 Blue Flannel Shirts, I
all wool and indigo color, guar-

now

$15.00 Overcoats, good I
$14.00
■
enough for anybody.1

THREE HUNDRED PCS.
FANCY BLACK CHINA,

CQ

,U5f

and Boys’ Black and Black I
Stripe fifty cent working shirts

BOYS’

g^_ yg

EBONY, and

and lots of other novelties—AN ENTIRE LINE

white and Fancy Starched I
Shirts, ages 5 to 12.I

Q
J

and

began Monday, Dee. 17th, for a term often
week, taught by Miss Mary B. Grant, an
excellent teacher of large exp .rience, having taught ninety-two terms of school in

M. J. Dow lias the boss wood pile of the
are

glX

eight

[STERLING SILVER,

Shirts

Men's Overcoats
And Ulsters
and

some

THE NEW GREEN WOOD

now

school.

THE MEWS OF BROOKS.

Several men and teams
river to work in the woods.

Fine Worsted

ALLregular $11 and $15 yalue, now

this, her lirst school, and] both" intend [to
further perfect themselves in their chosen
calling by an attendance at the Normal

liquor in stock.” The sale of intoxicating liquor by a druggist, even on
the prescription of a physician, is unlawful; and. the Somerset Reporter, a
staunch advocate of prohibition, says:
"A provision allowing druggists to dispense liquors for medicinal purposes,
under proper restrictions, would greatly
strengthen the Maine prohibitory law.”
such

our

PRICES.

Economy Shop for the Gift

Eft

C
v

TWELVE and thirteen dollar Clay
•
Worsted, Auburn Meltons and
Fancy Worsted Suits, good enough I
for anybody to wear.
I

Miss Beulah Rhodes closes a successful
term of eight weeks school to-day, Thursday, in the Doyle district, and leaves Friday
for Castine to attend the remainder of the
Normal School term. Miss Louise Pitcher,
also of this town, closes her school at Beach
llill and will go to Castine with Miss Rhodes.
Miss Pitcher gave entire satisfaction in

handle liquors without a United states
license; and the Record says that “a

druggist

I

and nine dollar line Suits
EIGHT
now.I

EXTREMELY LOW

AT

CIX and seven dollar Fancy Chev-1 tQ QE
® iot Suits now.I

of

^

Boys’ Reefers, Overcoats, Etc.

Men’s Suits.

\
Buyer,

talk of economy MEANS economy. Our talk of quality MEANS quality. We have n,
special HOLIDAY PURCHASES at prices to suit the most frugal minded. Drunumsamples—novelties of every description in Ebony, Sterling Silver and the New Qrf5
Wood. 1 hree hundred pieces Fancy Black China, Pin Trays, Puff Boxes, Tobacco Jars f?
Handkerchiefs and Aprons—such a close margin that the prices are extremely low. Its vjr;!'
that makes these purchases so popular.

This is of vital importance to every shopper who can reach our
store.
Bigger bargains, more ^enthusiasm, and swifter selling
than at any other store. Bead the prices below; don’t skip a
single item, it will pay you -at the rate of a dollar a minute to
read this announcement.

pleased to know that he is to again become
a permanent resident of the town.

In-ague Record, in an article on the 2nd
pace. Cue practice of indicting druggists
simply because they hold United States
is

HARRY W. CLARK’S, 83 Main St.

News.

Howells has published his opinion of
Thackeray. It is a great pity we could
Apple buyers have bought about all the
not have Thackeray’s opinion of Howapples in town.
ells.
The population of the town is 551 against
A writer in the Nineteenth Century (191 in 1890.
Mrs. Lucy A. Rhodes is recovering from a
depicts Great Britain as a nation of
at the house of Joseph Heal.
amateurs. This country is sometimes long illness,
C.
A.
Batchelder, having hauled up
Capt.
called a nation of tobacco chewers.
his vessel in Rockland, is at home for the
An irrigation Congress is in session winter.
in Chicago.
Perhaps it might be preAllen Drinkwater has gone to New Haven
vailed upon to hold a few sessions in to join Capt. George W. Wright in a new
some of the “dry” cities of Maine.
coal barge.

opinion that

The

Ever on sale to the people of Waldo County
is now offered at

Subscription Terms: In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
Advertising Terms: For one square, one
inch, length in column, 75 cents for one week, and
26 cents for each subsequent insertion.

the

..Fred A. Johnso

THE 6REATEST VALUES

Fell Great Oaks•"

BELFAST, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1900.

BARBER SHOP REMODELED.
The Barber Shop, No. 79 Main street, formerly
occupied by C. E. Pickard, has been thoroughly
remodeled and is n ow one of the best in Eastern
Maine. The
with Warren W. Knowjton as assistant, will strive to serve all customers
promptly and satisfactorily.
3W50*
CHARLES A. DAVIS.

proprietor,

For Sale at

a

Bargain,

That desirable and well located real estate at
the foot of Main street known as tire Daniel
Lane wharf property, w ill be sold low to close the
estate. Inquire of
N. F. HOUSTON, Executor.
Belfast, December 19,1900.—61

*****

CHASE & DOM
j-uiji_WLarwwu-L^u---L-

-.

..DOWN.

GOES THE
Steak, 2 lbs. for
Top of Round,
Ramp Steak,

Sausage,
Corned Reef,

# i"

Tripe,
COLO STORAGE
D. A.

HAR*6*

McKEEN, Propriety

NEWS OF BELFAST.

•—'

I, i,e

been granted as follows:
Chase, Burnham, 817.

|

rehearsal of the Parlor
until Tuesday, Jan. 8th.

j

mi

.sinner

Bobbins has sprink-]
walks for the bene-

slippery
...

•****?;

.people.

sign, R. H. Coombs &
i,laced over their place Of

new

„.

;

Main street.
Ladder Co. is pre||,„,k
inmial ball, to be given in
House in the near future.

_•

Belfast Opera House last
by the Opera House eui-

affair.
full orchestra.

pleasant
,i

was

i.

,...

not

given

as

The music
The cakeno

compet-

city was recently talking
w hich happened to one
lole at work on machinery
ii the little four-year-old
Ma ma, can uncle sue the

i.niiui.1

uuc uuo-

lories, public offices, etc.,
is nil other holidays.
Fac-

..

will be closed all
will be open until 1 p. m.
Miged to keep open longer
’ii other holidays on acottices

presents

any

passing

rod, but had overlookNouvenir catalogue of
mnereial College. It is a
■

booklet, finely illustrati’loluding views of the
vi interior, and portraits
’■"■fiii graduates. Waldo
umber of students at
-ink* high among educa
nt its class.
1

Geo. W. Burkett served free coffee and
chocolate to hig customers yesterday.

lMCwgi
Hangs On j

II. E. Morrill of Belmont has
shipped dur.
ing the past week to parties in Boston, New
York, Providence, R. I., and Philadelphia,
fifty first-class angora cats for the Christmas

You have used all
sorts of cough reme-!
i dies but it does not ]
[yield; it is too deep j
[ seated. It may wear j
I itself out in time, but
| it is more liable* to
produce la grippe,
pneumonia or a seri; ous throat affection.
You need something
that will give you
strength and build j
up the body.

We must ask the indulgence of both correspondents and readers this week, but
the rush of holiday advertising is now over
and next week we shall make up all arrears.
The meeting of Thomas H. Marshall Rci if Corps is postponed until Jan. 8th, at
which time the officers will be
privately
installed. If stormy, the installation will
be postponed to the next regular meeting.
The curfew sounded for the first time in
Belfast at 8 o’clock Tuesday evening, and
was promptly observed.
The signal, as
announced, was three distinct blasts from
the whistle on Mathews Bro’s factory.
Some mistook it for a fire alarm.
Steamer Notes.
The Penobscot river
closed to navigation Wednesday night,
Dec. 12th, and the Boston & Bangor Steamship Co.’s boats will make Bucksport their
destination until spring.
All passengers
and freight via the line for Bangor will
be transferred over the line of the Maine
Central’s Bpeksport branch without delay.
Thursday the Bangor offices of the company
on Front street were closed for the season
and Agent Henry T. Sanborn took up his
winter quarters in the Railroad building at
the foot of Exchange street.Steamer
Cimbria is on the marine railway, where
she is to receive a new stern post and some
other repairs about her stern
The Penobscot arrived from Boston yesterday forenoon, and will leave for Boston this afternoon.
See advt. of the winter schedule of
the B. & B. S. S. Co.
was

SCOTT’S !
EMULSION
will do this when everything
else fails. There is no doubt
about it.
It nourishes,
strengthens, builds up and
makes the body strong and
healthy, not only to throw
off this hard cough, but to

trade.

Minot F. Stearns lost the end of his
left forefinger last Friday, while
adjusting a machine in the shoe factory.

system against

the people of this county. We have faith that
have bought all kinds of at
goods for giftsFancy Gr0Ckery' Games’ Umps’ Dress Suit Cases, Boston Bags. Carpet
Sweepers,
v
C atdam Bags, Vases,
Statuary. Baskets, Pictures, Doll Carriages and innumerable other
we have not space to mention.
goods
BS-An extra force of clerks has been secured to wait
upon the trade.

j

I

20 PIECES

1 Case Dark Prints

Black Dress Goods
Marked down from $1.75 to

S1.25

]

j

j

Disfiguring

■

Fancy

Peoples

the building was damThe furniture of the two
h«ples and his daughter, who
husetts, was in the house.
its value at SI,200 and the
"i'i<>.
It was insured. The
•! the cause was a defective

••inks

Gifts

Marked from $1.25 to

75c.

All Wool

Novelty

as

The.schooners PendleI Pendleton Sisters arrived
i-I week, the former from
I tile latter from Bangor.
built in Belfast, from the
’■he Pendleton Sisters was
'1
yage-Schs. Post Boy
minis are frozen in at BanWarren anil Abenaki at
Boston packet schooner A.
Ben. K. Ryan, has been
the winter.Scb. P. M.
Burgess, sailed for Vinalmorning—The new four-ns Houghton had a very
l ri m Camden to Hampton

far from business as

possible.”

only 25c.

Figured

Silk Waists

I 'aseal,

passenger, writes
about 3 o'clock
""in, just after the vessel had
""s, and the wild storm was
tremendous fury soon afterb "ve them out to sea. Neither
.. any of the crew had
any
time the storm struck them
afternoon. They had no sight
"ess

came

05.

$1

50

40 in. Brown Cotton,

Capa and Gloves,!

Siberian
Beaver

only $2.00

Ready Made Skirts.
Splendid values in
this department.

Art

Jackets, Golf Capes

Reefers,

REDUCTION in price.

We have

Furnishings

WILLIAM A.

in Great

Philip Winwood,
Crucis,

From $2.50 to $4.00
per

pair.

just purchased a handsome
quality

Dress Percales for Gifts
Price 12 1-2c.

Marked down to
manufacturers’ prices.

Ladies’

Wool

only

50c. per suit.

Worth 25c. per pair.
We sell 2 pair for

5()e.

-AND-of all kinds CI.OSIYG

Eider Down Jackets
PIXK, BLUE, RED,
GREY and VIOLET,

In

$1.00

to

OUT CHEAP.

“

11- 4

$3.50 each.

Ladies’ Print

Wrappers

Adam Bede,

The White

Minister,
Company,

Queen Hortense,
Shirley,
Ships that Pass in the Night,
Billy Baxter’s Letters,
Eben Holden,
Abbott’s Histories,
Hernando Cortez,

And GLOVES

King Charles I.,
Richard III.,
Hortense,

From 50c. to

Richard II.,
Louis the XIV.,

Cleopatra of Egypt,
Joseph Bonaparte,
Nero,
Julius Caesar,
Pyrrhus,

62

To the Public:

1.00
and

4.00 par pair.

planning for this Great Sale anil
fittingly celebrate our 30th HoliHannibal of Carthage,
day Anniversary we have expended
both time and
Xo amount Madame Roland,
In

to

money.

Comfortables

of

printers

the

From 1.00 to 3.00 each.

story

ment of

afid

Feather Pillows

Richard I,,
Xerxes the Great,
have got together Charles II. of England,

ink could

fittingly

tell

of the wonderful assort-

goods we
prices made

the low

upon them.

This salt will go down in the his-

tory
to 3.00

Wrappers

Fur Sets for Children

in

of

KID MITTENS

White and Colored

10- 4 only $.

Stringtown on the Pike,
When Knighthood was
Flower,

The Sticket

Blankets,
25c.

German

Micale Clark,

Silk Mittens.

17c.

Hose,

her

Sterling,
Fortune,
The Celebrity,
Reveries of a Bachelor,

Combination Suits.

only

New assortment for
Christmas trade.

and

Garden,

| Soldiers

Cords, Denims, Etc.

1 Case Ladies’

Elizabeth

stock pur-

Silkalines, Silk Fringes Neckwear

Shawls

Fleeced

big

Richard Carvel,
We will fire out what we ;
David Harum,
have left at YOUR OWY ;
The Honorable Peter
price.

assortment of best

Chenille Portieres

The Isle of Unrest,

Via

$1.00 per pair.

Have met a SWEEPING

Caesar,
Hugh Wynne,
Eleanor,
The Master Christian,

Millinery Goods

Corsets.

and Fur Goods

A French

chased and you will fincithe j
price less than obtained1
elsewhere.

complete line of the new
straight front Corsets only

From $2.00 to $4.00.

Suits,

■

Hearth Highway,
Candinals Snulf Box,

Ribbons.

each.

Turning,

no

House of Egemont,
Voice of the People,

tion in price.

A

From 98c. to $1.50

Ulsters,

Lane that had

Shall close the entire line of
these goods at a BIG reduc-

Carpetings

Rugs, $1.50

World,

Hundred,
Crittenden,
Doctor North,

RINGS.
LAGE.

An unusual

#1.50

Dog Coats,
Gallaway Coats.
Top Coats,

The

THREAD,

AT REDUCED PRICES.

For

From 75c. to $1.25

Goat Coats,

Tops,

Stamped Goods,

Squares,

lO01 Yds. Long

Study,

Edward Blake,
Head of a

Axminster,

Brussels

ALL OF OUR

Dog Gloves,
Gloves,

Circular

Cut Work.

Smyrna,

1 Job Lot of Waists

Gloves,

Wambat Coats and

First Violin,

Spiritual Significance,

Carpet Sweepers,$2.50

Steamer Rugs. $6.50.
Seal

Consequences,
SOe.

Tray Cloths,
Pillow

in

From

50c. to

Unrest,
Senator North,

From $3,50 to $5.50

Heavy- Outing? lVi|jht Sliirts,

on

they reached Fortress Monafternoon.
Capt. McLean
worst hurricane he ever ex''bring all his sea-going life. The
*
li.ivi-il splendidly and her builder
are proud of her.Schooner
which was damaged by dash1
1'ier at Salem during the recent
1
web to Boston Dec. 14th, and
"'I the remainder of the distance
irk. where her
cargo is consigned,
I arrow,
a
Capt. Teel, bound from
1,1 New
York with lumber, which
l| Port
Clyde harbor a few days
"floated with the assistance of
swut
.'ierryconeag. She is leaking
Wl11 probably repair before pro<*mlii1(,
'. 1'—

■ tilth Robes,'S5SJ.50 to

Ftijamns, $1.50.

a

leaving JMatinicus, Tuesday
:

1 Case

Blankets, 1.25,2.00, 3.50
0O.

For this sale

8c.

Christmas Gift.

Green Flag,
David Corson,

Linen Towels

Cotton,
now

make r nice

patterns Kingdom to Colony,
Life on the Mississippi,

Carpet Stretchers, 1.00

sortment is at its best.

SO to

of

BRAIDS.
75c.

■

^rnokiug Jncketo, #3

large variety

Extra quality, only 7c.

only

judgment.

The fact that we are already setting aside selections in these luxurious garments, urges us to
advise others to do their choosing while the as-

in

Elegant patterns,

Bleached

Waists

So she presents him with a Smoking Jacket, a
Lounging Gown or a Bath Robe, and be commends her

ES^fliey

worth 75c.

worth 10c.,

only

“Whatever you give me,” says the comfort-loving man, “let it be something that will take me

Just received.

from 75o. to 01.50.

1 Case 44 Percales 6c

Dress Goods
1 Case Red

Catalogue of Books

these goods

in Belfast.

Lovely Satin Damask,

4 cents.

1 Case 4-4

lO PIECES

Jersey Underwear

of Comfort.

ever seen

JOB LOT OF

••

■

Pongee

and most com-

stock of

5 cents.

■

torturing
Humors

largest

plete

Silks

j

certainly
nourishing

New Books.

The

1 Case 27 in. Percales

1000 Yds.

{

j
j

Tablings.

only 3c. per yard.

1 Case 30 in.

]

j

JctivV

Belfas'fn b.e1.madya,
rlltrt l
t ? nyS,‘ ?°°D

—

New Advertisements. Carle & Jones
have line tlisplays of new goods in both
their new store and in their crockery store,
of Boston, who was
and the two stores comprise a holiday
Memorial Hall on Sunstock that is hard to beat. The new store
mi; tig, was recalled to
leads in ladies’ furnishings, and in the other
•-••.im, and
the lectures
store, in addition to china, glassware,
^pnued. Mr. Barrett
1
the
kitchen ware, silver ware, etc., etc., may be
ii this city to-morrow,
found toys, Christmas cards and other
further attacks.
If you are
h ill, at two and seven
things too numerous to mention-Chas.
•>ident of the National
run down or emaciated you
C. Coombs has bought the stock
of
«>n and editor of the
should
take this
the late F. 11. Francis and announces a great
has had great opporfood medicine,
slaughter sale of boots, shoes and rubbers,
tint himself with the
*
lie will sell out the stock, regardless of
C ;
50c. and $1.00, all druggists.
speaks.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York
cost—If you don't believe the Sleepers
M u d L. Lathrop, who
have woke up read their advt. and call at
ire at Memorial hall
their place of business, 73 Main street_
!i«*ir lectures, readings
The date for Hi Henry In Belfast has been William A. Clark, manufacturing clothier
id who are prominent in
but he will probably appear later and fur merchant, Clark’s Corner, Belfast,
1) is to build the new cancelled,
has smoking jackets, bath robes and pajamas
in the season.
-iits in the spring, will
Advertised list of letters remaining in the for Christmas gifts, and a great variety of
1 )ee. ;ioth, and will
Belfast post otlice Dec. 18th: Ladies—Miss fur goods for winter wear.The rooms
ones and tests at MemoGentlemen—Mr. A. K. Dur- over the store of 11. L. Lord and the AmerWhile in town they L. M. Fuller.
ican Express Company are for rent and will
ham, Mr. Miles Towers.
r the transfer of propbe litted to suit tenants.
Apply to Arnold
tits and will record the
A genuine “cold snap” closed Tuesday
Harris—The Daniel Lane wharf property
corporation. The new forenoon, with a record of an average temat the foot of Main street will be sold at a
tits will be known as perature of ti.l'i
for 9 consecutive days.
to close the estate.
Apply to X. F.
The mercury did not go above 18° at any bargain
A Brown are
Houston,
executor.Fogg
was
below
on':s
did
zero
and
not
days,
hi. Library.
Sixty time,
ready to fill your order for the Christmas
.be shown at the Ilel- get above zero at all the first day, the averdinner. They have poultry of all kinds,
initil Saturday, libth of age of which was 2.33° below.
celery, lettuce, parsley and cranberries.
s an Italian city
The
Biddeford
Journal
of
Dec.
Kith
nearly
reports They also call attention to their tine display
dome.
Its cathedral is an enthusiastic meeting in that city recently of
pork. A line line of holly and laurel
the
Little
.Mid is considered one of by
Workers Juvenile Temple.
branches and wreaths for decorationsd churches in Italy.
It Mrs. FI. P. Alexander of this city, Grand W. C. Marshall has a second-hand sleigh
Mi special veneration by Superintendent, was present and assisted in
for sale, cheap-Chase A Doak have some
stormy Middle Ages and getting up and presenting the entertainment. genuine bargains in watches and line dia:
for them in times of The Temple is a new one with us members. monds for their 76th Christmas.Annual
Mrs. Alexander Also took part in a public
•ic* of the pictures are of
meeting of the stockholders of the Peoples
of art in the cathedral, temperance meeting in the I'niversalist National Bank Jan. 8, at 3 l*. M.
church
Sunday afternoon. She returned
--rdially invited to enjoy
home Monday, with a promise to visit Biddei|.hs.
ford again in the near future.
1 he municipal officers
a>t Frida}' afternoon on
Entity Case Decided. Tileston Wad-aliMin of S. W. Freeman ! lin,Esq., lias received the certificate id'opinof B. S. staples. The ion in the Waldo County case, Arthur Boyd
II. B.
hat the building occupied in equity vs. George W. Partridge.
Littlefield gave G. W. Partridge a mortgage
< k
Itching, Burning, end Scaly
store on Main street,
d K. Wadlin, a grandson of real estate in Prospect to secure a preEruptions of the Skin and
I*. Wadlin.
The building existing debt of #1,200, and within a months
Scalp with loss of Hair
of
the
deed
recorded.
Littlefield
and is insured. The
being
External and InterComplete
hi dig is small.
Mr. Free- went into insolvency and Boyd was appointnal Treatment by Cuticura
.line of his property in ed assignee. The mortgage and notes had
then been sold to Herbert Black of Sears•"<>. and lie had an iiisurThe Set $1.25
i! i* owns a number of slot port. The case was heard at the January
Coneietingof Cuticura Soap(25o.), to cleanse
the skin of cru.-ts and scales and soften the
1
term lsooofS. J. Court in Belfast. Judge
aive been rented out and
thickened cuticle, Cuticura Ointment (50c.),
him and stored in the Strout then decided that the mortgage was
to instantly allay itching, irritation, and innull
and
and
that
the
defendant be
void,
•■tiie lire.
The damage
flammation, and soothe and heal, and c.uticura Resolvent (59c.), to co d and cleanse
ordered
to release the mortgage. The def the. building, by tire,
the blood. A single set is often sufficient to
The Law Court sustains
is estimated at about fendant appealed.
cure the most torturing, disfiguring skin,
.’-lit at the end of a count- the ruling, and on the same points made by
scalp, and blood humors, rashes, itching.-, and
Judge Strout. It. F. and J. It. llunton are
irritations, w ith loss of hair, when the best
i'ie waste paper was
kept, attorneys for the plaintiff; O. F. Fellows for
physicians and all other remedies fail.
that the cause of the lire the defendant. Following is the rescript :
Pottrb Drug and Chiu. Oorp.. Sn> Props., Roston.
How to Cure Every Skin and H' >1 Humor' freeThe lire at the Staples
A mortgage given by a debtor to secure a
debt
to
a
hi the attic, near the chimprior existing creditor, which has
CUTICURA PUREST OF EASY SOAPS
not been recorded at least three months
morning, about half an prior to commencement of
insolvency proNational Bank.
was lighted in thesittingceedings, is dissolved by It. S. C. 70, section
w
The mercury was below 33, notwithstanding it has passed into the
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
froze in the partitions, hands of the bona tide purchaser. The Peoples National Bank for the choice of directors
assignee in insolvency may in equity compel and the transaction of any other business that
■iible damage in addition to the bona fide assignee of such a
mortgage to may legally come before them, will be held at
cancel
A part of the roof was
and discharge it.
Decree below their banking rooms on Tuesday, January 8,1901,
at 3 o’clock p. m.
affirmed with costs.
to issue
Execution
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.
tuples estimates the value therefor.
Belfast. December 8, 1900—3\v51
1,200, and had an insurance

fortify

WE tay,e pur fd a large variety for this event, and solicit the patronage of
ar*e Purchasing centre, and with that idea we

of

this

city

as

the broadest

conceived, the most liberally

ecuted,

ex-

Margaret

of

Angon,

Cyrus the Great,
Alfred the Great,
Darius the Great,

previous
Every
participate in the Romulus,
Louis Philippe,
Bargains offered.
Deacon Bradbury,

one

Hair and Wool
Mattresses

of any

sale.

is invited to

Up

AT SPECIAL LOW PRICES.

in Maine.

KiT'Our prices

very much lower
than Publishers' prices.

Variety,

CLARK,

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIER and

Remember the Well Lighted Store.
The

Largest Store and Largest Stock in Belfast.

1

FUR MERCHANT',
CLARK’S CORNER, BELFAST.

GEO. W. BURKETT,

-

-

-

Odd Fellows’ Block.

Rheumatism in all its forms is promptly
and permanently cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla which neutralizes acidity of the blood.

NEWS

OF

THE

Maine Matters.

WEEK.

“ESTHER JN MAINE.”

GAIN FLESH

Another Maine

“Here is your morn- man to be added to the long list
ing's mail,'' said the attendant. The Sultan of Maine men who have been in the
of Turkey reached out his diamond-covered Massachusetts Legislature, is
Eben
hand; then drew it back and exclaimed Googins, formerly of Franklin, who
with a yawn: “I’ll tell you wliat I wish was elected
from
Cainbridgerecently
you’d do. dust run through it and throw
have been received in
away the ultimatums and bills for indemni- port....Notices
of
the
at
Maine
at
rest
the
marriage
Bridgeport,
my
ty. Then I'll look through
leisure.” [ Washii gton Star.
Conn., recently, of Hon. Enoch Knight,
of
but
now of Los
Portland
formerly
Burdock
A lazy liver makes a lazy man.
Louise
Blood Bitters is the natural, never failing Angeles, Cal., and Miss Mary
liver.
Bleclily of Bridgeport. The groom
for
a
lazy
remedy
will be well remembered in Portland as
A Railroad Map—Mrs. Bibbs (as the train a
prominent lawyer, being for several
gives a lurch)—“My goodness! Are we off
the judge of the municipal court.
the track?” Mr. Bibbs—“No we seem to years
be running all right. Guess we went round ....Following is the official vote of
the curve. We must lie at Chicago.” Mrs. Maine in the presidential election: ReBibbs—“But Chicago was a thousand miles publican, 65,435, Democrat 36,822, Prooff when we started, and we’ve only been hibition 2,885, Socialist 878....Ilal Hunt
riding an hour.” Mr. Bibbs—“Can’t help of Bangor has been elected captain of
it. 1 looked at the map of this railroad, the Bowdoin
college foot ball team for
and there ain’t a curve in it till it gets to
14*01. Hunt has been one of the star
Chicago. Hunt up y’r things.” [New York
players of the Bowdoin team for severWeekly.
al years....At the meeting of the Loyal
Ordinary household accidents have no Legion in Fairtield, December 5th,
terrors w hen there’s a bottle of I)r. Thomas’
next meeting
Heals it was voted to hold the
Kclectric Oil in the medicine chest.
in honor of
burns, cuts, bruises, sprains. Instant relief. in Portland, February 12,

Simplifying Work.

Hard Place to Fill—New Nurse: “Please,
1 can't do a thing w ith the baby. He
Mistress: “Well, I decries all the time.”
clare! 1 low stupid of me! His other nurses
You'll lind some stovewere colored girls.
polish in the kitchen.” [New York Weekly.
mum,

I
1

Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup seems !
especially adapted to the needs of the chilPleasant to take; soothing in its in- |
dren.
fluence: it is the remedy of all remedies for |
every form of throat and lung disease.

An Absolute
in

A

an

Necessity

Many Cases.

A DECREASE IN WEIGHT
FREQUENTLY INDICATES
A DECLINE.
Our Modern Rebuilder, Vinol,
WiU Help You Do It.

rMmit*

To The Editor of The Journal: It
is well known that the Penobscot bay

THE WAY IT ACTS ON A DEPLETED CONSTITUTION IS
SIMPLY MARVELOUS.

iiiTKiu

a

—

^strongly

jrwho

CO,

IIoul-1

Xarragansetts,

guaranteed

Experiment

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, paiT.
gorie, Drops and. Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant, i
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other ZSaiv,,ij
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and \\
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Coustipai.
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural .-!■
....

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

CASTOR1A

GENUINE

Seems to lie covered with these little
cod where the bottom is suitable for

The Kind You Have

them.
1 think if our bay is again replenished
with fish they will he appreciated and
cared for as never before.

In Use For Over

O. IK Ul{.\ V.

Ilarborsicle, Dec.
What Other

▼Mt

1000.

ALW\

A certain instrument, purporting to he the last !
A will and Testament and codicil thereto of Benjamin F. Chase, lat of Monroe, in said Countv
of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for*
probate.

Register.

It is a queer state of things when a city
council finds itself forced to issue instructions to its marshal to execute one of the
laws of the State. Still, if it is found to be
effective, other towns which are suffering
from neglect, or worse, of their executive
officers will know what to do. Belfast has
set the pace. [Portland Express.
In Gardiner rumsellers are surrendering
their United States licenses, it is said, in
answer to the vigorous raids made by the
officials. To surrender the license, close up
and go out of business—this on the part of
the rumseller—would redound to tlie everlasting advantage of any business com-

munity. [Hallowed Register.
Sunday, Dec. 2nd, was evidently Temperance Sunday in Belfast, the ministers uniting in preaching against the saloon. The |
results came perhaps quicker than they
anticipated, for Monday evening the city
government at its regular meeting passed an
order instructing the city marshal to proceed at once against the liquor dealers. The
officers have attended to their duties, and
Belfast enters the list of “dry" citie.-,. As
in Gardiner, the movement 'will “go’’ as
long as the people back up the officers.
[Gardiner Independent.

Strength by

Using Smith's
Green Mountain
ltenovator.
Sti enfjll!.

Because this famous Body Builder is made
in Vermont, of pure, wholesome herbs, redolent of the fragrant woods, green hills and

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
December, A. D. 1000.
certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will and testament of Etta M Huston, late or
Burnham, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

NOTICE
The subscriber hereIpXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice that she has been duly appointJ

ed executrix

of the last w ill and testament of
JOHN H. PAGE, late of Jackson,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all iudebted thereto are requested to make
EMILY A. PAGE.
payment immediately.
East Jackson, Dec. 11,1900.

The subscrit

A

Ordered, That notice he given to all persons inby causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock before noon, anil show cause if any they have, why
the same should not he proved, approved and
terested

er

hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
M. HELEN MORRELL, late of Winterport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and giveu
bonds as the law7 directs. All persons having de-

allowed.
A

mands a* ainst the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
L. AGNES MORRELL.
immediately.
Winterport, Oct. 9,1900.

administratrix de

The subscriber
she has been duly
bonus non of the

MORRELL, late of Wiuterport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of t his
order to he published three weeks successively m
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held-at Belfast, within ami for said
County, on the 8th day of January. A. D.
1901, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not he granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cjias. P. Hazkltink, Register.

bouds as the law directs.
All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased and
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
I AGNES MORRELL.*
Winterport, Oct. 9,1900.
D M IN 1ST RATO it'S NOTICE.

The subscriber

hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed Administrator of the estate of
ALPHONSO L. FLANDERS, late of Northport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given

bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands agair.st the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
ELISHA M. FLANDERS.
Belfast, Sept. 11, 1900.

At a Probate Court held at,
for the County of Waldo,
December, A. D. 1900.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

ELMS, late of Belmont,
in the County of W'aldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are deJOSEPH E.

sired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to nake payment
EMMA I). ELMS.
immediately.
Belmont Centre, Dec. 11, 1900.

at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Ciias. P. Hazeltine, Register.

INISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The subscriber
gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of

ADMhereby

HARRIET A.

LANE, late of Brooks,
County of Waldo, deceased, and given
the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
CHAS. E. LANE.
immediately.
Brooks, Dec. 11, 1900.
in the

as

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 11th clay of December, 1900.
Frank M. Rowe, administrator on the estate of
Jane Rowe, late of Burnham, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allow-

WALDO

ance.

DMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
GUSTAVU8 F. MORSE, late of Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
ANNIE A. MORSE.
immediately.
Unity, Dec. 11,1900.

Belfast, within and
on tlie 11th day of

ARK S. STILES, administrator of the estate
of Thomas W. Rowe, late of Jackson, in said.
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying lor a license to sell at public or
private sale and convey certain real estate of deceased particulatly described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Beliast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
County, on the. 8th day of January, A. D. 1901,

NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of

binds

copy.

HERBERT

of

MARY C. r.

A

true

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Char. P Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court helu at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of December, A.;I). J 900.
I. COLE, soil of Samuel Cole, late of
Winterporr, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that
Rebecca A. Cole of said Winterport may he appointed administratrix of the estate of said deceased.

NOTICE.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that

H. CARLTON, trust
tlJOSEPH
Robert G. Campbell, late
said County of Waldo, dece;
of Sarah G. Campbell (and \\j.
having presented a petition;].!
—

m

••>

1

4 certain instrument, purporting to be the iast
I\ will ami Testament ot benjamin Mixer, late
of Searsmont, in said County ol Waldo, deceased,
having been presented lor probate.
Ordered,'Jhat notice be given mail persons interested by causing a copy oi this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, ov. the second
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock
before noon, anil show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not he proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
('has. P. Hazeltine, Register.

PROBATE NOTICES.

INISTRATRIX’S NOTICE.

At a Probate Court held at Bclfr.the County of Waldo,on the
her, A. D. 1 ‘.>00.

\|

Register.

Residence, Springfield, Mass.

estate

NEW YORK CITY.

Ordered. That notice be given to all persons in- to sell and convey certain real
terested by causing a copy of this order to be pub- him as such trustee, part ion:
lished three weeks successively in The Republican said petition, and invest the
Journal, published at Belfast, that they may apOrdered, That the said petiti
pear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast j all persons interested by ciind;
within and for said County, on the second Tues- i order to be
published three we.
day of January next, it ten of the ckxk before The Republican Journal, a newnoon, and show cause, if any they haw*, why the
at Belfast, that they may ;u
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
Court, to beheld at Belfast, wo
<K() E. JOH N’St )N. .1 udge.
County, on the Hth day ot
A true copy. Attest:
at ten of the clock before n<
Citas. P. Hazkltixe, Register.
any they have, why the pray.o
should not be granted.
GEO. L. .ltd
At a Probate Court held .it Belfast, within and for
A true copy. Attestrlie County of Wa’-lo on tin* second Tuesday of
Cuas. I*. H \/
December, A. D. 1900.
A certain instrument purporting to be the last
A. will and testament ot Lydia 'layhew Feign- Ar a Probate
held at It.- :
son. late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo,
the County of Waldo, on t!
deceased, having been presented for probate.
cember, A D. 1 900.
ILDKKD S. PU’KK, guam
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons in.’I
terested by causing a copy of this order to be pubriper and Harold L. I'm
M. l’iper. >ate of Troy, in mao.1
lislieo three weeks succcs-ively ii: The Republican
Jo rnal, published at Belfast, that thev may ap- deceased, having i»n sented am
pear at a Probate Court, to be held ai Beifast, a license to sell at private sa.. a
within anil tor said County, on .he second Tuesreal estate of said minors, "
day of January nev.ai ten of :1m clock before in said petition, and the j»i
n on and bow cans,
interest.
if any they have, why die
same should not be pr< ved.appr \»•
ami allowed.
irdered. That the. said pi-: r
OLo. L. .loll NMIN, Judge.
all persons interested b\ ra'i-n
A true copy. Attestorder to be publisheo three >mCu ts. p. Hazki.ti.m-. Register.
tlie Kepublican •lournal.a rev-,
lV-ilast, :hat t hey may appe.i
Lo in- held at IteUa.-t, wm bin ai
At a Probate ( out! m-,d -t Be!f,i*t. widnu and tor
the bounty ot Wald- on the seeoun Tuesday of on the Sih day of .I m ,r>. a
the clock before noon, am! sIa.v
December, A. I). 1900.
have, why the prayer of
A cen'in instrument, put porting to be the las.
i:ot ne granted.
A wid and u--T.nu•••
Daniel a. .V Mauntis
GKO. K. .In|i
lau* ot Knox. in >abi Ccunty of Wah.o, deceased
A true copy. Attest.
having ticen presented I. probate.
Cm \> r. Ha/,
Order <1. That not u-.- be given to a 1 persons in
tcrested by caustuu
tills order to la pub
copy
Vt a Probate <'ourt hcl
r.
lushed tlutc weeks su. c< ssi\ e!y m tlu- R< otihlican
for the County ..! V a.
Journal, piiblisheu at Be.tasi! rliat icy may ap*
A
:
December
Ht
»o.
pear at a Pr. i»ate ('our to m- heid ai Beftasr.
within am! tor said Coumi, ou tin- second Tues
JONATHAN lii.MvY
t
tin* clock before
Of ( l\Vt‘li I \\ lilte
■lay id January next at en
< '.unity
noon, amI show i-uuse.it any limy have, why The
t Waldo. <lec. m
same should noi be
roved .ipno.veil and allowed. petit:i"*ii prating that 11 ia it- entitled to tlie balai »•
(iKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
doe ased now in his hands,
A true copy.
Atto.-t
therein, anil order the saintCti.vs. P. Hazi i.riNr,
At a Probate Court held at bei'a-t, within ami
for the County ot Waldo. on the second Tuesday oi December, A. J). l'.uio.

I write you from St. Vincent's Hospital, East
Lake, Tenn. The hardships of the campaign
brought on typhoid fever. I recovered from the
fever all right, but have been unable to regain my
strength until I began using your Smith's Green
Mountain Renovator. I knew of itsreputation in
New England, and sent for some. I felt its
strengthening effects in a few days, and in a
week's time gained four pounds. This was four
weeks ago. I am now ready to leave the Hospital, and have gained 40 lbs., strength returned,
appetite returned, muscles firm, and feel like a
new
man—better than ever before, and am
frank to say that I owe my speedy and complete
recovery to your wonderful preparation,
Sargeant-Major J. G. Norton, First Vt. Vols.

appointed*

30 Years.

STREET.

■

bracing air of the Green Mountains. These
herbs and plants arc so combiued as to lie
powerful agents in assisting nature to impart
bodily vigor to nerves, muscles and brain.

ADM

TT MURRAY

At a Probate r<>urt, 1x1.1 at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on file second Tuesday of
December, A. D. 1900.

The Bath papers are right in demanding
that the city school board give home teachers a preference over other applicants. The
city that does not encourage its own, will
soon find itself in the back lots.
[Hallowed

Why

CENTAUR COMPANY,

Always Bougiii

Papers Say.

Belfast is the latest city to feel the reform
movement and the agitation is a brisk one.
Let the good work go on. [Kennebec Journal.
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they would gradually work east and
again replenish the Penobscot bay.
This may have been done, for the bottom
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concentrated stated and is the most
| chant, gave his annual
the employes of his store Dec. 7th, the wonderful tonic that we have ever had
occasion being his 83d birthday. The anything to do w ith.
centerpiece of the table decorations was
Vinol acts upon the stomach in a
a beautiful floral tribute with the in- beneficial
sickly sentimentality, no priggish self
way, enabling it to obtain
“Itching hemorrhoids were the plague of scription “83” from his employes. Mr. for itself the necessary ingredients consciousness, no artificial demeanor in
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almost
my
Burpee has been in business 02 consecu- from the food that is taken into it to any of them. No didactic aim is obviment cured me quickly and permanently,
tive years, and 50 years of this period build up the pure healthy body and inous; yet the atmosphere of the story is
C. F. fornwell,
after doctors had failed.”
he has been in business on the site of crease the weight.
as refreshing and bracing as a sea
Valley Street, Saugerties, N. Y.
Northe present establishment.The
Mr. n. m. »Linen, wno is a wen*
breeze.
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individual as the children, whether it
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vates anv opinions of her own.” [Brooklyn
house was at the gateway of the hunt- and other troubles. He writes as folbe Aunt Patience, who “tried to do her
Life.
around Mt. Katahdin, and lows :
ing
region
duty toward making a little machine of
Sudden Deaths on the Increase. Peo- was a famous
sportsmen’s resort. The
“My kidneys troubled me a great a lively, restless child,” white haired
ple apparently well and happy to-day, to- loss is about 83,000.Dr. Percy I- deal, my bowels were very irregular, I
Grandpa Abbott with his shrewd wismorrow are striven down, and in ninetydied at had great distress in my stomach, suf- dom, the tiny and
nine cases out of every hundred the heart l Baker, 20, a well-known dentist,
quaint Aunt Matilda,
had
no
i
bilious
fered
with
headaches,
with her superfluity of caps and fischus
is the cause. The king* of heart remedies, the Maine general hospital, Portland,
and
not
could
with
acute
is
within
Dec.
was
the
7th.
He
Dr. Agnew's Cure for
sleep nights,
Heart,
suffering
appetite,
and shawls and her humming bird slip- i
j
reach of all. It relieves in HO minutes, and appendicitis when he was taken to the was losing flesh rapidty. I began to
pers, jolly Aunt Elizabeth, “a lively
cures most chronic cases. Sold by Edmund
I
am now on my third bottake
he
was
the
After
Vinol,
operation
hospital.
talker,” with her racy reminiscences of
Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—40.
married at his own request to Miss tle, and it is doing wonders for me.
old times, or Esther’s gentle mother,,
Ways of a Patriot. “You remember that Elsie Gilson, to whom he was engaged? My kidneys are better, my bowels are whose beauty we see through little
during the American war with Spain Win- .The Kennebec county grand jury again regular, my stomach no longer Mildred’s eyes.
tergreen sternly refused to eat Spanish arose Friday afternoon, Dec. 7th, and troubles me, and no more headaches,
SC LX ES OF TIIE AUTHOR’S CHILDHOOD
mackerel,” said* Tynn to Trinlett. “I rereported 103 indictments, all but live of and as for appetite, don't speak of it;
member,” replied Triplett. “What of it?” which
I sleep like a top and have gained
Though its characters and events are
were for violation of the pro“Well, now he won’t eat off China plates.”
count on
imaginary, the environment of the story
hibitory liquor law. Every liquor deal- thirteen pounds. You can
[Detroit Free Press.
has been familiar to the author from
me always to recommend Vinol as the
er in the county who paid a l\ S. specCatarrh Fifty
her childhood. She is perfectly familiar
Kighty Years Old
ial tax this year was indicted, three in- king of medicines.”
Y’ears. Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder,
with the Maine woods and waters, its
dictments being found against one man,
cured him. Want any stronger evidence of
such
testimonials
as
With
trout streams and lakes, its rugged cliffs,
many
the power of this wonderful remedy over and the remainder being single indictcrooked
coves, glorious mountains and
this universal disease? Want tlie truth of ments for liquor nuisance. This in- the above coming before us, it is not
rocky islands, its forest trails, narrow
tlie case confirmed? Write George Lewis, cludes a
large number of druggists. strange that we endorse Vinol as wood
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and lovely highways.
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return
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utes. .sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A.
any
of her summers have been spent at the
indicted will demur, which will carry ingly agree
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seashore. She is still young and is rehas taken Vinol and is not
tlieir cases over and give them time, i
markably girlish in appearance. At
Tabie '1 alk—“They say the-er-late depart- .Major John M. Gould of Portland, /satisfied that it has accomplished ail
the age of lit she married Robert George
‘•i.' -aid lie iirst cannibal, indicating the father of Miss (iould, one of the missionthat we claim for it every cent that
dish before them, “was a very learned aries
Turknett, a civil engineer of ( hieago,
reported to have been subjected to they have paid us for this remedy.
man." “Indeed,” replied the other, helping
though of a Georgia family, she was
inhuman torture by the Boxers at Pao
him-'*:! !'<•;• the third time, “then this is
widowed before she was 21.’ Her brief
tiul what the wbite men call an ‘intellect- Ting Fu. has received from Adjutant
A. A. HOWES &
wedded life was spent in Chicago and
General Tleistand an otlicial report of
ual least.'
[Philadelphia Press.
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the massacre, prepared by Captain
Cost lo Cents—Hut worth n dollar a vial. !
of the time since been in this city. Her
of the Sixth Cavalry, |
Hutcherson
This :- the test i mon «*1 hundreds who use \
ancestry on both sides goes back to the
Dr. Agnew's lave: i ills. They are so sure,«j stationed at Pao Ting Fu. The report
early colonial history of Xew England,
so pun*, so pleasant and easy acting.
Tlie confirms practically the early reports of
i her father. Hr. J. E. C. Sawyer, being
demand for tlii> popular Liver Regulator is the massacre.Gov. Powers left
descended from the founders < f Lancasso great it is taxing the makers to keep
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up ;I ton for Washington. Dec. sth.
with it. Sold In Edmund Wilson and A. A. j was joined in Boston by
ter, Mass., and Windlmm and LondonAdjutant
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derry. X. 11., and from Captain John
General Hichards, who left Augusta' On hii«1 after Oct. 8,1900, trains connecting
a: Burnham and Waterville with through trains
Gallup, one of the six captains wiio fell
Retired
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broke the power of
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do they mean when they say a man ‘takes ated an imperative need*for 5ooo addiPost-Standard. Dec. 5th.
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things eas?"
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The book is for sale at F. G. ilixer's,
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and never hoped for cure, but Ely’s (’ream tive Burleigh of Maine, Dee. (ith, introp M
Balm seems to do even that.—Oscar Ostrom, duced a bill authorizing tlie appointment Portland.
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of Representative Boutelle of Maine,
At the meeting of the National W. C. T.
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The Balm does not irritate or cause sneez- Dec. (ith, the ilay-i’auncefote treaty Thorndike. 11 20
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by Ely Brothers, 5(5 Warren St., New York. gan of Alabama took the floor, making Brooks.. 12 12
Kinley gave a reception to the 1,POO delegates.
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An Optimist: “What is an optimist'.’’’ an argument in favor of the ratification ; City Point. 112 50 110 05 16 00
receiving party consisted of the Presi1
asked the youth who would fain become of the treaty, as necessary to secure the ; Belfast, arrive
1 05
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6 05 dent and Mrs. McKinley, Secretary and
Mrs. Gage, Secretary and Mrs.
wise. “An optimist,” answered the man construction of tlie Nicaragua
Long, Attorstation.
tFlag
ney General and Mrs. Griggs, Secretary
who has become wise at a sacrifice of amia- Representative
Littlefield of Maine!
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
and
Miss
t\
iison.
bility, “is a man w ho, having no coal bills or has prepared an amendment to tlie army I $5.00 irom Belfast and ail stations on Branch.
other household expenses himself, takes it
tickets to all points Vest and North
bill which be presented j Through
for granted that everybody can be just as organization
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. George i
Dee. (itli.
Nervous Debility Cured.
It makes an absolute proliibi-1 Agent, Belfast.
GEO. F. EVANS,
as
he
is.”
liglit-bearted
Washington Star. tion of the sale of
Vice President and General Manager.
liquor on military
Nervous Debility, Lost Vitality, effects of
LI YEBITA, the up-to-date Little Liver property. An anti-canteen provision is F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
over indulgence, or overwork
Portland, Oct. 1, 1900.
quickly cured
Bill; 5c. boxes contain 15 pills, 10c. boxes already in tlie bill, but it lias met some
Dr. Hallock’s Wonderful Electric
by,Old
contain 40 pills, 25c. boxes contain 100 pills, i opposition on tlie ground that the pro-1
1 ills. Thoroughly tested for 50 years. NerSold b\ A. A. IIowes A Co.,
vous
druggists, Bel- liibition applies only to the military
Trembling, Tired out, Discouraged,
fast, Me.
specks before the Eyes, Dizziness, rush of
3yrs24.
service and does not prevent civilians
j
blood to the head, Weak Nerves, Thin
from selling liquor on military property.
“He is not a man of very polished
Blood, pale, haggard countenance, Fluttertion,” said tlm member of Congress. “But .The Senate committee on commerce
ing Heart and all Nervous troubles cured
be lias some very pronounced ideas.” “I held its first meeting of the session Dec.
by Dr. Hallock’s Wonderful Electric Fills,
am
for weak, worn-out, nervous people.
compelled to disagree with you,” Uth. The meeting was devoted mainly
Try
answered the colleague. “His ideas are to the consideration of the
them; they cure after all else fails. The very
ship
subsidy
almost invaiably mispronounced.” [Wash- bill and to
medicine you have been looking for. Si per
amendments suggested by
ington Star.
box, or (> boxes, sufficient to cure most obChairman Frye. The most important
stinate eases, $5. Sold at drug stores or sent
BELLAY1TA, Arsenic Beauty Tablets of these amendments was one providing
from laboratory, all charges prepaid, on reand Pills for the complexion; 10 days treat- that all
ships shall take 50 percent of
ceipt of price.
Describe symptoms and
ment 50c., ;;o days treatment Si.00. Sold by
their cargo capacity when leaving a Wishes to announce to the public that he has a bree
personal medical advice given. AdA. A. Howes A Co., druggists, Belfast, Me.
full line of
dress HALLOCK DRUG CO., 110 Court
port of the United States for a foreign
3yrs24.
port.Chairman Payne of the AVays Furniture. Carpets, Rugs, Hassocks, st., Boston, Mass.
The Chinese Minister hail just been to and Means committee Dec. "tli subOil Cloths, Wall Paper, Crockery
see the Secretary of State.
“What was the i mitted the report of the committee,
and Glassware, Lamps of all kinds,
A Keen Clear Brain.
result of the conference between Mr. Wu signed by all the Republican members,
Your best feelings, your social position or
Clocks, Pictures, Fancy. Rockers,
and Mi. Hay 2” asked a gentleman. “The : in favor of the bill
the
war
reducing
Side-Hoards and Dressers, Iron and business success depend largely on the pergeneral uncertainty of Chinese news makes ! revenue taxes about $40,000,000.
Brass Beds,Sewing Machines, Sleds fect action of your stomach and Liver. Dr
it difficult to say,” was the answer.
“1 i
Life Tills give increased
have not yet ascertained whether Mr. Hay
Spring Beds and Mattresses, Photo- King's New
In Hrikk.
Hr. Kruger lias abana keen, clear brain, high ambition.
good woozier, or whether Mr. Wu got 1
graph Albums, Stationery, Silver- strength,
A 25 cent box will make you feel like a new
doned all the proposed journeys to
hazier.” [ Washington Star.
ware and Cutlery, Framed Pictures
being. Sold by It. JI. Moody, Druggist.
and Mirrors, Curtains, Draperies,
Concerning Seattle, Puget Sound, Wash-, other capitals, says the Brussels corPoles and Fixtures and a full line
ington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of respondent of the London
World’s Champion.
Standard,
of Toys.
Information, Seattle, Wash., 0. M. Moore, !
“I tried many remedies to cure piles,”
ltf
secretary.
; and all further efforts to secure diploI carry a full line of
writes W. R. Smith of Latham, 111., “but
matic arbitration and will await at j'he
found no relief till 1 used liucklen’s Arnica
Bapid Transit Beturns. “I wouldn’t be Hague the development of events at the
CASKETS and ROBES.
1 have not been troubled with piles
Salve.
of
guilty
doing a favor for a man and then, seat of the war.The Queen’s
And also do EMBALMING,
since.” It’s the only champion pile cure on
in a day or two, asking him to do me one.” 1
to the international arbiappointments
earth
and
the best salve in the world. 25c
No, nor I; I'd ask him right straight off, beW. 5. JONR?i, Brooks. Maine.
4w49
fore his gratitude gets a chance to cool.” tration court are Lord Pauncefote, Sir
per box, guaranteed by R. 11. Moody, drug
j
Edward Malet, the late British amgist.
[Indianapolis Journal.
bassador to Germany; the Might Hon.
Kl.LUSF IN SIX HOI KS.
Sir Edward Fry, a former Lord Justice
RHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY.
Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator lias brought
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease!j of Appeal, and Prof. John Westlake,
happiness to hundreds or anxious women.
relieved in six hours hv “New Great
“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neuof international law at Cam;
professor
There is positively no othei’ remedy known
South American Kidney Cure.” It is a I
ralgia radically cures in l to 3 days. Its acto medical science, that will so quickly and
since 1888.When
i
tion
great surprise on account of its exceeding 1 bridge University
do
the
work.
upon the' system is remarkable and
Have
never
had a single
safely
the newly elected govenors of the States
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
mysterious. It removes at once the cause
promptness in relieving pain in blad- ;
and the disease immediately disappears. The
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
No other
der, kidneys and back, in male or female. have all been inaugurated there will be
first dose greatly benefits. 75 cents. Sold
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
Relieves retention of water almost imme- 2b Republican, 18 Democratic, and one
interference with work. The most difficult
by A. A. llowes & Co., Druggists, Belfast.
diately. Jf you want quick relief and cure Silverite, the last being Reinbold Sadler
cases successfully treated through corresthis is the remedy. Sold by A. A. llowes & of Nevada.....Mount Wrangle, Alaska,
pondence,and the most complete satisfaction
T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
in every instance. I relieve hunis again in eruption. The eruption
Iyl9
reds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
City, Iowa, says: “1 bought one bottle of
A Tax off Ilis Mind. “Didn't you feel began on Nov. 4 with great gushes of
further
Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two
All
letters
‘Mystic
truthfully
particulars.
dreadfully,when you lost your gold-handled steam but no shocks. The natives are
answered. Free confidential advice in all
doses of it did me more good than any other
umbrella?” “No; I’d expected to lose it moving away.A special from the
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
medicine I ever took.” Sold by A. A. llowes
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
for so long that I was glad when it was
& Co., Druggists, Belfast.
Hague says that Holland has no intenevery possible condition and will positively
gone.” [Chicago Record.
tion of intervening in favor of arbitraleave no after ill effects upon the health. By
“An International Courtship” the new
mail
Dr.
tion of the Transvaal troubles.A
E. M. TOLsecurely sealed, $2.00.
For Over Fmy Tears.
MAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
and absorbingly interesting novel by Melvictory in debate came to Harvard for
An Oi.d and Well-Tried Remedy.
ville Kirke, has been described by a leading
the third consecutive time against Yale
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
London weekly newspaper as “a remarkPILES! PILES!
PILES!
used for over fifty years by millions of in the intercollegiate series at Sanders
able novel.” It is the story of marriage bemothers for their children while teething, theatre, Cambridge, Mass., Dec. 8th.
tween American girls and titled EnglishDr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
with perfect success. It soothes the child, The question debated was “Resolved, Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It men. Published' by The Neely Co., 114
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind that the permanent retention of the absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once, Fifth Ave., N. Y. Postpaid $1.00
3yrs24
relief. Dr. Wil
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Philippine islands by the United States acts as a poultice, gives instant
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists is desirable.” Harvard had the affirm- liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and
of the private parts, anu minItch on human cured in 30 minutes by
in every part of the world.
Twenty-five ative and her case was substantially ing else. Itching
Every dox is guaranteed. Sold by drop Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
This never
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be
sent by mail, for 60c. and $1.00 per box
gists,
while
Yale’s
negative WILLIAMS* M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland,Ohio fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drugsure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing put together,
Me.
was
weak.
1
i
gists,
Belfast,
lyrlW.
constructively
Foisale by R. H. Moody.
Syrup, and take no other kind.
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and has been made under liis
pcr.
sonal supervision since its
-CCtCAt/K
Allow no one to deceive you i u this*
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are
|„^
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health ,>f
Infants and Children—Experience against
—

fore the eye of the imagination, as in
the following passage: “When they
reached the turn in the road they saw
the little village lying peacefully in the
valley before them and beyond stretched
the beautiful blue waters of Penobscot
Hay shining in the sun, dotted with the
white wings of vessels from five-masted
schooners down to tiny yachts.”

“Indeed! llow do >oii account
Doctor Bill: “Why, in last
epidemic’
month’s Kind Ladies’ Journal there was an
article for boys, entitled, ‘How to Build a
Puck.
Shanty in a Tree.'

die-!

The Hind You Have Always Bought, and which has
i)t,.n
In use for over 30 years, has borne the
signature

pastf It so, it means much to many
towns in the vicinity of Penobscot Bay.
Forty years ago it was a sriiall task
for a man to supply his family a year
with fish from Penobscot Bay. It
was nothing uncommon for a man to
catch two or three hundred pounds in
part of a day. 'Then most of the fish
taken were haddock.
Xow they are
HOOK FULL OF IXOIDEXT.
mostly cod. I have tire last week seen
The book is full of incident and
some as fine cod taken at the mouth of
abounds in delicate humor. It is thor-;
oughly dramatic. Children and older j the Bagaduce river, just below the vilpeople live before us and their corn er-! lage of Castine, as 1 ever|saw come
sation is as natural as the rippling of a i from
George’s Banks. A few years since
brook.
The little folks are lively, and in correspondence with the Fish Comwhether journeying, trouting, driving, missioner at
Washington, T>. C„ I
playing on the beach, jumping on the called ids attention to the depletion of
hay, singing in the twilight telling fish in Penobscot bay. He said he was
stories, or getting into exciting and aware of the tact, and as there were fish
funny escapades, are always real, al- hateheiies at Wood’s iioll and Glouways
interesting, always healthy, cester, and they were putting out small
wholesome and winsome. There is no numbers of small fry, lie
thought
A few words put

j

Fish.

passages.

Lincoln’s birthday anniversary...At the
meeting of the State Dairy* Association in Augusta Dec. 7th, the following
Are you getting thin ? If you are
officers were elected: President,' Rutilhad better watch yourself. Take
lus Alden of Winthrop; secretary, LAV. you
Vinol. It will build you up quickly
Dyer of Cumberland Centre; treasurer, and surely.
F." S. Adams of Bowdoinliam; trustee,
man does not vary much
A
II. K. llamlin of Waterford. In the from healthy to
year in his weight.
year
forenoon a paper was read by Charles This is as it should be. Vinol enables
I*. Woods, director of the Maine Agri- the
organs of the body to renew flesh,
cultural experiment station at Orono, muscle tissue, bone structure, and aton

ill

Bay

A young Syracuse woman is the author of one of the most original and forty years ago was abundantly supplied
captivating juvenile books of recent with what are called salt-water fish.
years, the story of “Esther in Maine,” Shortly after that time they very sudby Flora Longfellow Turknett, published in beautiful form for the holidays by denly disappeared, and for many years
Jennings & Eye, Cincinnati, and Eaton its waters seemed to be entirely depleted.
& Alains, New York.
Several short Three years ago, cod, haddock and hake,
stories by Airs. Turknett that have been in limited
numbers, visited our bay
published in periodicals have found
favor with the public, and her first book again and were taken by trawl and hand
indicates a rare literary gift. Her little lines in small quantities. Last year they
folks are not copies, but real creations, were taken in
large quantities, and beteach characterized by strongly marked
ter fish. This year some men have
summer
Their
recreaindividuality.
tions and adventures take place amid made fair wages catching them. Now
the most picturesque surroundings, the question arises, will they continue
but there are no long drawn descriptive to increase as
they have the three years

|«ui
lnu-su^iuniiib
Wind,” etc. Doctor Bill the Secretion of Milk.Samuel H. tends to purifying the great vital current of the human system, the blood.
(gleefully;—“I’ve made over five hundred i
dollars din ing the past three w eeks setting I Burpee, who enjoys the reputation of
Vinol contains the active curative
meractive
broken lames, alone.” Friend (astonished) j being Rockland’s oldest
properties of Cod-Liver Oil in a highly
for such an
dinner to

“It's

Juvenile Book by Mrs. Flora Longfellow
Turknett.

Penobscot

j
I

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th
day of January next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltlnjs, Register.

inaly.
Ordered, Thar the said peti
all persons interested byo;tii>i;
tier to lie published three u <-kUe| uhlican .Journal, a news]

Hellas:, that they may appeal
held at Pa lfast \\ithin am
(the itsth day ol Januiuy. a
the clock before noon, ami sln-v
have, win the prayer of a.
not be granted.
GKO. K. J'
A true copy. Attest
( mas. P. Hazi

to be
on

At a Probate Court held at Bel fa
the Countv ol Waldo,on the !
her, A. D.1900.
A. WEBBER, widow
J her, late of .Monroe, in said
deceased, haying presented a p
an allowance out of the per-,
deceased.
Ordered, Thatr.lie said petit'.,
all persons interested by causw
order to be published three withe Republican Journal, a n*"
at Belfast, that they may a
Court, to be held at Belfast. \\11
County, on the 8th day of Jar
at ten of the clock before no..1
if any they have, why the pi
tinner should not be granted.
CEO. K JOB
A true copy. Attest:
(’HAS. P. H A/.i

Ijll.IZA

«

IFALDo SS. In Court d I'll
fast, on the llthday <>f I
Hannah T. Pendleton, admim-* >•
tate of Elizabeth H. McDougall
in said County, deceased, have
final account of admiuistratioi
allowance
Ordered, that notice there-d
weeks successively, in the Rep
a newspaper published in Bella-that all persons interested ma>
bate Court, to be held at Belfast
of January next, and show
have.whv the said account slum
CEO. E. .101
Attest
A true copy.
Cmas. P. llAZKI
—

>

YT’ALPO SS.~ In Court of IV.
VV fast, on the 11th day .•!
Burton A. Spoil.-or, guardian of !
nus ot Freedom, in said Count.'
his first and final account
allowance.
Ordered, that notice there
weeks successively, in The Ko|
newspaper published in Bell e'
that all persons interested iim
bate. Court, to be held at Bella
of January next, and show e.
have, whv the said account sin.1.
CEO. E. JOB
A true copy.- Attest
Ciian. B. Ha/.i
7A EDO SS.

In Court of

B:

Cyrus True, Executor <>i tic
nient of Daniel Sullivan, late
County, deceased, haviuu pre-i

final acc< tint of adtninistraii<
allowance.

i.

Ordered, That, notice thereof
weeks successively, in the Kepid
newspaper published in l.elia->
that all persons interested max
Court, to be held at Belfast. <c
January next, and show cause, d
whv the said account should not 1
GEO. E. JOHN
A true

copy—Attest

Chas. I*. 11 a z

e 1 n

1T7ALDO SS.- In Court of Prol-k
V? fast, on the 11th day ol t
Fred E. Worthing, administrator
Mary G. Buffum. late of Palermo
deceased, having presented his ir
count of administration «>1 said
ance.

Ordered, that notice tliereot
weeks successively, in The Kepui
newspaper published in Bellas!,
that all persons interested maj a'
hate Court, to be held at Belfast
of January next, and show cau>«
have, why the said account should
GEO. E. JOllM-'
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltim*

Tortured

Cse Work is Hard Work without GOLD
THISTLE’S

^

DUST.

family were once more gathered around
the fireplace.
“The doctor has an excellent gift, but 1 have been thinking

WAR-TIME

thanksgiving.

j

I.il-Uiow TUBKNETT.

that if he had had that sunbeam of an

Emily up in the pulpit alongside of
him, the people that have children
with tongues that can go like mill
liristian Advocate.]
clappers would’nt have needed any
\
U DED.]
other Thanksgiving sermon.”
Cousin Abbie laid her hand on Emily’s
M s. Thistle’s emotion
head.
That is so Samuel.
A little
of
own
Jier
sii-d Emily
iiiirst into a passion of child shall teach them. I know that
istle held her shaking isn’t exactly what the Scripture says,

i Kilf an hour later when but it is what it means.”
And now the shadows were gathering.
the boys came in, all I
Soon the only light in the room was that
n ir battle with the wind,
; which came from the glowing logs.
.dinging to her.
hvw Mr. Thistle into a : Alec brought out the corn popper and
held it over the fire. Emily clapped
a loud whisper told him
Funnily j her hands to see the white kernels jump
discovery.
! up and down in the popper, and held
as un mindful of the fact
a,n whisper on Emily’s Clarissa up to see, too.
Leslie’s arms were so lonesome. She
is a practical man, and ; had never gone so long without holding
Clarissa.
She brought out all her.rag
was for Emily.
There dollies, and they were a pretty lot, and
,i pretty box!
showed
them
to Emily. Emily pettied
us w ho knows the sign
uhild might as well he them, but became much excited when
Leslie tried to substitute one of them
tin 1.”
oiiuel." said Cousin Ah- for Clarissa.
At bedtime Emily and l.eslie were
..'1 think it was a judges for my curiosity. 1 tucked up in one bed, and Clarissa re’. e laid
up one hundred posed between them, Emily's left hand
to ask that child, if fast lioid of Clarissa’s arm.
When the little girls were asleep
had as you think," Mrs. Thistle called the household to
as
"You have forgotten look at them.
They Airly gaped. Of
.plain Bently teach me the two curly heads emerging from the
white counterpane no one could tell
a alphabet one winter
ca]>taiu once had a which was Leslie's.
“And you and Daniel did not look
assenger who went
a it.li him on the
Sally. any more alike than a crow and a red
aptain had plenty of i robin,” ejaculated Cousin Abbie to Mrs.
“It certainly is a miracle.”
Thistle.
with him.”
“I could not tell you how that child
...!!" exclaimed Cousin
Mrs.
i more like getting I has gone into my heart to-day;”
I ! Thistle kissed Emily’s dimpled hand
.■as than I do now.
How
u a
that John would that lay upon the counterpane.
he was named for my can I give her up to Mary?”
“You
Mr. Thistle became sober.
ever was such a man
make it hard for me, mother. What if
p by the helm when
1
should tell you that Emily must leave
d to he going to
Mrs. Ames of Monus in the morning?
roe is in the village and told me after
I her head when the
Mary had
as now peeking coyly service this forenoon that
Mrs. Thistle’s slioul- charged her to bring Emily home with
•uaxing she allowed her. Mrs. Ames is going by the stage
Mi ned to Mr. Tliis- in the morning, and they will call
for Emily. You know how Mary is.
,i as a scene of pretty
mother. She will fret herself sick till
.iwn on one knee in
Emily gets there. And after all, Emily
is as near to her as she is to you. When
t h.e others formed a
made some signs. Mary has had Emily with her fora spell
anil she immediate- and gets sort of used to her I will drive
'itiore signs.
up and bring her back for a good visit.”
In her
Mrs. Thistle smiled pitifully.
say? what did she
heart of hearts she did not for one
mi say. John?" they
moment believe that Mary could ever
i v liked the looks of love Emily as she did at that moment.
-•vered that she did, After the others had returned to the
.lie’s, she was the fireside she sat by the bed murmuring
soft mother talk to the motherless
sat she had ever seen,
mtiful dollie. Then little one.
At live o’clock the following morning
s i! her which one of
the one who ran a M is. Thistle awakened Emily, and .John
I told her that explained to her that she was to go
iiid.
headed one. and she with a kind lady to Aunt Mary’s. He
: i'
Too had about the succeeded so well in convincing Emily
that it would only be a short time be!
isn't she a bright fore she would be with them again
Alec, blushing over that she received the news quite calmly.
me stage siuuu
At mill passeu live
vpliment to his hair,
After Emily had
member when 1 wrote before the door.
kissed everybody good-bye she kissed
> accident," said Mrs.
Clarissa, and tenderly laid her in Les0 would have thought
Mr. Thistle then lifted
1 have marie so much lie’s arms.
Emily and placed her beside Mrs. Ames
Mer-hearted!”
to have any Thanks- in the stage.
The driver cracked his whip.
whined Theodore. “We
“O, wait!” cried Leslie. ”1 want to
:;y after dinner.”
!
.M is.
1 iiisue
iiilore.
give something to Emily.”
Her father swung her up, and she
rsi'lf away and hurried
Cousin Abbielinger- thrust Clarissa into Emily’s hand.
Another crack of the whip, and the
|uit a few questions on
she too laid gone to | stage rolled out of the dooryard.
Mr. Thistle and the boys went off to
c dinner the boys asked j
-nuns. just to hear tier the barn, and Mrs. Thistle and Cousin
j Abbie disappeared into the kitchen.
There was no one. left to see a little
was placed between
<'larissa came to the figure Iling itself down on the hearth.
"<>, my Clarissa! (>, my storedollie!”
in Emily's lap.
voice trembled as lie Leslie wailed.
she had given Clarissa to Emily, bee picked up the carvtwice before lie at- cause she was so sorry for her, and she
1 heodore had to pull felt that it was her heart’s blood.
"O. what shall 1 do without my Claruder to hurry him up. j
iiatted joyously, and issa, that Brother MacGregor gave me
war?”
i mi them with the ait j the day he went to the
prim-ess. Her sorrows ; A whole row of llamelets danced up
from
a
and
glowed brightly at
in this merry crowd.
log
Leslie.
•se was still untasted,
“Hut aren't you glad that Emily has
nve something on his |
she
heard them
sing.
I utniel used to write Clarissa?”
•gtilar. as I remember." “Sweet Emily, who cannot call the
lather. Once a month chickens and the. bossies the same as
never was a more deyou can.”
Leslie sat up straight,and smiled a wan
an Daniel.”
smile
at the bright llamelets.
'-he was quite a hand
"Yes, I am glad that Emily has
hi, was she not?”
Clarissa.”
m cr. If Daniel was the
Thousand Islands Park, X. Y.
sat
she
..

’.

j

■

1

right

always

me all about it."
used to have considerable
I ally, didn’t they?”
was much else in the
eit how she was growing,
arii she was.”
not call to mind one
i have given you a hint
in any way unlike other

CASTOR
IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought

—

etched his mother with
ocroval.
“Mother where
.1 pies? Aren’t we
going
pumpkin pies for our

City.

:iw49

■

Judge Henry K. llaker of Hallowell
passed the 94th anniversary of his birthday,
Dec. 9tli, and three of his daughters spent
the day with him, Mrs. E. C. Dudley-of this
dinner?”
looked troubled and city, Mrs. Martha Baker Dunn of Waterville
and Mrs. Frank A. Ham of Kansas. Though
She opened lier
laced.
conliued to his house for two years past with
•xplanation.
a broken hip, Judge Baker’s mental facullit, mother,” called out ties are unimpaired. He attends to his perembarrassed, but deter- sonal business affairs, is always cheerful,
beside his mother in the and takes the keenest interest in current
do not want any pumpkin events. He had a number of callers during
day, and many beautiful flowers were
thanksgiving
Day when Mal- the
sent in by- friends whose kind attention he
! 1
(Jregorare faring so poor- much appreciated.
[Kennebec Journal.
•‘•w a scornful look atTheo11 1 will
•100
punch the head of
who is mean

enough to
he is only
expected to know

Theodore
/.'''hies.
'amiot be
"

I

a.,,i'll

;

'liking about.”
that something

,,

was the
questioned John. lie an'J1'1 'hat the folks were talking
; 'dm and MacGregor, and did
11
the pumpkin pies, so she
ate her gingerbread and

good Thanksgiving serWoodbury’s,” commented
to Cousin Abbie when the
a

,l!
'’h

i!

/^SToniA.
The Kind
)

»f

You Haw Always Bought

/

Dr. E. Detchon’g Anti Diuretic

May be worth to you more than $100 if you
have a child who soils bedding from incontenence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
once. $1.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me. Iyrl9.
What Shall We Have for Dessert?
This question arises in the family every
day. Let us answer it to-day. Try Jell-O,
a delicious and healthful dessert.
Prepared
in two minutes. No boiling! no baking!
add boiling water and set to cool.
Flavor:
—Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. At your grocers,^0 cts.
lylO
Jell-O, The New Deggert
pleases all the family. Four flavorsLemon, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. At
your grocers. 10 cts. Try it to-day.
lylO

NER
VITA
PUS
Restore
Lost Vigor and Manhood

'

Vitality,

Cure Impotency, Night Emissions, Loss of Memory, all
wasting

last, with one or two exceptions_Mr.
Walter Nickerson has gone to Waterville.

as

CORRESPONDENCE.

diseases, all ettects of self-abuse or excess
and indiscretion, A Swerve Tonic and
Blood Builder. Brings the pink glow to
pale cheeks and restores the fire of youth.
By mail 50c per box, 6 boxes for $2.50,
with our Bankable Guarantee Bond to
«»re er refund the money
paid; Send for circular and
our Bankable Guarantee Bond.

Stockton Springs. The sociable hold
Tuesday evening for the benefit of
Denslow hall proved a very pleasant affair,
netting quite a sum for the needed improve-

last

[Deferred from Last Week.]
Halldalk. The heavy ice storm broke
the shade trees badly in this vicinity_
A. L. Ordway and Ira Leathers, who
have been here packing apples, left for their
homes in Exeter Dec. 0th_C. A. Vose is
teaching the school in this district.C. S.
Taylor of Sidney is in town packing apples

ments— Mrs. John Kandell returned Fri-

day from a few days visit to her sister, Mrs.
Wilson Kandell of Belfast, accompanied by

her granddaughter, Miss Gladys Randell,
who has spent her school vacation with her
cousin, Mrs. Esther Webber-Mrs. I). G.
Harris left Saturday for Augusta, where
she visited her nephew, C. S. Ilichborn,
going from there Monday to the home of
her son, H. H. Grant, in Portland... “Jack
Frost” arrived in town Sunday and seems
to have lost none of his old-time vigor.
When he applies for “leave of absence” it
will be granted without hesitancy.The
village schools began Monday. The only
change in teachers is that Miss Mabelle
Paul of Belfast is teaching the grammar
school
Emery lleagan of Belfast is teachMiss Mabel F. Siming at “the Brook”
mons returned to her duties at the Castine
Normal School Wednesday, accompanied
by Miss Susie Cousens and Miss Clara
New goods
Mudgett, pv.pils of the school
and holiday stock are displayed at the follewingplaces: Dry goods at J. G. Lambert’s;
dress goods, blankets, wrappers, towels, etc.,
at Mrs. Susie Randell’s; crockery and glass
ware at the J. M. Ames Co.’s, and holiday
goods at E. F. Staples.Miss Harriet D.
Hichborn, who has been absent since the
last of August, arrived home Wednesday
evening, having visited friends in New
York, New Jersey, Connecticut and Massachusetts, and her brothers in Portland and

for A. 1. Hall.J. E. Hall went to
Waldo last week and bought several lots of
W. A. Hall took Frank Choate to
apples
the insane asylum in Augusta last week_
C. A. Hall finished threshing last week_
Rev. J. Washburn returned to his homejlast
week.
—

Morrill.

Dr.

Walter

F.

Brown of

Norridgewock was in town last Friday and
Saturday, calling on his old friends_
Mrs. Oscar Meader has been very sick the

past ten days with pneumonia. Mr. Edward Payson of Waldo is also very sick_
Niue of the members of Honesty Grange
visited Mystic Grange, Belmont, last Thursday evening and enjoyed their visit very

Augusta.

future_Apple buyers are numerous
and the price of apples is higher.Elilen
Smart was in town Dec. 9tli—Leroy Gross
near

arrived home from Boston last week
Lester Dow of Searsport visited in town
Dec. 8th....Hiram Clarke has his new
store about completed and is having a line
trade, lie is located at Ward’s corner.
...

—

|

soon.

—

There

the usual number
of family gatherings in this place on
Thanksgiving Day, and they did justice to
the bountiful dinners served
Thomas
Cook, who met with a serious accident a few
weeks ago, is improving slowly. His many
friends are glad to hear he is so comfortable.
Arrangements are under way for an
entertainment and Christmas tree at the
church on the evening of Dec. 24th. Much
enthusiasm is shown and doubtless all will
be done that can be to make the affair a
success_Frank Bartlett has his ice house
nearly completed—We regret to say that
Mr. Ed. Woods and family moved to Fairfield last week. He thinks of securing employment in a car shop there. He sold his
farm to a Mr. Fogg from Detroit, who will
take possession as soon as convenient
Mrs. J. C. Whitney, who has been suffering
from a serious attack of appendicitis, is a
very little better at this writing—Pearl
Reynolds and wife are rejoicing over their
nice great boy, who was born recently
Mr. and Mrs. A. 1). Jackson and little daughter went to Fairfield last week, visiting—
Little Gladys Giles spent several days in
Troy recently, with Mrs. A. Whitaker and
daughter_Estes & Ward from Troy think
of loading a car of potatoes at this station
this week.
were

[
!

wnereas,

tne

iiivine creator ot the
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—
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DR. MOTT’S
IV) ERVERINE DILLS
great remedy for nervous prostration and all diseases of the generative
organs of either sex. such as Nervous Prostration. Failing or Lost Manhood
Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors. Mental Worry, excessive use
S- lobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and Insanity. With every
order we guarantee to cure or refund the money. Sold at #1.00 nor box'
3 t)03.es for So.00* UK. MOTT’S CHEMICAL
CO., Cievelanu. Ohio’

^potency,

AFTER USING,
hor

sale

Oy

K.

H.

Moody,

Belfast,

Maine.
V

__

Druggists Speak:
“

We have

-.

good sale

on
L. F.”
M. L. PORTFR, M. D., Danforth, Me.
“I have a good sale and steady demand.”
R. H. MOODY, Belfast, Me.
“
‘L. F.’ Atwood’s Bitters is one of the comparatively few
ASA H. S\OW. Damariscotta, Me.
90od sellers.”
a

No

Symptoms
When

of Worms

child’s nose itches, when its appetite is variable and
Indigestion is frequent, when the tongue is foul, breath bad
or the sleep disturbed give it a few doses of
n

TRUE’S

Worm

t

ELIXIR

will expel all worms. It no worms are present True
Slixircan do no harm, but acts asa gentle tonic. I’
cures constipation, biliousness and all the stomach and bowel complaints common in children
and adults. 35cts, a bottle, at drug stores.
DR. J. F. TRUE & CO.. Auburn, Me.
Special treatment far Tape Wormt.
Pampk'et free.

CRAIN,
FEED,
SEEDS and

FRED ATWOOD,

Winterport.

Importers «>l

INSURANCE and REAL

ESTATE,

6*<I.

CO'**

Safe. Always reliable. Ladles, ask Druggist for
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH in Red and
€>old metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbon.
Take no otker. Reffcase dangerous substitutions and imitations. Buy of your Druggist,
or send 4e. in stamps for Particulars, Testimonials and
Relief for Ladles," tn Utter,
by return Mall. 10,000 Testimonials. Sold by all
Druggists.
CHICHESTER CHEMICAL CO.
Madison Square.
PHILA., PA.

FILLED

WA'HhR

ana

READY

j*JY business,
CLEANER

Call and see the best thing on the
market to save labor and trouble.

1

Call

on

him for

And The Diseases Peculiar
to Women. Diseases
the
and
Blood, NefVoifs
all diseases and Diseased
Conditions of the Kidneys,

System,

Bladder,

Lungs,

^ no woman

MEETING OF CREDITORS.
#

U. S. District Court1
for the
District of Maine, )

}

In

I want to devote my

rapidly increasing

Ladies' and Gentlemen’s custom tailor-

ing

A

business.

man

good opening
get’into

of some money to

for
a

a

live

clothing business.
HARRY W. CLARK,
s:;

STATE (IE HAINE.
WALDO SS.

COURT OF

INSOLVENCY.

C. W. Wescott and J. It. Dunton, assignees on
the estate of Albert L. and Fred C. Newcomb, of
Monroe, in sain County, having presented their
first and final account as assignees of said estate
for allowance.

|

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Court
of Insolvency, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th
day of January next, and show cause, if any they
have, who the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Coas. I*. Hazeltine, Register.

Main Street, Belfast, Me.

HORSES,
CARRIAGES
and HARNESSES
FOK

SALK.

We offer for sale about a dozen good horses
and several carriages and harnesses.
We also have a lot of SHOM'S and PIGS for
sale.
BELFAST LIVKRYCO.
Belfast, Sept. 21. 1000.—.H>tf
*

DR. P. E. LUCE.

Stomach,

Liver and Heart and all diseased States of the P<*lvic
and Reproductive Organs
together with every form of
Skin Disease. Most cases
quickly relieved and permanentiy cured oy me oreat Muitipathic specifics.
Send for General Symptom Blank and one on
Diseases of Women. Many cases that were considered hopeless have been cured by these Great
Remedies. During May and June consultation
free by mail. Dr. Mitchell can be consulted free
at his Boston office Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
Other days his regular consultation fee of $3 wiB
be charged. Monthly treatment at reasonable
rates. Address,
CHARLES H. MITCHELL, M. D.,
218 Tremont street,
Union Savings Bank Building,
Next to Hotel Touraine,
Boston, Mass.
Laboratory, 3 Howard Place Roxbury, Mass.

will suffer after she
has taken it ^ ^ ^

MADE CLOTH IXG

as

whole time to our

POSTS’ WATER PROOF BELT OIL

HOME TREATMENT
Chronic Diseases

Itf

For Sale!

and LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

need suffer
after knowing about

TANGIN.

1’TI.Y

33, 33, 3 7 F+oi* S'..

READ

COMBINA1 ION WINDOW

woman

|

Stilt.

quality of

OUDKHS I’HOM

Is Agent for the

....FOR....

■

dealers in the finest

Blacksmith

GEO. T.

/

TANGIN works hand in hand with nature and
Swanville. Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Nickrevives the enfeebled organs to full vital force. It is
ersen
and two children of Portl and
just the medicine nature intended woman to take when
were in
town recently.Hon. A. E
nervous, run down, weak and generally debilitated.
.a
Nickerson has been in
Boston selling ■
Buck Hollow, Vt., June 26, igoo.
hay_Mrs. Thomas Dowling lias reDear Sirs: I will write you now and tell
turned to her home in Malden, Mass.
you how much good your TANGIN has done
me, and also thank you for your good ad
....Miss Garrie Marden left Saturday to
vice. No one can tell what I have suffered
join her parents in Howard, R. I_Mrs.
from leucorrhoea and kidney troAle during
the last ten years. Before I began to take
been
who
has
her
son
visiting
Gray,
Wallace,
TANGIN I could not do my own work, but
has returned to her home in Bucksport_
now I do all my work alone, washing and
all. I spoke to my doctor about TANGIN
Miss Katherine Dickerson has returned
and he said it was all you claimed It to be,
from a visit to Boston and vicinity_The
that it was splendid for me and to keep on
from God,
schools in town began Dec. 3d with the | taking it. TANGIN is a blessing
I
for it relieves me. Yours, with respect,
Mrs. Frank L. Courtemarsh.
following teachers: No. 1, Miss Katherine J
J. Nickerson; No. 3, Miss Julia
Chase;]
Get a free sample and try it. Even a few
No. 9, Mr. A. T. Nickerson. Mr. Z. D. jl
doses will convince you that it is just the mediHartshorn is teaching in Prospect ...Mrs.
cine to cure you. Mention this paper.
Grant, who has been the guest of Mrs. M.
New York
Address.
J. Downs, has returned to Belfast....

GROCERIES

Me

TELEPHO^ E 4-2.

a

TANGIN

...THE...

_

SET-STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION..*® Security Bond* lor Cashiers, Contr.it

woman’s medicine, possessing the
precise ingredients needed by the delicate
Her dull, dragging
organs of her sex.
pains and exhausted feelings simply cannot remain after taking TANCIN for a
short time.
It is

n F/rrifN no.

From Boston. Tuesdays and Fridays at ">.ooi*.m.
From Bangor, via. way-landings. Mondays
and Thursdays at 11.00 v. m.
FKF.l) W. POTK. Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN', (lend Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM II. HILL. (lend Manager. Boston.

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE QLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.

IS rm

TANGIN

Fare between r.elfasf and Boston red need
from >.:.no to
and a proportionate rednetion
made in llir prior o| thronga ti"kots between
Boston and ail landings on tin- l* nob-rot Kiver.
Thr price of room- aooonunodai am I wo persons
each, will be redaeod from >_’.oo and §t..v», to
Sl.'»0 and si.00 oacli.
steamers
Commencing Thursday. Nov. •_»•>.
leave Belfast for Boston’, via. ('amd-n and Koekland. at iabouti
n. m.. Monday- and TburslUs
I n- Bangor via. way landings, Wednesdays
and Saturdays, at about s.imi \. m., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

Representing Over Twenty Million Assets

TT

T

Belfast to Boston $2 25.

Anthracite and

A spec' .'- .It
AOlia' Globe
from
HllxUl-w cup
defender
UvOf'ae with
frames of
Herres.|K ...ii of aatnew
hoft' has come a.. ,.
process for polishing the bronze, so that it can
be kept as smooth as glass at all times, in
the water and out.

W

GREAT REDUCTION IN FARE5.
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verse
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for Loss of
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Slmm
Immediate Results

AND VITALITY

—

lias seen lit to remove from our midst
loved and honored sister, Mrs. J. D. Small,
be it
Resolved: That while we bow in silent
and humble submission to this evidence of
the Divine will, we have lost a member
whose place in our lodge cannot be lilted.
Resolved, That our hearts are filled with
sadness as we enter the Lodge room and
look in vain for her whose gentle presence
has ever been a sweet, though silent, inlluence for good to all.
Resolved, That our hearts go out in deepest sympathy to the husband and children,
who have been bereft of a beloved wife and
mother.
Resolved, That our charter be draped for
thirty days; that these resolutions be inserted in the Temperance Record and The Republican Journal; a copy be sent to the
family of the deceased, and a copy be spread
upon the records of Bethel Lodge, I. O. G. T.
Mrs. E. L. Bartlett,
Com.
Bessie L. Higgins,
on
E. L. Bartlett,
) Res.
Bethel Lodge, I.O. G. T.

cure

Better than a. Piano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as
plays and
doivt cost as much. It reproduces the music of any instrument—band or
orchestra—tolls
stories and sings—t he old familiar hymns as well as the popular
is
songs—it always ready
See that Mr. Edison’s signature is on every machine Catalogues OI aft dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO.,
135 Fifth Ave., New York.

—

returned home, having received an injury to
his hack from a falling limb.Arthur
Ritchie, Esq., attended Prohate Court in
Belfast last Tuesday.Pearl Wing has
gone to Bangor to engage as a chopper in
the woods_Messrs. Earl Drummond and
others, who went from here to the West
several years ago, are expected to return

—

his son, Edward M. Hunt. The deceased
leaves a widow, live daughters and two sons.
The funeral services were held Sunday,
Rev. I). Brackett officiating—Owing to the
inclemency of the weather there was a
small attendance at the quarterly meeting
Dec. Ttli, .Stli and !)th—Mrs. V. N. Higgins
lnul the misfortune to cut lie; left hand
quite badly last week. Dr. Hurd dressed the
wounds and they are doing well_Mrs.
Mabel Nason and Miss Jennie Croxford of
Jackson were guests Sunday night of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurlow of
Benj. Ames
Iiixmont were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Higgins during the quarterly meeting.
Rev. and Mrs. 1). Brackettp ssed Friday
night with Mrs. Rebecca Files—George
Sherman and wife of Burnham passed Saturday and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Mrs. Fred Cole was the guest of
Gilley
Mrs. Bert Stevens Friday-There will be
an election of officers at Harvest Moon.
grange last Saturday.Dr. and Mrs.
J. C. Whitney, who have been passing
several weeks with their son, J. O. Whitney, in F.mbden, returned Saturday night.
.Misses Lizzie Harmon and Myra
Cates left Monday morning fof Castine. to
attend the Normal school.Robert Cates,
who is attending Shaw’s Business College in
Portland, is at home for a short vacation....
Mrs. Elkanah Moulton of Unity was the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Asbury Harmon, last week.Ira Howard of Pittsfield
is passing a few days with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Howard... .Miss Florence
Rackliff of Knox visited Miss Myra Cates a
few days last week
L. G. Monroe passed
Saturday night and Sunday with his sister,
inSearsport.Miss Millie Monroe has returned to her school in Searsport_Austin
Black of Milo is visiting his mother and
brother here for a short time.. ..J. 11. Stevens
and wife, who have been visiting relatives
in Raymond and vicinity, returned Monday.
..ifr. and Mrs. Ira Ward of Massachusetts
are visiting relatives in town.losepli Farwell is teaching school at Knox Station_
Bethel Lodge of Good Templars has adopted
the following resolutions:
—

I

of

Shrunken

W

J HoKNI>lki;.
Mr Daniel Hunt, an aged
citizen, died Friday morning at the home o{

—

copy

Power, Varicocele, Undeveloped
Organs, Paresis, Locomotor Ataxia,
Nervous Prostration, Hysteria, Fits, Insanity,
Paralysis and the
Results of Excessive Use of Tobacco,
Opium or Liquor. By
m
mail plain package, $ 1.00 a bx, 6 for $5.00 with our Bankable Guarantee Bond to cure in SO days or refund
money paid.
Bervita Medical Co., Clinton and Jackson Sts., Chicago, III.
or

—

health. ..Melvin Clarke, the magnetic healer,
starts Dec. 19tli for a trip through Brooks,
Belfast, Searsmont, Warren, Union and
Waldoboro_Dr. Thomas Dorr is expected
in town this week to visit his patients_
Mrs. Ida Cole is at work for C. It. Gross
John Butterfield will build a new house in the

Prospect.
Chester Clark has arrived
home from Massachusetts and gone to work
on Mt. Waldo_Messrs. Folsom and Burrill
of Comma are packing apples in the New
York settlement this weekv Kingsbury
and Clark have the largest lot there—On
our trip through the New York settlement
after the big snow storm we saw deer
tracks without number-John F. Libby
now keeps corn and meal, besides the best
stock of groceries on the river—Wm. Q.
Spinney is running a good stock of groceries, with corn and meal, and also sends out
a cart with groceries and a delivery team.
_The rural free delivery route is only
one mile from our place now, and we have
not yet learned why the George and Clark
settlements should be specially favored.
_The snow has come this year before
The young
most people were ready for it
men go away so fast now that there are but
Amos Partridge
few men to chop wood
has returned to Belfast from a visit to reThe apple buyers are
latives in Prospect
waiting for a car to ship their Prospect
and Stockton apples
0. B. Gray is
gathering in the taxes... Eggs are 32 cents
per doz., and the hens have begun to lay.
_The hog killing season is now on. The
largest hog in this vicinity is a 700 pounder
raised by Loring Griffin, Stock ton Springs.
Corn has been cheap, and a 300-pound pig or
hog is a common thing here.

Positively guaranteed

—

Clarke’s Corner (Prospect.)
Miss
Ella Moore of Frankfort was in town Dec.
9th, the guest of Mrs. Abbie Clarke_
Freeman Partridge has bought a nice horse
of Fred Clarke—Miss Bertha Partridge
began her school in the George Dist. Dec.
3d... Mrs. Sarah Clarke visited her son,
Fred Clarke, Dec. 9th. He is in very poor

Liberty. Miss Mabel E. Stevens returned Monday to Pittsfield to take up the work
of another term at the Maine Central Institute— Walter Clough, who went to Colorado for his health some time ago, is reported
as improving—Donald S. Walker, Colby
'«)4, returned to Waterville a few days ago
after spending Thanksgiving at home....
Supt. Arthur liitcliie has been substituting
in the lower village school on account of the
illness of the teacher_Will Pierce, who
went into the woods in the northern part*)f
the State a few weeks ago as a chopper, has

Nervitn
1%W1
VIIOwuI&UIvlo

—

much_It is announced that Miss Millett
of Blefast will preach here next Sunday at
the usual hour_The recent snow storms
started lumbering operations.

Unity.

never

Foster Small oi Brooks is upending tin
winter with his grandparents and attending
school.. ..Last Friday a part.- of Behast
people took a slehthrtae out to tanningham’s Hall, where their Swanville friends
were invited to join them in a social dance.
The good sleighing, beautiful moonlight
and select company all combined to make
it a very enjoyable affair—Comet Grange
elected the same board of officers this year

_

COUNTY

—

To Bust the Trusts.
that two
walked the earth
and Winifred Prescott.
Here is a way to bust the trusts—make
: have stood your svin- them pay for all the Christmas presents.
[The Saturday Evening Post.
■;>• shook tier
gray curls
The ladies of Waldo county are informed
Well, there is one tiling
t ly clear to my mind, and that McCall’s Magazine is the handsomest
home and fashion magazine in exfrom
out
comes
living
This celebrated magazine otters
! 1 i ianiel and Winifred istence.
beautiful premiums to all who raise clubs,
among their own re- and illustrates the famous McCall 11az.au
cks, there would have Pattekns.
The premiums ottered are the
to have written us the handsomest in the world.
It contains stovhat the Lord gives ns ries, literary articles and handsome colored
fashion plates. The publishers wish one
os! its accompaniments representative in every locality, and will
send instructions and free prize offers to
of
Mrs.
Thistle
o-posed
who will mention this paper and
any
ip the children to gener- sendlady
her name and address to The McCall
and
ciugerbread
dough- Company, 144 West 14th Street, New York

thing

Witness.

—

rd, father. I have had
prise of my life to-day,
•derstand it yet. But I
mie

a

Intense suffering was endured by witness
T. L. Martin of Dixie, Ky.t before he gave
this evidence: * I coughed every night until
my throat was nearly raw; then tried Dr.
King’s New Discovery which gave instant
relief. I have used it in my family for four
years aiid recommend it as the greatest remedy for Coughs, Colds and all Throat, Chest
and Lung troubles.
It will stop the worst
cough, and not only prevents but absolutely
cures Consumption.
Price 50c and $1.00.
Every bottle guaranteed. Trial bottles free
at K. H. Moody’s Drug-Store.

Bankruptcy.

The first meeting of the creditors of Simeon
G. Mason of Jackson, Maine, adjudged bankrupt upon his own petition, to prove their claims
against him and choose one or more trustees of
his estate, will be held at the office of the referee,
Belfast. -Maine, on the 28th day of December, A.
D. 1900, at 10 o’clock a. m.
WILLIAM P. THOMPSON,
lw51*
Referee for Waldo District.

Physician & Surgeon
Pelvic Diseases of Women
Notice it hereby given that a discount of 2 per
cent, will be made on all taxes for 1900 paid to me
before Jan. 1,1901. 1 shall he at the Aldermen’s
Room in Memorial
Building from 8.30 to 11.30 a.
m., and Saturdays from 1.30 to 4 i*. m.
M. C. HILL .Collector

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

Specialty.

a

BELFAST, flE.

Office hours. 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
N. B. Night calls promptly answered from his
office.

Belfast, August 1,1900.—31tf

A. CLEMENT
lias opened his room over
Misses Kill's’ store for

Picture Framing.
tCjF’Mvts cut

to order.

For Sale

Skeleton wagon.
Sulky, high wheels.
Harnesses and blankets.
Offers, however low, invited.
WM. C. MARSHALL.
f
Belfast, July 12, 1999.— >8.

Dr. John
SUBSCRIBE

Fuk^^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

Cheap.

Bay mare, good size and weight.
Three-year-old colt.
Top buggy.

OPERA
OFFICE

HOURS:

Stevens,

HOUSE BLOCK.
11 to 12 A.
and

n.; 1 to J P. M
Sundays 11 to 12 A.M.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Mrs. Zilphia Doane is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Grinnell.
Frank Morrow has a situation with George
Turgen at Lewiston.
Wanted. 100 cords of hard wood, apply
to C. E. Adams

or

C. A. Whittier.

Rev. J. E. C. Sawyer is here to spend
Christmas with his mother and sister.
A. S. Towle will spend the winter
with her niece, Mrs. Nellie llart, in Dennis,
Mass.

IF

you made

ders of

*A

collection of the blun-

a

RODSING

*

in the last quarter

women

M. II. Prescott has been promoted to the
treasurer's office of the B. it M. R. R. in
Jloston.
Mrs. Harriet Whitcomb is spending the
winter with her nephew, f rank Liscomb, in
^Portland.
Esther and Prudence Beach left last Thurs-

day for Medlield, Mass., where they will
spend the winter.
The annual parish meeting of the Congresociety will take place Saturday,
tec. 22d at 2p. m.

fatioulist

Will Rice and Fred Sawyer have situations
in the freight department of the Boston &
Maine R. R., Boston.
The services at the Congl. church next
w ill be as usual, with a Christmas
sermon by the pastor.

Sunday

century, the

—

price

since she must

Capt. William R. Gilkey left by train
Monday for New York to join his schooner, the Georgia Gilkey.

for sufficient

There will he a parish tea at the residence of * Mrs. J. C. Nickels this, Thursday,
afternoon, from 5 to 7.

could have had four

Geo. A. Bowen has begun harvesting ice
for home use. lie finds it*almost a foot
thick and of very tine quality.
B. lb Gerry, who has been in Islesboro
during the summer, is here for a short time
doing a job of papering and upholstering.
Fred K. .Sawyer, who has secured a situathe lb & M. R. R. freight office, has
resigned his position as clerk of the post
office here.

grown

cups of

Sch. E. L. Warren, Capt. Israel Closson,
was caught in the ice on the Kennebec and
is froze in at Gardiner. Capt. Closson,
Albert I >ix and Arthur Sawyer arrived home
last week.
A book club with fifteen associates has
been formed in town. Each member buys
one of the latest books published, then by
an unique system each book is to be passed
from one to the other until all have had
opportunity to read the first lot, when they
ma\ proceed as before, ad libitum.
Tlie Rialto Dramatic Club are negotiating
with Sears Lodge. I. O. O. F. for an entertainment for the benefit of the lodge fund.
The drama they propose giving is the “Virginia Bomaree*," a very catcliy modern play
with ever;, thing staged up to date. As the
club is composed of the finest talent in Belfast our people are looking forward to a
pleasant evening's entertainment.
Ti im’kk-M \i»i*i:v A beautiful wedding
in tin- Bresln terian church Tuesday evening. I'ec. 11th. Bev. \Y. B. 11 ollingsw 01 tli
otliciating, was that of. Miss Fleurine Madden and Mr. Balph Tapper, in the presence
of iaan\ friei ds and relatives.
At the
organ. Mrs. Baya ]>layed with a masterly
touch the march oi Mendelssohn's, “The
Angel Serenade,” and the march from Tanhauser. Mr. F. F. Twitty, Mr. Bayard
Biitt>. Mr. Howard Wall and Mr. Charles
Fleming acted as ushers. The bride was
charmingly attired in a going-away gown,
and immediately after the ceremony, amid
the good an ishes of a host of friends, Mr. and
Mrs. Topper left fora bridal trip to the north
and east.
On their return they will make
their home with the groom’s parents, Capt
and Mrs. William M. Topper, on I'nion
snvet.
Miss Madden Avas one of Brunswick" (‘harming and popular young ladies,
Mr. Tapper one of the most highly-thoughtof young men in the city : and the large number of beautiful and handsome presents received attested silently the great popularity of the young couple.
Brunswick, Ga.,
Times-* all.

The Kind You Hate Always

Bears the

SHIP

Bought

NEWS.

ARRIVED.

Sell. A. Hayford,*Ryan, Boston.
AMERICAN PORTS.

New* York, Dec. 12.

Ar, sells. Pendleton
Brothers, Brunswick; Herbert E., Sliute,
News:
M.
S.
Newport
Bird, Bangor; cld,
sell. Grace Davis, Jacksonville; sld, schs.
Henry Crosby, St. Pierre; Ella M. Willey,
Port Spain; Ella G. Eells, Cayenne; 15, ar,
sehrs. Pendleton Sisters and I. K. Stetson,
Bangor; 14, cld, bark Penobscot, Freemantie; sell. Florence Leland, Jacksonville;
sld, schs. Maud Briggs, Norfolk; Edward
Stewart, Fernandina; Kit Carson, Norfolk;
!.». ar, schs. Jennie A. Stubbs, Gonaives via
Stamford, Ct.: Melissa A. Willey, Nat Ayer,
Annie P. Chase, J. Arthur Lord and Sadie
Wik-utt, Bangor; Mary A. Hall, Somes
Sound ; eld, sell. Annie Lord, Port Spain ; l<>,
ar, schs. Webster Barnard and Telumah,
Bangor; Nightingale, Providence; sld, sch.
Charlotte T. Sibley, Darien : 17, ar, sell. Melissa Trask, Bangor.
Boston, Dec. 15. Ar, schs. Daylight, Philadelphia: Young Brothers, do.; 14, ar, sch.
William Butman, Bangor; 15, sld,sch. Laura
M. Lunt, Fernandina; 17, sld, schs. Lizzie
Lane and Eagle, Bangor for New York, in
tow.

Philadelphia, Dec. 15. sch. Cld, Lucy E.
Friend, Thomas, Gloucester; 17, cld, sch.
Lyman M. Law, Blake, Boston.
Baltimore, Dec. 10. Ar, sch. Sallie POn,
Fernandina; 12, ar, ship Henry B. Hyde,

New York.

Fernandina, Dec. 11. Sld, sch. Viola Reppard. Barter, Boston; 12,cl*., sch. Austin D.
Knight, Bridgeport, Ct.; 17, ar, sch. Herald,
Keyos, Trinidad, B. W. i.
Apalachicola, Dec. 12. Ar, sch. Wellfleet,
Port

order*

private

vntonio.

Conviction must follow such emphatic proof as
given here. The testimony of Belfast residents
Read it and

case.

see

Here is

if doubt

can

medicine, but it did not help
My mother saw Doan’s Kidney Pills
advertised and got a box for me at Edmund Wilson’s drug store. I used them as directed and
me

since.”

Sold for Afty cents per box by all dealers. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for
the United States.
Remember thesubstitute.

name—DOAN’S—and take

no

price

“original package”
TEAS.

This is
a

a

on

great opportunity

to

this lot

get

as

high as $3.00-

98c.

p

at 73c.

Slippers

gratifying

to

efforts

jrjVl.

our

to

the lowest prices.

WE ABE STILL SELLING

Women’s 3-Biiekle Overshoes,

s %

at

price:

very low

very

sizes 6s, 7s and

high grade Slipper

a

at

Men’s 3-ltnckle

Overshoes,

Men’s Mluckle

Overshoes,

Slipper
Every pair

exceptional
styles

from.

$1.00.

49c.

Slippers

Men’s Felts and Rubbers,

|j

choose from.

Women’s Crochet Slippers 69c.
the

made

a

pair.

Beware

labor

Remember the Place is

Sweets for tie Palate!
Fool for lie Mini!
Fancy Goods for

ready

imitations.

only

necessity

is

shoes

places,

cheaper

would cost,

comfort

The best

materials in

quoted

price

|;u

combination,

SOROSIS-^——
character, style,

wasting time

the

them.

THE DINSMORE STORE

HOLIDAY

FREDERICK

6000

::

....CARLE It JONES' NEW STO.K

CHRISTMAS

LADIES' FURNISHINGS

gTmTxer

JONATHAN

4CANDY>

ALZO

(

(JllUljftCIl

Street,

j

The Best Pork Dress
THAT ever orew

Cutting School

Belfast Citffggital
For the

care

and treatment of

EMERGENCY,
GYNECOLOGICAL and

IN MAINE.

MATERNITY CASES.
CAN NOW BE SEEN IN

any

part

just right
or

for your

Sunday

any other

use.

HAM OR BACON in any of their numerous forms.

SAUSAGE.

makes, both
home-made and imported

Monday, Wednesday and Friday,

PIOS FEET,
j Everything
HEAD CHEESE, }
in the
PIGS LIVtR,
Pork line.
)

Comer Main and High Streets, Belfast.
TELEPHONE 0-2.

WANTED.
A house-girl for
work. Good pay.
4wfi0

cooking and general house
Apply to
A. C. BURGESS,
68 Main St., Belfast, Me

DR. PRINCE E

Me.

LUCE,

Physician and Surgeon,

Oyer Knowlton’s Store, High Street,

Manager and Proprietor.
(A consulting staff of six Physicians

Belfast, Maine.

and

Surgeons.)

LadiesJcaiLhere receive personal instruction

in
Misses and Chil-

Ladies,
styles
drafting
dren’s garments by accurate and scientific princieducation
can be obtained at
A
finished
ples.
this institution in taking measures, drafting, cutting, putting together, boning, and all kinds of
fancy cording. Egg^Call and see what we teach.
all

Visitors

are

of

welcome.

5ftf

THE DIAMOND
GARMENT CUTTER CO.

A COMPLETE LINE
....OF....

Undertaking

Goods.

REASONABLE AT

SPENCER & WILSON S
NOTICE. The subscriber
notice that he has been duly apadministrator on the estate of
JOHN P. PERKINS, late of Palermo,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having do
mauds against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make paySAMUEL WARDEN.
ment immediately
Palermo, Dec. 11,1900.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives
pointed

OFFICE
9

to

12

a. m.,

HOURS

and 2 to 5, and 7 to 9 p.

in.

Patients admitted at any time, night or day.
No incurable or contagious diseases received.
Cases of sudden illness or accident received and
given prompt and skillful i$edical or surgical
treatment.
An operating room lilted with all the requirements of aseptic surgei y—hot and cold water
antiseptic solutions and surgical dressing constantly at hand.
A surgical ward with all modern conveniences,
trained nurses, constant medical attention. Every
thing conducted on strictly scientific principles.

....TERMS

S3.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 11th day of December, 1900.
Call, administratrix on the estate of Frank
L. Call, late of Troy, in said County, deceased,
having presented her first and final account of ad-

WALDO
fast,
Isa D.

ministration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that, all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, ou the 8th day
of January next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

S3.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 11 th day of December, 1900.
Henry G. Barlow, administrator on the estate ot
Sarah G. Barlow, late of Freedom, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate for allowance
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, iu the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, onsthe 8th day
of January next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

J

SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at Belfast, on the 11th day of December, 1900.
Wilber H. Ridley, guardian of Mabel W. Partridge of Stockton Springs, in said County, having presented his final account of guardianship
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
that all persous interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
of January next, and show cause, if any
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

..

(according to nature of case), $10.00
Hospital
to $60.00 Hospital services, ward. $1.00 per day;
fee

room, $2.00 (which includes board, diet
adapted to each individual case, medicine, nursing and medical attendance).
Patients admitted under the care of other physicians will only be charged for hospital services.
THE HOSPITAL (FEE
Covers the expense of all minor operations, the
results of accigents, etc., and also for the most
common Gynecological work, such as curetting
the cavity of Womb or Cervix, operations for repair of injuries to Cervix or Perineum, dilalatlon
or
of Cervix Uteri, operations for
for Cystocele or Rectocele, t istulae or Hemorrhoids.
The Fee for Major Operations,
exterpaAmputation of limbs, or of Cervix Uteri,
tion of
Glands, removal of Tumors or

private

Caskets and
PRICES

FOGG & BROWN,

Belfast,

Opera House Block,

AFTERNOONS AND EVENINGS.

All the best

me some

my back has not troubled

$\ 50, and many worth

Six different varieties

Belexist in

at times that I could not straighten, and Anally I
sent for ft doctor. He said I had kidney trouble

a

We have marked the

Men's

a

the face of this evidence.
Mr. Benjamin Robinson of No. 6 Waldo avenue,
corner of Bridge street, says:
“I caught cold
and it settled in my back and laid me up for
several weeks. The sharp pains were so severe

and gave
me much.

worth less than

of them

beans
to

in all

Slipper

samples,

Rubber

for this

comprises every sort and description of a
the fancy leathers and shapes, not a pair

price.

SALT PORK

fast

of Chase

manufacturers’

giving

you want.

I he Kind that Carries Conviction
k very Belfast Reader.

This lot

fcs.

Men's

pound

satisfy the most skeptical.

one

are

reason

Of the past week has been
shows the people appreciate

Port Townsend, Wash., Dec. 12. Cld,
KORN.
ship Great Admiral, Chemainus for Sydney.
Dec.
13.
seh.
Wm.
II.
Savannah,
Sid,
Billings. In Orland, December 7, to Mr. and
Sumner, New York ; 1G, ar, sch. II. D. Has- Mrs.
William W. Billings, a daughter.
kell, New York.
an
value in a
at this
We are
Connor. In Castine, December 2, to Mr. and
Dec.
13.
sch.
Ar,
Pascagoula, Miss.,
Mrs. Robert A. Connor, a son.
Lucia Porter, Farrar, Cape llaytien; 1G, ar,
Dm MMoNi). In Orland, December 2, to Mr.
to choose
Nine different
sch. Methebesec, Barbados.
and Mrs. Thomas F. Drummond, a daughter.
Dyer. In Isle an Haut, November 24, to Mr.
San Francisco, Dec. G. Sid, bark Edward
and Mrs. James E. Dyer, a son.
well worth
May, Honolulu.
Grant. In Stockton Springs, December 14, to
Port Tampa, Dec. 13. Sid, bark C. P.
Capt. and Mrs. Manley Grant of Sandypoint, a
Dixon, New York.
son.
Charleston, S. C., Dec. 1G. Ar, sch. WilGrindle. In Bluehill, December 6, to Mr. and
liam E. Downes, New York.
Mrs. Andrew A. Grindle, a daughter.
Levensaler. Tn Razorville, November 29, to
Bucksport, Dec. 1G. Sid, seh. Estelle,
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl J. Levensaler, a son.
Curacoa.
Partridge. In Thomaston, December 8, to
Dec.
1G.
sehs.
Kit Carson
Norfolk,
Ar,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Partridge, a daughter.
New York; Edward II. Blake, New Haven
Providence, Dec. 17. Ar, sch. Georgia Gib
MARRIED.
key, Turks Island.
to
Means much to every woman who wears w
Jacksonville, Fla.,Dec. 17. Ar, sch. Henry
Clausen, Jr., Torrey, Bath.
Brazier -Huntinoton. Ill Rockland, DecemFORF.IOX POUTS.
fit and
ber 5, George I. Brazier and Addie Huntington,
of these
:
Rio Janeiro, Nov. 17. Sid, ship Paul
both of Rockland.
Revere, Wilson, (from New York) Hong
Bi niiv-Gatchell.
In Pittsfield, December
the
world
over.
to
of
wear shoe lh
11, Wesley Bundy
Kong.
Osawatomie, Kan., and Ruby
Singapore, Dec. 12. Sid, bark Rose Innes, Gatehell of Pittsfield.
Johnson-Mitchell.
In Boston, December
New York.
can
of
procure.
“Just as ;
by Rev. J. W. Carter, Harry J. Johnson of
Sagua, Dec. G. Ar, sch. Ulive T. Whit- 12,
Roxbury, Mass., and Miss Maude B. Mitchell of
tier, Philadelphia.
Boston, formerly of Belfast.
offered
in
but
there
is
one
!
many
Port Elizabeth, Dec. 13. Ar, bark James
best
of
all colors.
1 he
These are
Moxham-Dorr.
In Orland, December 10.
11. Hamlen, llodick, San Nicholas.
William Walter Moxham of Malden, Mass., and
and
there
is
no
lliogo, Nov-. 15. In port, barks Puritan Alice Dorr of Orland.
in
is
than the raw material
with i
we have
(lir,) Amsbury, for New York.
San Juan, P. R.,J)ec. 1. Sid, sch. NorumDIED.
Buv
best
and
will
be
satisfied.
let alone the
that
in
you
bega, Mobile.
St. Pierre, Mart., Dec, 15. Ar, seh. Hattie
II. Barbour, Erskine, Norfolk.
Isle
an Haut, December
Coombs. Drowned at
Newcastle, N. S. W., Dec. it. Ar, ship 4, Herman Coombs, aged 20 years, l month and 15
Emily! Reed, Baker, Sydney, to load for days. vt.aw. In Deer
GifKi
Isle, November 29. Mrs,
Honolulu.
Edna H. Greenlaw, aged 87 years, 3 months and
.
.
MARI Is E MISCELL A N Y.
11 days.
Goi i.n In Houston, Texas, November 18, Mrs.
Boston, l>ec. 10. Sell. F igle, Elmer,which Sarah
A. Would, a native of West Camden, aged
was one of the vessels damaged at Salem
oy years.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
during the recent storm, was lo wed here
Knioiits. In Thomnston. December 0, at the
the County of Waldo, on the llth dav of Dethis afternoon for repairs. ri lie schooner is
State piison, (Verge Knights, aged S3 years. Incember, A. D. 1900.
fi -in Bangor, and was serioush damaged
terment al Poland. Maine.
L. PALMER, son and heir at law
Lank. In Yinalhaven, December0, Mrs. Aman- j
by collision with another vessel.
of Jane Palmer, late of Monroe, in said Coun
da Lane, aged nr. years, 2 months and 2 days.
Port Clyde, Bee. 11. Sell. Mary Farrow,
ty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a peti].< MiAN. In Belfast, Deeember 16, John Alex-:
( apt Teel, from Bangor for New Y ork, lumtion praying that he may be appointed adminisarnler Levan, aged 35 years, io months, 3 days.
trator of the estate of said deceased.
ber laden, dragged anchors on Sunday. Pth,
Ru n. Drowned at Isle an limit, December 4, j
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
east side of Port Clyde harbor, during a
1
Augustus Rich, aged 13 years, 4 months, 6 days.
all persons interested by causing a copv of this
S.mAi.i.iooK. In Winter Ilarbor, December 7 |
heavy \Y. s. AY. gaio. she lies in a fairly
ortler
to he published three weeks
H.
successively
Smallidge, aged about 70 years’
easy position, but will probably have to dis- Capt. Thomas
in the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
charge deck load to get oil*.
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
TO Cl'KE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Sell. Joseph Eaton, ( apt. Greenlaw, from
to
he
held
at
Court,
Belfast, within ami for said
New York for Rockland, with coal, is beCounty, on the 8th day of January. A. 1). 19(»i,
Take laxative Bromo Quinine Tables.
at ten of the clock before noon and show
lieved to have foundered and all hands
cause,
All
refund
the
if
fails
it
to
druggists
if any they have, why the prayer of said
money
drow ned. She was last seen on the Shoals
petitionWe have in our NEW STORE the best assor
er should not he granted.
cure. E. AY. Grove’s signature is on each
just previous to tlie 4th and has not been
most up-to-date line of
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
heard from since. She carried a crew of six
box.
1 y36
A true copy. Attest:
men.
The vessel was owned by A. V. and
Chas. P. Hazeltinf, Register.
(
A. Crockett of Dockland.
BELFAST PRICK CCKRENT.
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[Corrected
1900.
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Me.,
for Philadelphia with a
Frankfort,
in Belfast. Those who have not visited our new store an
Produce Market.
Prices Paid Producer.
BERRY, executor of the last will
cargo of granite, dragged her anchors here
of Owen G. White, late of Belfast, in said
during a northwest gale this morning, and
large line we have in stock. The low prices that have a!.
has a large assortment of the
25 to 50 Hay p ton,
ot Waldo, deceased, having presented a
12.00.al4.00
Apples
p
bu.,
County
on
tlie
east side of the harbor,
grounded
VERY BEST KIXDS of
prevail in our eoc w2y store have extended to this, n
p lb, 5&0 Hides p lb,
o;g.t>£
petition praying that the actual market value
where she now lies, leaking badly. The Beans, dried,
2.25 Lamb p it*,
12
of the property in his hands for distribution, the
pea,
Following is a partial list of what this stock consists:
tug Carhonero was summoned and lias be2.25 Lamb Skins,
medium,
25^.35
persons interested in the succession thereto, and
YeP eyes,
6
the amount of tax Thereon, may be determined
2.50 Mutton p lb,
gun preparations tow ards boating the Samos.
by
UNDERWEAR of all kinds, FLANNEL WAISTS.
20TO22 (>ats p bu., 32 lb, 25@35
said court.
«Cri
Dec. I k sell. Helen Vetter!ing, Rockland Butter p tb,
O'tiO Potatoes p bu.,
50
for New York, with lime, arrived here this Beef p lb,
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1
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Bariev p bu.,
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FLANNELS
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all
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interested
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WAISTS, CORSETS,
morning
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by causing a copv <d' this
Cheese
llA Straw p ton,
6.00(a7.00
order to he published three weeks successively in
been sealed up and will be towed to Head Chickenp It*,
16(al7
p lb,
I0tol2:Turkey p lb,
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
WEAR, APRONS, SHEETING, PRINTS, P
Harbor. Sell. John 1. Snow, New York for Calf skins,
145.3
SO&TSlTallow p lb.
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
A FULL LINE OF.
Hurricane Island, arrived here this morn- Duck p lb,
0&7 AND
l4^tl5,!Veal p lb,
Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for said
CALES, OUTING NIGHT ROBES, ETC.
22
ing with cargo shifted. Vessel had a slight Eggs pdoz.,
30j Wool, unwashed,
County, on the 8th day of January, A D 1901.
Fowl
tt>,
hard,
3.00@4.00
p
list to port. Will trim cargo and proceed.
8^10 Wood,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause if
BOOKS,
I’lease come in and look at the goods. While your trad,
3.50&4.00
13&15 Wood, soft,
Boston, Dec. 17th. Local shipping brok- Geese p lb.
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
Retail Price.
Retail Market.
should not be granted.
ers report that the market for sail tonnage
appreciated it will not be necessary to lie a customer to bo v
STATIONERY,
GEO.
E.
retains a generally quiet anpearance, though Beef, corned, p tb, 8(a 10 Lime p bbl.,
JOHNSON, Judge.
90^1.00
A true copy. Attest:
At our NEW STORE we have tiie best line of
4a5
rates, as a rule, are steady.
Long voyage Butter Salt, 14 lb, I8to20 Oat Meal p lb,
SCHOOL SUPPLIES,
Ciias. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Corn P bu.,
55 Onions p lb,
2£*@3
tonnage is inquired for, ease oil shippers Cracked
Corn
55
Kerosene,
12(^13
p
Oil,
gal.,
bu.,
particularly being in need of vessels to far Corn Meal £> bu.,
4a:
55 Pollock P lb,
MAGAZINES,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
eastern destinations, and though the dispo10
Cheese p lb,
14 Pork p lb,
the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of Decemsition is shown to meet tlie market tlie offer- Cotton Seed
1.13
p cwt., 1.50 Plaster p bbl.,
DAILY and WEEKLY
ber, A. D. 1900.
are
of
an
3
Following is a partial
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exceedingly moderate char- Codfish, dry, P lb, 5@8 Rye Meal p tb,
CTi'iti
PDflAI/CDV
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1.05
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I
v
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deBelfast,
County
Waldo,
OaC>£
10gl4 Sugar p tb,
tonnage to the river Platte, but prompt and Clover Seed.
a
ceased, having presented
petition for an allow35
Flour p bbl.,
4.75to5.25 Salt, T. I., p bu.,
early vessels are offered sparingly. A mod- G.H.Seed
ance out of the personal estate of said deceased.
3
2.35 Sweet Potatoes,
AT THE OLD BOOKSTORE,
pbu.,
Crockery, Glassware, Ayate-ware, Kitchen-ware, Silrerr
erate demand is noticed for coastwise lum3
10 Wheat Meal.
Lard p tb,
That the said petitioner give notice
Ordered,
ber tonnage and rates are firm. Coal freights
ware, Yellow-ware, Lamps and I,amp Globes,
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
to this and other eastern ports are at a
order to be published three weeks successively in
CALDWELL, \
Pots and Jaridnieres, Screens, Work Baskets. Mu-,
the
a newspaper published
pause, ow ing to the scarcity of fuel at the
Journal,
Republican
the
Stops
Cough
Main
•
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
clement,
Pictures
shipping points.»
of all kinds. Bolls, Calendars and Chr\,
and works ofl the Cold.
to he held at Belfast, within and for said
Belfast, Court,
mixer,
county, on the 8th day of January, A. D. 1901,
Books, Toys of every description and a host of small
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a
at ten of theclpck before noon, and show cause, if
make up a complete stock in our line.
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price
should not be granted.
•JScents.
lyrdii
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Nothing is hettc than China for grown-up Christmas prA true Copy—Attest:
ime of China than ours. If you are of those who have been w
Chas. 1'. Hazeltine, Register.
able opportunity now is your time.

FOGG & BROWN’S

should

is that they

The

TH*

Onr Rubber Business

Fancy Holiday Slippers

at about one-third their actual value.

Orloff (Formosa Oolong).
Koh-i-noor (Eng. Breakfast).
Orange Pekoe (India & Ceylon).

Boothbay, Me., Dec. 15. Sld, sch. Mary
Ann McCann, New York.
Brunswick, Ga.. Dec. 13. Sld, schs. Tlieoline, Boston, Celia F., Norwich; 14, ar, schs.
George W. Wells, Havana; D. J>. Haskell,
New York : cld, .sells. J. Manchester Haynes,
MARKET.
Philadelphia; R. Bowers, Providence; 15,
ar, sch. Laura, Larrabee, Philadelphia.
Mobile, Dec. 11. Cld, sch. llumarock, Also Pork in all its many forms and
Campbell, Ponce.
preparations.
Portsmouth, X. II., Dec. 12. Ar, sch.
Sarah W. Lawrence, Philadelphia.
Port Clyde, Me., Dec. 11. In Port, sch. FRESH FORK by the carcass or single
Mar\ Farrow, Bangor for New Y ork.
cut from

is

Men's

f.

PORT OF BELFAST.

Dee. 10.

HAVE BECOME THE OWNERS OF 500 PAIRS

“Original Package" Teas

The stage broke down on the noon trip
recently. It is the first time St. Clair
Gurney have been delayed by an accident j
since they drove.

Mrs. Emma I). Colcord and daughter
Maud will take up their residence in Bangor foi a time to make a home for Herbert,
who is attending the business college there.

WE HAVE JUST CLOSED A DEAL WHEREBY WE

double quantity

tion in

Sell. Lizzie Lane, Capt. Alfred Closson,
which was damaged in the recent gale at
Salem, Mass., has been towed from that
port to New York.

THE-DINSMORE STORE—

strength. Yet for one cent she

& Sanborn's
to

use

BARGAIN?

*

....PROCLAMATION A.T...

Mrs.

largest and finest specimen
would be this:
using low grade food
products. The price is so tempting!
She buys tea, for example. She doesn't
consider whether it. is high or low grade.
If low grade, she actually pays double

CHRISTMAS

*

displacements

Mamary
or HysterectoCancers, Ovariotomy, Laparotomy the
opening of
my or any operation necessitating
the abdominal cavity from $50.00 to $250.00.
For further particular or information address
DR. PRINCE R. LUCE,
or consult
Belfast,“Me.
4W5l
•

they

DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
BETSEY HAM, late of Brooks,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payJOHN C. HAM.
payment immediately.
Belfast, Dec. 11,1900.

*S^DOLLS, TOYS

and LAMPS

THE BEST ASSORTMENT.

TIIE l.OWKsl

Nice Decorated Lamp, complete with Chimney and

it

I

inch Globa

IVe have the GREATEST IIOI.IDAV STOCK in Eastern M
TWO STORES.

Yours truly,

CARLE & JONES,

17 & 19 Main

Proposals for Transportation of
Scholars
ROUTE TWO, CITY OF BELFAST.
Kovtk Two. From the neighborhood of the
residence of Elislm Flanders in the Perkins' district, so-called, via Nortliport avenue to centre
schools. Number of pupils about *25. Distance
*2£ miles, more or less. The team and service
must be acceptable to the Superintendent of
Schools. All bids, sealed, must be in the hands
of the Superintendent before- Friday noon. Dec.
21. The right to reject any or all bids is reserved.
JOHN K. DI N TON,
Superintendent of Schools.
SS —In Court of Probate, held at, Bel
on the 11th day of December, 1900
Gross, executor of the will of James
A. Gross, late of Thorndike, in said County, deceased, having presented his first ami final account of administration of said estate together
with his private account for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
of January next, anil show cause, if any they
have, wbv tli said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Char. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO
last,
Burton

A.

Steamers leave Belfast
and Rockland at -about

shall pay
date.

no

bills of her

contracting

Belfast, December 8, 1900.
3w50*

after this

HARRY E. ESTES.

1

HKTIKNIN'

From Boston, Tuesdays and
From Winterport, at m.no \.
m., Mondays and Thursday
FRED W. BOTE. Agent, Bnt
CALVIN AUSTIN’. Con i
WILLIAM H. HILL.

FOR

Caution Notice.
I hereby forbid all persons harboring or trusting my wife, Emma Estes, on my account, as 1

:<

Thursdays.
For Winterport, via way.
and Saturdays at iabout
rival of steadier from BustI

'•

REiN'1

The rooms on Main street
L. Lord and American Express
Will he alter* <1 e
all modern conveniences

connecting.

put^in

51

137 E. 54

Street,

?
N<

